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GOOD - THINGS! Cancer
Of the Breast.Men's $500 Shoes
Men's 300 "





$350 Shoes, liatid-Fewid, 8250
2.50 " 66 200
2.00 " 6 6 150
Misses' $2.00 Shoes - 81.50
Misses' 1.50 " - 1.25
Child's grain shoes, worth
75 cents and $1, for Aco t tr.
All new fresh goods, and are good value.
PETREE & CO.
0 gm • um
1.henLecaucrs







I If can I e enred by a pea-
remedy which la limo
e directly into the sot,
tole. tteieg quickly ob
sorbed It siVtial ;chef at
oric.
ELY'S CREAM BALM
et ilte•newlerlivd tn be the most thorough rare
for Na•al :At•r h. Cold to Head and tia) Fev-
er of *I: retnedie•. hop t • and cies: sea the
most ptiwases. at Ai-o pan and inr• °unshorn
beats the er-a,nrutects the membrane trorn
co.dit, re4totiso the reuse* of taste and 
mei,.
Price 1404.. at Drool Is or by WO. ELY








1)eering Fla 1- .ri gig'
Binders and Mowers
Mogu Wag ,us
ewer Pipe rd Drain Tile,
I ligh Grade Boggies and Carriagts,
M jestio Ranges,
First-class ''lurnbing and Oaf; vitting,
Washburn & Moen's Gli en Wire,
Armour, Homestead, Horseshoe and
National Fertilizers,
Tiptop Corn Planters,
Avery, Heilman and Blount Plows,
Monarch and ke.necke Coal,
1Janesville D sc Cultivators,
Janesville and Keystone Disc Harrows,
Smith & Wei•son Revolvers,
Rogers and Wostenholm Cutlery,
Secret Mortise Doors, Sash and Blinds
Black Di intone' Cement,
Long Leaf f ellow Pine Flooring
and ( 'eiling,
Yellow Poplar Siding, i




Don't fail to see
MEM. 
our elegant stock
CAP S AND JAC k'ETS
44=44
Misses' and Childrens CLOAKS and Jecirrs To buy
of us means good service and the very latest styles.
Our fall importation of
I Novelty Dress Goods Iand T immings,
as by far the largest we have ever had, and cannot
be excelled, even in the largest cities We have
also the most choice patterns in Moquette. Body
and apestry and Ingrain
Beet line of Ladies' Gents, Misses and Children's
shoat). Every pair warranted- Repaired free when
they fail to give satisfaction, or money refunded
Buy your fall Hat or Bonnet from us and you
will get the latest style, made of the very best ma.
terial obtainable. Very Resp'y,
RICI1ARDS & 001
Mrtlft/MITTMMMITMI/r711MMIa
Bargains . . .
Wa,king Hats in job lots, all colors and black
Bargains
In isailors, job lids, all pf)palsr sty Ivo.
Lillian Itu•aoll Otoo, former prior $1.25
( °moll 60c, " " 1.00
Majestic 64 46 1 35
Garter we :k vl9c1.:Id. *A 4 4 Sc
Frolic 64 64 125
:Aid.. c, 'inns 115C di 4 .../.6c
I Wirgvins. ri-al Kirgain. T. J. SARZEDAS
r in Inmm, d Hats. Ragsdale & I ooper Bl'ic!Irorm•-rly Hotel Lat;..bln Block.
litiiii11444iiiiiiiiiiiiiia




New ti •Igns Wand Warni'd
up. Elegant gilts 5c to suit or
d up. Borders '-
uwples i5ITI low ran-i. I n•funald
F rt €"-.- 1 when ordering. F. H. l'ae.y.kirict lc for postage; deduc
t
all Westmr. St., Prot.. R. I. Llbetal Ids-
counte tot lubs and Agents.
ttftkrIT.T.."".1
HAla PALSAM
(IstnituS and taw.-Les its hats.
I•run•.4.4 I l-ixtt: ant rontlt.
27enrer Palle to 11,•s! ere 0157
1-!...e to Its YOuthful
Coes ins4, slo-oes is !Ia.!. fa .14.
• Pc,astl VIA at DnerirstS






Chkabarerra• airbilali Pt ,..oata• firm&
ENNYROYAL PILLS
Original sa.: Only Gerrataaa
am, ataars ',tibias, bmset• me=It :dr:, is==6.z%
II% gr4.4a444 •4• :. Um *Am. Takaoam &Om atiorress,444?
44. In etensol be =Isol,nri=senieJe 164
IP "Itellef raw m lairiaar. by roma
n
...• Aiwa. 4 11000111 Toillmalals. X.., Parr.
'..- am eldrheabeellastebbAlloilaami itria.ma.
Silk haat Dtagnista ribilai.. re.
Farmers, use the Old Reliable
tiornestead BoneBlack
Fertilizer
for your Spring crops. High Gratle.
Best Quality. Send for free pamphlet




For sale by Femmes & BRo.,























ars. Brings mla.p to the .11.0plemo Cores inarannta
Frostratton 1.0'11 tn ftwol•l•ah werrthir•
ImIell•me Tame ”ii!t• OVelleS•leett Prop 60c
at all Drone.. o• nothal foe 1.1 ENT. 44 55-11 Al,
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM ParroMarr
41 rimer of Salt Abeam, 014 Boras. Cum Wounds
Burns, Frostaltas. 0:val. all oilier remedies foi
'roe. Adana. eueem n Drui CO.. VI...
P. 26,7 RI IfrugglaR eaehei







1154 all what se j
s %cease aria moments.
NO RELIEF' NO PAY.
Soid eroorprhors n on
cent bottle Is ov, I.trger than
sy ,./•nt "1G.
HERB MEDICINE CO. Spnngfeld, 0.
i•ANNE\IMINIINARAINIPNAINANA
• 4.$$C$$S$$$$$C
i SI C i';?: EARNED BY C.111 SYNDiCATE IN sg
I ae settee MONTHS. Lit:le eopital
• ,no (.• 7o:hip xnef lug
•:. ,11,14, • h_ Inark•ct
It• •••••fos 1..tacor,wit ull AL.
•1 • •, :renrio.s of (oir many
. W A. FRAZIllin • da.
,l• • Mniddrivtl• GAO., CHICAGO, L.
41f$S$4111$$$$$8111$11
eeT:r...>"•.••• r T .WIC • •
`"/*/^
Mr. A. H. Crausby IA one of the best
known anu most highly respected citi-
zens of Memphis, and resides at 158
Kerr street in that city.
Some years ago his wife noticed a
small lump in her breast. She thought
nothing of it. but it increased in size
Akin nd commenced to discharge.
raridShe111: and soon broke through the
 
at once put under treatment
of the best physicians, but the) -cry
300ff found that they could do herem
gout', and simply prescribed antiseptics
to Areep the place cleau. Both her
grandmother and aunt, by the way,
had die 1 with cancer, and wheu ap-
prised of this fact the doctors said that
they would not attempt to save her;
that she was incurable. Although the
cancer had by this time become deep-
seated and her health very low, one of
the most noted specialists of New York
then treated her. After treating her
ascidia, this doctor admitted that the
SIRS. A. IL CR AUSITY.
case was hopeless and further treat-
ment useless. "It is dilecult to im-
agine how despondent we all became,"
said Mr. Crausby. "knowing that she
must die and unable to give her any
relief. I had spent over live hundred
dollars with the best medical 0(01 to
be had, and felt that there was no
further hope.
"One day I happened to read an ad-
vertisement of S. S. S., recommending
that remedy for cancer, and in view of
the failure of the most eminent physi-
cians in the country, I confess I had
little faith left in any human agency.
However. I porchaeed a bottle of S. S. S..
and to my delight it seemed to benefit
,ier After elle had taken a couple of
eottles the cancer began to heal, and
astonishing as it may seem, a few bot-
tles more cured her entirely. You can
probably better understand how re-
.narkable this cure was when !explain
that the cancer had eaten two holes in
the breast two inches deep. Theee
healed up entirely, and although ten
ecars have claimed, not a sign of the
liseaae has ever returned, and we are
assured of the permanence of the cure,
which we at nr,:t doubted.
"As my wife inherited the cancer. I
certainly reg .rd S. S. S. as the most
wonderful remedy in the world, and it
'es truly a Godsend to those afflicted
with this terrible dieeese. You may
he sure that I shall always be grateful
to that remedy, for without it my hothe
would now be desolate and my chil-
lren motherless."
, The above is but one of many' re-
markable cures being daily made by
3. S. S. Caneer is be.coming alerm-
ingly prevaleet, and manifests itself in
-etch a variety of forms, that any lump,
sore or .cab, it matters not how small,
which-de:ea net reeelily heal up arid dis-
ippear may well he regarded with
suspicion. We will gladly send to any
uldrees, fall accounts of several other
cures fully as remarkable as this one.
For real blood tie-giblets. S. S. S. has,
ao equal. It wipes out completely the
most obstinate cases of blood diseaees.
which other remedies do not seem to
touch. S. S. S. gets at the root of the
lbseaee, and forces it out permanently.
S. S. S. is guaranteed purely vegeta-
ble, and is a po-itive and permanent
cure for Seroenla. !eczema, Cancer.
Rheumatism and all traces of had
blood. Our valuable books will be
•nailed free to any address. Swift
Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.
THE STRAWS.
Po;nts hout the Pol-
iticians.
COL. SEBREE IN TOWN.
The Ccniitien Cf Affairs At
the State Cant!.
Col. Elijah Seim« ranee to town this
week. It is supposed that he is here
to talk with the party leaders about his
race for the Republican nomination tier
Congressman.
It has leaked out that the "court
house clique" are not entirely favorable
to the former Hopkiusville man and are
Retitled to I nest Franlue for the phwe
Th.• rt.t.ti.t of Col. Sebree's visit is
twuited with consideruhle anxiety Ey
meet of the HI publicans. He may be
able to patch up matters and get the
'.clique's' endorsement.
Judge Clifton J. Pratt, of Madison-
ville, spent a part of Monday in the
eity, the guest of friends. He left in
the afternoon for Print's-ton where he
will hold court. He is being prominent-
ly mentioned as u possible inceessor tee
Judge Grace, and his friends are work-
ing hard in his interests. Judge Pratt
lid not discuss the matter while ill
town.
A petition to the Governor in being
eirculuted iii lerankfert and lets already
lat.441 sig nod by a number of Itupubleati
members of the, Legielatnnt caluiraw
mg their ineleeneentent of Judge Landes,
ill applicant for the. vacetney 011 the
bench of the Court of Appeals, Nieuwe
by the death of Judge. Grate.. It is not
likely that the petition will have the
'if,. 't of preventing the appetintiment (of
.1111Iffr' 111•111UPAI it is
IMO till. (IIIVOTIMIT line already made. hi.
111111.1 up Or media ititsi
State leletintese John IC. Itoithins, le!
Mitylletel. Orme* teitinte, wants Iii go
hlehlee, smith WIU he a maillielatee few
Appellate Court Judge to suois.141
the ermine that death Inatehed filen
tlit, slum I( h•rs lit the, late judge ( ;mete
rim Senitter has ulnae), announeed
hi:itself a eandidate, uml is preparing to
e iter the race on the assumption that
am election will be held this fall. All
tee RI pablicatis who have succeeded
to offices held by ;dead Dernorrate are
it. that they call not be (he-
lot:settee' until Novembe,r, 1/497, but
this is a question that the «tarts mad
rte. But whether the election be ill
November, Isere or November, 1497,
Senator Rohl 1114 is eittlflidlite.•_ . ra. ...a. AIL._
Died at Cobb.
Mr. Lawrence B. Sims, of Cobb sta-
tion, Ci el after a lingering illness lust
Sunday morning. Mr. Sims was a
prominent farmer and business inan,
and is widely known throughout the
comity. He was a brother of Senate er
Fenton Sims, and leaves+ a large eetate.
A wife and two ems. R. S. and William
Sims, Loth promineut farmerv of Cald-
well «entity, survive hine-Cadiz Tele-
phone.
nom Rene was stele wi ga e Der eiater111.
MAIM ste was. Mid, r‘o cried for (Nucor's.
When .be bream* it 1st ale clung to Castor&
Winteu aS.. tiedU.Udren Mwi Knee thorn OsatorIa•
...-.....--
A Voluntary Assignment.
W. P. Primm, of Elmo, line made a
voluntary assignment, naming Hon.
Polk Canaler, as assignee. The liabili-
ties are about 12,200, which is more than
the assete.
Mr. Will Campbell has resigned the
position of mailing clerk which he has
satisfactorily held at the postoffiee for
several years. He will engage in the
railroad business. Mr. Alex Overshiner
will fill the place made vacant by the
resignation. Mr. Tom Huwell will suc-
ceed Mr. Overnhiner as mailing clerk.
--
The Illeef West a
Constipation, causes mon than half
the ills of women, Karr. Clover Root
Tea te it ph-tweet cure for Constipation.
f.'od by It. C. Hardwick.
A Ni: -iv Ette represelartive, who wi:s
in Marion yertenlay, learned of two
danuere snits that are reusing much
talk in that fawn. Kr. J. E. Chandler
and wif • have sued Mrs. Drew Jamee
and hneletud for #I0,000 damages for al-
1 geed de ram:item of chars..-t-r. Mr. R.
F. Lehral hats alao an(41 Mr. J. W.
Priv hett for $10,000 for alleged Menage
I of chart:- ter.
-
1:'•I eiete
The Best Salve ill the world for Cuts,
Bruisea, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever aorta. Teener. Cheeped Hands-
Chine:it:me Corns tend all Skin Erup-
tions. nod pi sit iv. cures Piles, ur
pay required. It it guaranteed to give
pereet r•;tiefacie a or money refunded.
Prife cents per box. For Sale by R.
C. Harewick Hopkimeille Kv
A preminent resident of the Find Ap-
pelate Court district Wil0 was in Louie-
vine peterelay said that Judge J. E.
Robbie., of Mite field, now a prominent
member of the Legishit are, would be a
vandidete for Judge of the Court of Ap-
peals to fill the vacancy (mused by the
death of Judge Grace. Judge Robbins
is a lawyer of large practice and experi-
ence. He has frequently been meld:oil-
ed in connection with the place, anti
was fur a short tune a eandidate sever-
al years ago, but finally withdrew, as he
eel not are to make tee rivp against
ohl friend, the late Judge I3e
A 11 Peeeatmed
Ask your phyeician, your druggist and
your frier:es stout Seiloh's Cure fo.
Consweption. They will recommend
it.-Soln by It. C. Hardwick.
1 he Fetter (tin RI ion.
The Caaky Grange will hold a meet-
ing next Friday, March 6th. The fence
(eimueeftioe will be discussed and all the
farme re ;ere cordially invit et to be pre's-
it
The pollee caught a couple of small
boys in the me of jumping on a moving
train or: the L. & N. tracks this morn-
ing and brought them before the City
Judge. The boys; whose names art'
Frank Fete and Jim Sands, were fined.
A pretracted meeting ix in progress
in the Methodist Chanel of Pee Dee.
Large (Towels are attending and much
good ha e already been done. Rev. Love
is conducting the services.
Mr. It. F. Darrell, of Pee Dee, has se-
cured a position with Forbes & Bro.and
still remove to this city in a few days.
......441•••• -
NINETY PER CFNT.
Of all the people need to take a course.
of Hood's Sarsaparilla at this season to
prevent that rune:own and debilitated
Nine:item which invitee thecae.. The
mouey invested in half a (amen bottles
of Houses Sarsaparilla will come back
with term. returns in tee health and
vigor of body and strength of nerves.
Hooe's Pue.e are easy to buy, easy to
take, er,ey to operate. Cure all liver
ills.
FOUND FROZEN.
Terrible Fate of a Crofton Citi-
rn
s-r El) 110 4 4.; 111 .11. A
JIU Ole' WHISKY.
Mr. W. F. Mullen, the preprietor of ;I
large saw-mill near Creftene, was found
Sunday about a mile from that place
lying 1 y the roadside in a dying condi-
tion.
He had been lying in the place where
he was found ever since last Friday
evenirg.
On that (lay he went to Crofton, pur-
Mimed it jug of whisky and started for
his home. As he dui net get Juane a
mean+ was instituted, with the above
result.
He 't.as found by severul gentlemen,
Will), seeing his feeble coddition, ad-
ministered stimulants at once, but the
mifortunate man died before he mild
I' taken to his home, which was only
about a mile distant.
It is iii it known whether Mullen's
death was eine to the cold from yin ;
out, or fre em a blow thut he receivett eni
him chest on hod Thmaelay. Its. was as
misting in !prizing it wagon (put of the
mire et 11(.11 tenddeuly a fence rail he wa•
using elippeel and struck him it 141 -ven•
blow on his breast.
From this blew he bled ull night
Thureday night, and on Friday he went
te Cretan' to get memo whisky-111111k -
Mg it winkle, relieve hist miff.-rings,
death may is, twinning due f Wit 1111IW.
butt Ills likely thid laying mit fir an
Friday until Sunday at noon war the
real c nom
•••••••---••ala. • 1111114...- 
Pia lea Ever.
Try Electric lettere nee it remedy
firyour troublesef If lion get a beetles Liei..It 
and gee relief. This 11114 has Inu.ji
found to be. peenliterly adapted to the re'
lief and cure of all female cemplaints,
ea.rting a wonderful direet influence in
giving tetreiegth and tone to the organs.
If yoa have loss of appetite, constiptt-
tion. headache, faintiter spells, or nre
nervous, sleepless, exeitable, melancholy
or trembled anti dizzy spells, lustre-
Bitters is the medicine you need.
Health and strength are guaranteed Ey
its use. Only 50 cents at R. C. Hurd-
wielen drug store
FOR MARCH, APRIL AND MAY!
a:nc's Celery Compound the Best Spring Remedy
Today in All the World.
!•;trifies the Blood as Nothing Eise Can Do---lt is Food for the















';cly recommended as No Remedy of any Kind Ever Was Be-
fore by Thousands Whom it Has Made Well.
Endo(sed and Prescrib3d by th3 Ablest Physicians
I:; Ev::ry City in Anilrica.
Where every oth-





It ha: tared the lives
of teoasands of suf-
ferers. It hes made
the weak strone.
Paine's celery e•om-
• the blood ns nothing
nature's brein food; it
•t peel nervese it is pre 'me
(me
edicine.
. erred after lie oricetis,
research by the at lest ',Ily-
a has produreti, Prof. Ed.
'• -. M. D., LL. D., of art-
it is preseribeei and tub-
toy the beet pristitioeers
of America. It has been
ti -ally recommended by •
and woe; •'l in every 'talk
ler healthaneker
of life that it is to-day in every sense
the meet popula'r remedy in the world.
It has prorieu itself so :essay the great-
est ef sprit's( medicinea, making the
weak strung and the infirm well, that
in the big cities', New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia. Boston, St. Louis mid the
rest, the leading re's-epapers, Making
their own (wive:sees again this year,
have found that the demand for Paine's
celery compound as far surpasses that
of all other remedies as the curative
power of thee great compoand surpasses
that of all other.; together!
Paine's Neely compound. taken dur
hug the early spring days, has even
111On. than its usual remarkable efeteary
in making people well. It makes short
work of all deseetes of debility and
nervous exhaustIon. It rapidly drivels
out nennelgia. sleeepleemess, dyspepsia
and rheumatism from the System. It
rectum(/' that lassitude, or "tired feel-
ing," which betokens weakened nerves
and poor bleeal
Overworked and tired women are len
one class of perscins who are in urgent
need of this wonderful remedy to make
and keep them well. Basiness men
who an. not eleeping soundly, shop
girls made pale: and sickly by long
hours of indoor Work, and the count loss
sufferers from elyspepsia, kidney and
liver tremble. meal the invigorating el -
feet of Paine's Oelery compound eow
that spring, with all its dangers, is at
hand. Its preenteinenee as a health-
maker comes from its extraordinary
power* of supplying appiemriatee nutri-
ment to the teemed, textess and brain.
Just as the greet lawyer ettieliee eneh
one of his eases till he knows it on every
side, and in every yeeseible aspect, m
Prof. Edward E. :Phelps, M. D.. LL. D..
of Dartmouth Colleste, the diseoverex of
Paine's celery nempomel. had studied
the nerves in health aud disease, when
well nourished and wheu under.nour-
lathed. in men and women and childr
years before he looked for the remedy. ,
Paine's cninpound was the out-
.0 ,,f Lis entire pre` A
fitting meinerial to a life of hair :ecy
and clogs. observation-a remedy that
the world could not lose to-day at any
Take advantage of the remarkable
power of this greatest of all remedies
for restoring vigor to the blood and
strength to the nervous sytem. In theme
first days of spring one has every chance
for getting sell. Don't neglect it.
Paine's celery «unlearned calms and
equalizes-el all the nervous tissues and in-
du(-es the belay to take on solid flesh. It
purifies the blond, as is clearly shown by
the rapid clearing of the skin of all ori-
deuces' of bad humors within. It is an
infallible relief for salt rheum, eczema,
and all blood diseases.
Physicians recognize Paine's celery
compound as as one the fwietitific eprirg
remelts. end it is universally prescribed
by them wherever there is great need of
a vigorous and prompt restoring of
health anti strength to' the wont-oat
FM)]. BATCH 1 NEAR HERE.
Grai. Jury 1etur:i3
Li. ctment
The ee eel jary returned a raaall
etch ..; eetments Saturday. One is
Notelet ..1e.eft Thomas, charging Idea
with earrei .sr contented deadly wee pie es.
Several meeiths aeo, Thomas shot and
killed Witt Pettus, near Kennedy. The
evidence lei ought before the grand jary
went to adios that the shooting was
done in self elefenee. The ether Wei( a
meats at" ILS follows: Two aseeieet
Frank F•,ward and Ed St ma,. rg,
charged n t le breaking into a dwell:.g
house; tv le against Dee Alexander :did
John Mt-i. toeh for burglarizing a stare;
one eaeh .•;•emet Nace. John and Sem
McReyaol fur hog stealing: two
against Jea Price and Frank Ragseale
for carry t. concealeel deadly wearma.
All of the persons indicted except the
hest name., are in jail. The eases against
them are s t for trial on the 19th and
20th days of the court.
Sum Boy,. and Joe Price, who have
been in jail charged with killing "Crip"
Watkins, have been turned loose. It
was fotma imposeible to get any reli-
able evidence against either. Eaell ac-
cused the other of committing the eyed,
though melt affirmed that the shooting
was accheatel.
The teetering judgmental were re
turned ti's morning : L Bell. selling
liquor to minor, CO; Grant Hackies,
gambling e25; Bill Davis and others,
assault aire, battery. tee each.
There ere fiftyseven divorce suits nn
the docket. Of these fifty-seven slits
twenty vi ere continued from the hist
term (it tee court, and the remaieing
thirty-seven are new suits. In addition
to these. there have already been several
more divorce snits filed for the Jane
t •rin.
The criminal (locket this term it Lot a
large one, and contains very few cages
of any interest to the public.
There is mie MAU who has two ineict-
ments for murder pendime against him.
He shot at a man and killed him while
engaged in a fight, and during the dif-
ficulty he accideet •Ily sheet another





The, Democratic National Convention
of 1592 put at plank in the pletform oil
thee fiteetcial question altieh read." as
folltne
-Wee eceounce the. Republican legis-
lation keener' as the Sherman art of Pete
as a nee-tinily utakeshift, fraught with
the pees.. tete* of danger in the. future.
which should make all of its supporters.
as well lee Its author, anxious for 
its
epeetty repeal. We hold to the use. of
both gee. tool silver as the Stan
durti
money ef tee country Ind to the coliesge
el both em and silver without discrim-
inating against either metal or charge
for mintage, but the dollar unit of coin-
age of both metals must be of equal in •
tritest(' and exchangeable value or be ;el
juste-'I %itch ainfessetrils of legielatiem
its shall iesure the, mainte•nance o
f the
of the parity of the two metals
and the ceptn1 ism ye (of every Mill
ar at
all times in the, market and ithe 
atty.
meter of eems"
In let of this plain and unmistak
a-
ble etine. (or the only sound mon
ey---
geld mut silver-a blinetaillic standanl,
withemt diseriminatiem against e
ither
metal, tee advocates, ii! ii mailigli 
gull
ettnehere ' am that the Timmy etan
dard
endears. t reetensmeneleit ley that VI lit -
VI`titt/t,1 
atill 111,91111
I hat VIII 
lie the standard
mu iisi'7tit thim mind ry,
tttuih priwpcilty loifilia•r, NMI lad 
1111
III this eountry ottani ham it iiimelallse
standard s% ill it ever lie as thriving and
ttourisilii as it was bofirre the infa•
111011a • the deenemetisittion
!elver a • - eintnitted.
essehe ---
.'s tit' A LL
To cle tire; the Syston in a 
gentle ane
truly I. . tieial manner, 
when the.
apeae,a• • • I 41f114.4, UM. OW true and pee-
fiat r. y. Syrup of Figs. 
( bottle,
will te: e for all the famieev and 
costae
only 7, its, tho bag, 
size elti. Bey
the it e. Manufactunel try t he
 Cal
iforuia ie: Senn) Company only, and




What is Going On in This Sec-
tion.
Mr. William Wallace Hieds has re-
signed the city editorship of the Hen-
derson Gleaner and has been sneceeeed
by Mr. Rom+ Griffin. Mr. Hinds is
one of the best of news gatherers, a
graeeful writer and a Freeland gentle-
man. If he desires to continue in the
newspaper busine 44 he should have no
difficulty in securing a good position.
There are probably twenty-five girls
in Owensboro who rides bicycles, and
many more will learn to ride this sea-
P011. They will organize a club.
-
Judge Charlie Bailey, a clover Clarks-
ville citizen, has announced himself as
a eandidate for the office of State Treas-
urer.
The cattle men of Owensboro consid-
er their pm:peat:4 for making money
this season very good, says the Messen-
ger. There is an upward tendeucy in
the market and by the time the slop-
ping season is over it is believed they
will hnve fair margin to the good. The
number being slopped 'daunt here can
net be ascertained acennetely, but it is
believed to be over 3.140 head. Mr. S.
Monarch has nest to head fattening at the
tihetunore and Sour Mash distilleries.
He received hot week twenty-five car
loads. Meesne Cruse & Edwards have
between iOn und 1.0e0 head at J. W. M.
Fields' and M. P. Mattinglefs. Messrs.
Alexander & Bausch hil.•• their cattle'
at the Rock Spins( and J. \V. McCul-
Hopkinsville is not the only town
that is suffering freneathe visits of
tremps. From some cateee Oweteelsore
is an exceptionally reepular winter re-
sort for tramline says the Inquirer. As
tea. climate' is l•y all inviting One
taming the wit:ter temel,e, a is hard to
melt:rat:mei why the vie'as.' evineed
sueh parte:lity for us. .• 1111 t114. 144.11-
vral idea that pence and plenty prevail
here to an unusual degree, tue.nriug
plenty of comfort here for the • -r
man, anti a reammable bahiliment for
the Miler. Be thee muse what it male
we have Ow traine with us in formid-
able numbers, atint he is getting to le.
«eh a public and privet.. nuisenece.
NVIItit to do with him it a mullein.
ir.!!
Highest :d all in leavening
strength. ;. a. cu..rwainnitereat
I he
1' lii 'n. is eve.ty prospete of a eeramble
for the Appellate Judgeehip. left vmetilt
by the death of .Iudge ( /mce, says the,
Times. The.  , him Ii,.
1/4.4t 'Writ WI., V% ili t
ask, lihit•i• NIPVI•111.
lour, 111;i1 Ili' an, al•
really coming. Senator Itelebette, tif
Gravese «runty. hag antiemliceel himself.
teed 'evaluate. Blade p and White, who
wen, iii the race before,, will eleitibtleate
toffer for the hinter. Then then;ear
other names whieli m-ill receite «meld
i•rill it MI, its Park, hislinttai
I 'sa Iii Iii sill, H11111111° Ilium I II flo1V uS Intr.
row lieptililiviino there ore
number of names mein haled, Menem
!Anita will be appointed by I lov Snot
ley to sort e until Nee ember, awl hi,
Will U 
bill,e1441
'ritt• iltiwn4 will likely lee Judge l'ratt
mid J. leavuer, both of
kinsville, and E. NV. Bag) .v, of Pettit -
:ale
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powdet
Warld•s Fair Highest Mee& and Diploma.
Vilitg.r of th.• Madison-
ville Hustler never runs sleat of some-
thing to write. about. When news is
se arc., he. nen-aline and I hilosnatize,
on things in general, and always cue.-
mods in grinding out bright nutter.
There is more coen in the crib's. more
wheat in the bins, more meat in the
houses, more has in the lofts, more to-
bacco in the barns, more catttle in the
flehle, more hogs in the wood', more
elieep in the pasthres, more prosperity
end happiness temente 'the people. of
Hopkins county than ever before know n
in the history of our country, he Kays.
(Mr citizens as a'whole are honest, so-
ber, moral, upright, industrione, law
abiding people, who serve the Lord.
hate the devil and pay their (leen'.
-
A Heaarhald Treasure.
D. W. Fuller. Of Cannjoharie, N. Y..
says that lie always keeps Dr. King't
New Discovery in the hemac and his
flunily has always found the very best
results follow it bee; that he would not
be without it, if procurable. G. A.
Dykeman, druggist, Catskill. N. Y.,
says tknt Dr. King's New Discovery it
undoubtenly the best cough remedy
that he has useddt in his family eight
years, and it has never failed to do al
that is elaimed ftw it. Why not try ;
remedy PO long tried and tested. Triai
bottles free at H. C. therdwicks drug
store. Regnlar size 50e• tied elate
OME GOSSIP
Stories of People We
Know.
Moonr .-When Rev. Dwight L.
Moody finishes his mot-ting here next
month he mill go to Owensboro and
preach ten day$ to the sinners over
there. Sam Jones failed to turn the
distillerice into prayer-me tiler houses
and now Motelpie toe be. turned loose on
the 'whisky men.
COCKT.4.11.S.-t didn't klioW until tee
day who was the father of the eocktail.
He was Col. Cater, of Culpepper Court
House, Va., amt. by the way, a distant
relative of Rev. Robert Carter, of this
city. Many years ago in that locality
there was a wa)Iside inn teamed -the
Cock and the Bettie,- the semblance of
an old English teivern, and which bore
upon its swingieg sign a (leek and Lot-
the metteiug thereby that draught and
tattled ale could Is. had a isiee_the
-cork," in old ilentacular. meaning the
tap. He. thenefore, who got the last
and muddy portion of the tap St as said
to have receive( the "cocktail." Upai
one °erasion, N14- WU Col. Carter was elite
jee•teel to the in 'gni«. elf havhig this
itanddy beverage put before him, hut-
threw it angrile upon the floor and
: ••liertafter I will (hank cock-
tails: of my etwa brewing," and then
and there, inspiired evidently by the
spirit ..1 ( ; a ely 1*.(1.•. It. 4:1,41(41 I.Ve•tia-r
Lot re. smear. the eel of lemon 1104 I and
some old Hollatid gin, and thus and
then and there. Was the original «icktail
concex•ted.
Weepfeee-Il is whispered in teriety
that I rilliant nuptials, marking the
%mien of a helot-ono. -;iting WO1111•11
1111W visiting ill teem. :mei a wealthy
lee-Mese man ask a large. Sauthern city.
still be celebrated SI MM. The wedding,
it is said. will Ite One 4.f tee largiat end
in. fasheinable (Intl hae taken pelalT
for year. ut thile eel tent.
_
LEPTUREO.-ili all probability a Ic.. •
titre club will fiame-1 in thee city
N% 'thin the ilex fee daye. I ituit not ist
liberty le tell ;wee Vi C01111114, • ills.
prepaseil e Lut the peahen, a ill have
plenty elf rapitel te back theta. aitel will
erieg the best ehetertainers ill the, merlet
to liepkinevill.t.
Zoeet e.e.-lh a -hurt time teem will
la- II ceeinpany in the city. Mr.
I )11,11 I (anima sues intereateel himself ill
Iii,' matter it his Ill r' net
I lug tbs. lialavoiof thus pewee nom Sc he
are vt tiling to Atli into stivii atmi organise-
! Ion, II,' is ineeling with strong eti•
is ttirstatoits.itt ; 'the %stun% le the,
%ery and III.' 'imbibe's'
of the alwity• make atWNW,
sheic Mg mill lett el it good toile. Com•
pally D. has !tiNt AI 1111+1111 (ler I hA
.11111!II: Ill,- 11 but hi. arly ilI at




Rheum. Ism Curet ma s Ita :.
"al y -i le Cute." fee Ithenniatient ati4
Ni•tiritImlit rectally eel.... Ili I to 3 
should Buoves's limo
days.
lts ail ion ttmii i tile ey- 1.111 is n•inuu 
i-ilitte
•--  In • , takes. ••
r.t•AbtriNTEE -Pr.-chew ageragy irefirsegral
do e,teel, /ad to benefit any person buffering
illlii 111Vrt.•Tott. It rcirif, \ ••5 tit °tea the wee Ityapepara. NIA taria, Chi:1s and Fever,
eaci),Itrie4q..illita1712(1hilli' % is . i.... ae,zn, 1,1 • :rue-
. ( 
fla0bra Caustic/Lt. Co., Baltimore, Md.
_gist Hopkiusvill . ,
-
"FOR THE MAKE OF PAM!'
HARMONY."
(e1-7..( 1AL TO TTIE NEVI ERA.)
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 29.-Dr. Hunter
has given up.
After thirty-three unsuccessful at-
tempts he has quit. thefight.
Finding no chance to ever break the
deist-lock and realizing that he could
not be elected Senator, he to-day quit
the race,
Wheel the two Legieletive bodice mot
to-day. a seueation of a pronounced
haract-x was sprung. Repreeentativ
Lyon marl a card from Dr. Hnnter
withdrawing his name as a candi-
date for United atatem Senator.
He did tide, he stated, for the sake of
harmony.
ti's e'evorlioet T.*.
is a sure cure for Headache aid
aerveue disam. ea. Nothing relieves so
quickly.-Sold ey R. C. Hardwick.
F.,ther of Twin.
Mr. James F. Bogen; has duties that
will keep him away frona his newspa-
per for a while. A pair of big healthy
twins were born to his wife this morn-
ing, and the prond father has purchased
a larger sized hat. One of the twins is
a boy the- itiher it girl. True to his Re-
publican principles, Mn, Rogers has
named the former Godfrey Jackson.
after Representative Hunter, and the
girl will be called Della Se-argent, in
honor of Dr. Andrew Seargent.
Good old Granny Me tealfe. years
old, living at tile Monroe etrect.
rah. Ky..says thai Dr. Beil's Pin.' Tar
Honey is tee Nat grip cure, cough, lung
and la-one/heal remedy that has teen of-
fered during her life. Guaranteed 1.7
all dealere.
Latie Dead.
Miss Mollie Layne, a popular young
lady of Fain levee died Mond : y. tele
had been ill with consumption for many
months. She was a sister of Mr. Char-
lie. Layne, of this city. Miss Layne was
alout tweiSy-fire years old, a life-loug
church member and a neat lovalle
young woman.
For itjepepeis
and liver Cmplaint you have a printed
guarantee on every bottle of Shiloh's
Vitalizer. It never fails to cure. -Sold.
y R. C. Hardwick.
Thrown From His Ituggy.
Mr. Niel: Dickee wis returning from
this city to his home. near Fairview, a
few days ago, wham the horse he was
driving 1.eame frightened and ran
away. eir. Dicken was thrown on the
pike. and received a severe cut on the
head. He is elle to IA- out.
Catarrh Car tt
health and sweet breath secured, by
Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price AO
eerie'. Nagel Injector free. For sale
bv R. C. Hardwick.-Sold by R. C.
threw tele
His Connect ion Ends.
Mr. Jesse I.:entrust:sin informed the
NEw Ens. Monday, that afterthis week
Iii will completely sereer his connection
with the Republiean Banner. He has
neat detieitely decided upon whet busi-
ness he still engage iht. but may pur-
chase, an twee-eat in F'ownsrlit's tailor-
ing establiehneme
Is mlowli lirciivering.
Mr. R. F. Rive,. who luau. been at.
eotalingly sick for several weeks at hie
home near the city, en the Clarksville
pike, is slowly rteelvering, is slowly rs.
eoveuing and ix nee believed by hiss pima
teems b, be out of damn r.
It eatte• Lives Y. • try Pay.
Theetneinde of (ION'S Of I 'IMPUMPtiOni
A•t11111•1. I'01I/N and Croup ard
cured • eery tete by Shihaes Curv.-Sold
hy R. C Hardwick.
lieeteee• itimeetiatee diet-
het ea...gnash tee eta!: ;
A Condensed 1I:story of




Known Failures 2 only.
A record impossrble weless deserved.
• K. Iney sod r Tr. Itil oilt.Dellf. Female
Inbr•nities. Impure Wood, Weakness, Nervous
Ttouldes. Chronic Headache, or Neuralgia.
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The debate on the Dingley tariff bill.
with its free coinage of silver amend-
ment, has been very hot this week.John
Sherman delivered his mine stale speech
which he has gotten off every now
and then when thee bjert of a bimet-
allic 'standard comes eit, abusing the ad-
Yocatee of bimetallient. and declar-
ing that he was a mouctuetalliet and in
favor of a single gold sta es la rd of money.
Senator Teller, of Colt:nee°, a day or
two ago, raked the old gt la- bug fore and
aft, and aocoaed hun of dense ignorance
or extreme dishonesty. Senator Teller
declared that the definition' of bimet-
allism by Sherman were untrue, dia-
metrically contrary to these accepted at
State and national conventieus and con-
trary to those accepted by Fnuice and
other fereign countries.
The Republican party cannot be stra-
tified." said Mr. Teller, "by the decep-
tion and fraud and the 'bunko game of
the Senator from Ohio and the gold ad-
vocates.' 
With imeamiared tones. and address-
ing himself pmetenally to Mr. Sherman.
Mr. Teller regmeliated the suggestion
that the State of Colorado would tear
accept the dishonest interpretation of
bimetallism which Mr. Sherman pre-
sented, •'and if it does," added Mr. Tel-
ler, "I shall cease to represent that
State in the United States Senate.
••The Senator (Shenntin) speaks of
the death of silver, but I warn him that
he will find it a lively corpse to rise up
and haunt him.
••The safety of the Republican party
lies in adherence to honest sound money
made up of the two metals side by side,
as from time immeinoriaL
"But if the Republican party," added
he. "puts itself under the leadership of
the Senator from Ohio (Sherman) it
will L e a party of the past and the glory
of its oast will be obliterated by that in-
famy and-." here Mr. Teller paused
and shaking his finger in the face of Mr.
Shermau, which was ghastly white
while his own was livid with rage, he
hissed thee.' words--einfamy will pur-
sue your name even after you are laid
in your gray '
The exciteue in ti S. nate was in-
tense and, to ale to the draruatic inter-
set in the incideet, the galleries ap-
'emitted the fieret• mei w ,el-desereed as-
vault of the Color-ado Senator.
Sherman deserved every word of con-
demnation which Senator Teller utter-
ed. He had more to do with the infa-
MOUS demonetization of silver than
most any other tool of the gold-bugs.
No man who participated in this great
crime was guiltier than Senator Sher-
A GOOD BILL DEFEATED.
The bill to repeal the charter of that
vaikand oppressive thing, the Southern
Pact& Company, was defeated, strange
to say. in theleentnelrySenateThursday.
In clueing his able and logical argament
for the repeal of the charters, Senator
Goebel emphatically stated that there
had been more lobbying about this bill
than at any session of the Legislature
educe letel tee, when it became necessary
to pass a resolution $o Itop,.lobbyists off
the floor. The clearfie obtained, some-
how, from the Kentucky Legislaturehy
a neniber moneyed men who put
$1,000,000 uno the coutinuay and went
to California antinunedeately raised the
capital stock tillele,000,600. The rate
which they chair toot hauling freight,
per ton, texastellog Hunting-
don's sworn staterter, .t is 41.76)
one dollar and 'seventy-six cents,
while the average per ton in
this country is less than eight mills.
Senator Goebel very significantly spoke
of the fact that the pram-oars and Or-
ganizers of the Southern Pacific Compa-
ny had come all the way, 2,500 miles.
from California to engineer a charter
through the Kentucky Legislature. He
anowed plainly that this, of keel!, was
prima facie evidence of fraud. The
people of California, who are being rob-
bed and grievously oppressed by the
heastless and rascally oppression of this
quiteas railroad company, and a
State Convention of that Common-
wealth, sent memorials to the Kentucky
Legislature begging sad urging that
body to relieve the people of this infa-
mous octoene that is tee-king their life-
blood by repealing the charter which,
in . some mysterious way, was; put
through the Kentucky Legislature some
years age by a lot-of nuseruptelons men.
How any member of tee present Lege',
letare of this State could possibly have
-cored against the repeal of this charter
passes all comprehension. Huntingdon
has a way, however, of getting whatev-
er he wants.
THEN AND NOW.
One of our exchanges, in Commenting
upon the remarkable change which the
, financial views of Hon. John 0. Car-
1' title have undergone within the last few
years, from banetallenu-both silver and
gold-to gold mono-met:ell:sm. gives the
foliowing extract from language used
by him in a speech delivered Ly him in
Ines in congress!, whith is in the Con-
gressional Record, Vol. el, 167S, 45th
Congress. second seseiou ; appendix page
41:
"My position on this subject is briefly
this: I am opposed to free coinage of
either gold or silver, but in favor of un-
limited coinage of both metals upon
Urine of exact equality. No discrimi-
nation should be made in favor of one
metal and against the other, nor should
Any discrimination be made in favor of
the holders of either gold or silver bul-
lion and against the groat Lody of the
people who own other kinds of property.
A great government (should treat all its
eilizens alike, and when it attempts to
do otherwise it will engeuder a spirit of
discontent, which sooner or later must
disturb the harmony, if not the peece,
of eociety."
Page 43: ••I know that the world's
stock of the previous metal is none too
large, and I see no reason to apprehend
that it will ever become so. Mankind
will be fortunate indeed if the annual
production of gold and silver coin shall
keep pace with the mutual increase of
population, commerce and industry. Ac-
cording to my view of the sabject, the
conspiracy which seems to have been
formed here and in Europe to destroy
by legislation and otherwisee from three
sevenths to one half of tlie metallic
money of the world is the neat gigan-
tic estate of this or any othe age.
'The consummation of such to scheme
would ultimately entail more misery
upon the human race Ilan all the ware,
eiestilencee and famines thot ever °mir-
ed in the bisteay of the world. The ab-
ne destruction 




f the entire movable property of
the World, including houses, ships, 
rail-
roads and all other appliances for 
carry-
ing on commerce, while it would be 
felt
i tore sensibly at the moment, 
would not
uot eiroduce anything like the 
prolodged
deseress and de:organization of society
that must inevitably result from the
eatuanent annihilation of one-half of
the metallic money in the world. With
an ample currency, an industrious and
frugal people will speedily rebuild their
works of iuternational improvement and
repair leases of property, but no amount
of industry or economy on the part of
the people can create money. When the
goternment (Teeter) it or authorizes it
the citizen rutty acquire it but he can do
nothing more."
Page 44. -The struggle now going on
menet co-use, and ought not to cease,
nail all the industrial interests of the
country are fully and finally emanci-
pated from the heartless domination of
syndicates, stock exchanges, and other
great combinations at money-grabbers
in this country and Europe. Let us, if
we can do no better, pass bill after 
bill,
embed:tree in each some one substantial
provision for relief :arid sand them to
the Executive for his approval. If he
withhclds his signature, and we are un-
able to eecure the neereetary vote, here
or elsewhere, to enact them into laws
notwithstanding his veto, let us, at a
eta resort, suspend the rules and put
them into the general appropriation
bills, with the distinct understanding
that if the people can get no relief the
government can get no money."
A STIRRING SPEECH.
Senator Vest's forceful and eloquent
speech, urging the United States Gov.
ernment to recognize the Cuban patri-
we. (who are making such a bold and
gallant fight for liberty) as belligerents.
is being highly commended. He says it
is the duty of this country, as the great
republic of the world, to stand by the
Cabana in then struggle and help them
be their time of need. He says Spain
cen never again establish her dominion
oti that island, and gives a vivid picture
of Spain's bloody rule over the old
Spanish-American depences, and h
heartless oppression of the Cubans.
Of all of those vast dominions won by
blood and through torture and fire,
there remains to-day to this toothless
old wolf the simple old Ieland of Cuba.
And Spain to-day, like the giant Despair
in that wonderful picture of Banyon.
almost helpless, ens at the door of the
dark cave of despotism and grins with
nepotent rage at the procession of
splendid republics that march on in the
the progress toward civilization and lib-
erty. That wolf can never retain that
single cub. Never can Spain hold the
Wand of Cuba after she has been tins-
Inc to hold one foot of soil South of us
in all the wide area of the Southern half
o this continent."
Urging the great necessity for imme-
diate action by the United States, he
neighed his speech with the ;following
eloquent and forceful peroration.
,'•Shall we, the great exemplar of Re-
peblican institutions throughout the
mimed, declare that, in our opinion, the
people of Cuba are able to maintain
their independence and have achieved
it? Are we to wait until that island is
demisted by fire and sword? Are we, a
Christian and God-fearing people, to
stand silent and dumb while the Span-
ish Governor, called a General, declares
that he intends to pen up the people of
Chiba and butch them into subjection to
the Spanish throne? Sir, if we do it,
Glod will curse us. If we do this thing
and stand here until a desert has been
ruade of that splendid island, you may
be certain that the time will conic when
there will be retribution upon us as a
people because we have not been true to
the task assigned us by Providence, be-
cause we have not cherished the legacy
of self-government as bequeathed to us
by our fathers."
AN INGENIOUS DODGER.
Col. Thomas Fitch, a prominent Are
zena Republican, in a recent interview
says he believes that "upon questions of
fit:lance currency and coinage the diver-
gence of opinion among Republicans is
sel great that it would be both unjust
attd inexpedient" for the majority in
the Republican National Convention to
formulate its views upon them in its
platform. He, therefore, is strongly in
favor of that body framing a plank to
remit the whole subject to "the people
ef the Congromional districts for deter-
mination, pledging the nominee of this
eenventiou not to interpose the Execu-
tilve veto or the power of patronage
of the Executive office, to defeat any
legislation with respect that may be
supported by a majority of the Repub-
lican Representatives and United States
Senators in Congress."
That is a very politic proposition, but
is not at all courageous, and will hardly
be accepted by the Republican National
Convention. It recalls the action of the
leiberal Republican Convention held in
1372,w hich ingeniously dodged the adop-
tion of a plank on the tariff question in
the following ...words: ••Recognieing
there are in our midst honest but irre-
cOncilable differences of opinion with
regard to the respective systems of pro-
tection and free trade, we remit the dis-
ceseion of the subject to the people in
their Congressional districts and the 
tonf 
de-
of Congress thereon, wholly free
m Executive interference or dicta-
AN UNWISE SCHEME.
Senator Vest, of Miemouriewants the
Democratic National Convention of
tai year to insert in its platform a
piauk declaring '-against the exercise of
tee veto power on a measure insetted by
ngrces and admitteel to be Constan-
t " This is really an attempt to
ve the Democratic party pledge its
cl,ndidate for President in advance of
election to surrender an important
of his official authority to Congream.
is W Quill be almost equivalent to the
llitieation of a provision cif the Con-
tution of the United Staten which af-
a means of protection to the people
aeuin.st dangerous legislation and mist-
ceievous schemes. The records( show
teat more than once the President's ve-
te has been decidedly beneficial in that
respect; and it has had a generally salu-
tary effect in restraining hasty and ex-
treme tendencies that are now and then
eehibited among our law-makers at
Washington. There is no greater re-
seonsibility attached to the office than
tekin,g care that Congress does not have
Its way when that way happens to be
contrary to the best interests of the
ceuntry. The veto power has been
abused in a number of instances, but
net to such an extent ase to justify its
nhIlificatiou, either directly or indirect-
tors Say;
'lions and Intermittent Fevers
.0ich prevail in miasmatic d;,-;
,ricts are invariably accompan-
' j- derangements of the
nach Liver and Bowels
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the greaP '".iving
Wheel" in the mechanism ot
Man, and when it is out of order,
the whole system becomes de-
ranged and disease is the result.
Tutt's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Troubles.
FORCEFUL AND POINTED.
The Sun, that excellent Democraiie l
daily newspaper, recently establisind
in Nashville, Tenn., Is making a gallant
fight for the only genuine sound money,
a bimetallic standard of gold and silver '
with one dollar as good as another.
The Sun says that before Hon. Henry
Watterson had been bitten by the
"gold tarautula" he was an earnest and
able advocate of bitnetallism, and wrete
many strong articles:in its favor,eand
gives what he said in the Louisville
Courier-Journal. August leth. les&
•-The Courier-Cournal has been de-
voting a large anemia of space, week
after week, to the discussion of the sil-
ver sioaation_in its relations to the in-
terest of the United States, Most of
the newspapers of the United States
have taken but little notice of the mat-
tt-r ; many do not refer to it at all, and
no other; daily newspaper except the
Courier-Jourual, in any part of the
Union, is treating it with any degree of
that earnestness and persistence which
should imply that it is recognized by
leading minds as a question of infinite
moment, and of immediate and intense
practical significance to the, welfare of
all chimes of citizens. Such is the mag-
nitude of the' question, and such its
practical bearing upon the interest of all
men, and we find the whole American
press ignoeing it.
"The Courier-Journal lays down the
following propositions:
1. That the demonetizaiion of sil-
ver, which has prevailed for some years
up to this writing, both in the United
States and Europe. has had the effect of
advancing the value .of gold about 41)
per cent.
2. That this has been accomplished
by depressing the value of all other
property to that extent.
3. That about 40 per cent. of the
property and producing resources of the
people have thus been transferred to a
comparatively small class of men whose
stock in trade is gold investments.
4. That in the exact proportion am-
gold has risen, the burden of debt and
taxation has increased: and that in pro-
portion as property and labor have de-.
(-lined, the capacity of the people to
pay their debts and taxes; diminished.
b. That the silver discounts is creat-
ing a bonus of more than 30 per rent. in
favor of the farm productions of India
and Asia, which to that extent cheap-
ens the wheat, cotton and various other
productions of the United States.
6. That these lamentable conditions
have been produced by anti-silver legis-
lation.
7. That they can be undone and
prosperity be restored by pro-silver leg-
islation."
Commenting on these seven proposi-
tions, the Sun says:
Now, here are seven propositions.
either of which, if true, certainly proves
the silver situation is a matter of in-
tense and universal importance. If so,
why is not the matter forced upon pub-
lic attention day after day by all the
newspapers in the land which are not
owned body and breeches by the money
kings or the gold conspiracy? If they
(or either of them) are not true, why do
they not prove it and put the whole
question at rest once for all? If any
newspaper can successfully- controvert
either of these propositions it will ren-
der the public valuable service by doing
so at once. If they cannot controvert
either of these propositions they are ob-
viously conniving at a gigantic fraud
and wrong, which cannot possibly co-
exist with any degree of prosperity.
AN INTERESTING INCIDENT.
A recent incident of interest has been
the discussion of the attitude. of Sect e-
tary Morton in relation to the question
of seed distribution. As is pretty well-
known the Secretary has been noted as
an earnest antagonist of the free distri-
ut ion which he found in force when he
entered the Department of Agriculture
as its chief. After vainly endeavoring
to induceCongress to limit the appropri-
ations for seed distribution the Secre-
tary took the bold step of issuing the or-
der abolishing the seed distribution bu-
reau on the ground that the Secretary
of the Agricultural Department could
only purchase for distributione such
seeds as are rare and uncommon to the
country or such aahouldebe made more
profitable by frequent change from' one
part to another. A great many people
regarded this action of the Secretary
as an exhibition of good sense, but Con-
greets seems to look at the matter differ-
ently. In spite of protests from a num-
ber of conservative members that it
was going in the direction of !straight-
out communism, the House of Represee-
tativee disposed of the question of seed
distribution by adopting the Agricul-
turaeAppropriation requiring the Sec-
tetary to expend, $150,000 in the: pur-
chase and distribution of seeds, the best
that he can procure, without reference
to the plain requirements of the law
about the varieties being rare and un-
common.
HARD AT WORK.
Evidence in relation to the Venezuela
boundary question is beginning to pour
in upon the commission. The original
documents, maps and records collected
by the committee appointed by Presi-
dent Crispo, of Venezuela, are being
forwarded to Washington, so-here they
are expected to arrive some time this
What
You want of • med:cine is that It shall do
you good - purify and enrich your blood,
throw off that tired feeling, and give you
h'ealth, strength, courage and ambition.
Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the only true blood purifier
prominently in the public eye today, and
It meets these requirements perfectly.
This IS proved by the testimony of thou-
sands of people. Hood's
Sarsaparilla
Builds up the nerves by feedin,z them on
pure ble.od, creates an appetite by toning
the digest ire orga ns, overcomes That Tirri
Feeling by giving vitality to the blood,
and gives sweet refreshing sleep. You
may realize that Hood's Sarsaparilla
Does
this by giving it • fair trial. Insist upon
Hood's and only Hood's. /1; six for $5.




usei 44 n , vears I.v in....sithis , 4
mothers Pink Mixture r e er
'a Is to relieve tr.lilrer. ur al
TEETHING TROUBLES
Doctors prescribe Pink Mixture
be usase it Is known to contain
no opium or other poisor.ou\
di lg. Were for or, ulars free. .i.
Sold by all dealers, In
26e AND 50c. Born...,
F. W. FLOYD A CO , Owensboto, Ky.
PATENTS
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained and all Fat-
eat businessconducted If Mo tttttt rtes.
OV4 01/PICC IS OPPOSITE U, S. P Orrice
and we can aertire patent in less Lune than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing or photo, with descrip-
tion. We advise, if patentable or nor, tree of
charge. (hr fee not due MI patent is*. ured.





OPP. t  OrrICE. W•IININGTOPI. D. C.
; The Large Piece and, HighGrade of "Battle Ax" has injured
the sale of other brands of higher
prices and smaller pieces. Don't
allow the dealer to impose on you
. by saying they are "just as good"
as "Battle Ax," for he is anxious
1 tc) work off his unsalable stock. C
•J• ior t....414....e.41
)004n- C";,1k:- I:- •





week. The Venezuehm Governm t Gen- Weyler's proelantation to the of-
has appointed as its Counsel before the feet that at the expiration of fifteen days
United States Commission W. L. ' the insurgents who refuse to
Seruggs, of I:target, who was formerly -will be treated as bandits"
United Saute Mininister to the South 'It nt to saying
American Republic. It is understood
that the t•lainis of Great Britain. with
the evidence relied upon to sustain them
are also about to be laid before tbe com-
mission. The documents rereived from
both Great Britain and Venezuela,
taken in contection with the researches
prosecuted by the cemmission on he
own account, should furnish that !y
with an exhaustive mase of it „,
by the light of whieh to ardve t its
conclusion in reference to Cu- tree I ten-
dary between Venezuela end British
Guiena.
ARBOR DeeV.
Governor Hastings of Penesylvithia
has named April 10 and April e4 ar-
bor day in thet State. In his eitelama-
tion he says that Pennsylvania bus lost
three-fourths of its forests atel tlett the





that he proposes to inau-
garate a policy of massacre; and cer-
tainly the United States eau not afford,
as Senator Vast stays, "to stand dumbly
by while this bloody Spanish General
drives these people into a pen and
slaughters tht-m."
TRAGEDY IN _MEMPHIS.
Bunk sid:.nt Jon. s Killed
!Ind His Sun Wounded.
. eta: h. the Nest Err.
Memphis, Tenn., March 4.-John R.
Jones, President of the Memphis Na-
tional Bank, was mortally wounded,
anti his son. Nat, dangerously hart in a
shooting affray hire yesterday after-
noon. The elder Jones died at 8 o'clock
ast night. The father and son left the
bank to no to dinner al out noon yester-
Over 2.e441e.00 acre in tle• et unfit day. On the street they met W. E.
for the 1114s of agrieulturt Lecn Pardue, an attorney, and a man named
stripped of their trees. and this; tern- I Scarborough. There had been a fend
tory is row uneightly ana bant TO 'of long standing between Pardue and
change the current of tuitional tlemght Jones, and not ten words passed before
from the treeehatroying to the trespro- shooting begun. D. D. Dodd, a sonen-
tecting policy," says Gov. Hiatinge, "to law of Jones, says that Pardue and his
add to the beauty of cur nio'.i-ta3:13 "'I' teanpanion were the aggnaeors.
yell ys, to orhameut the groanee of our
free schools and other edneetieeel eati-
tutions, to add comfort to tee treveler
upon our public highways, to preserve
the shores and banks of "kir rivers awl
smaller streams are objects worthy of
the intelligent attention of our citi-
zens." The Govereor adds that the
present generation of America ne Is the
first to feel the evils of a time. rites re-
gem.
A GOOD NUMBER.
The Eleatic Magazimefor March opens
with Prima Krapotkites eltrubele arti-
cle on ••Mutnil Aid Atneue Modern
Men. •' It is followed by ••Tliree Cam-
eos," a group of clever historieul hair.
actor sketches purport ling to cone- from
the pen of their respective suleeets.
"Tin' Future of Polities" is a thoughtful
contribution from Mr. Henry Dyer.
Haling under his Itumeatnis et:reset-
much that is valuable anti iestraetive,
George Bernard Shaw's "Socialism for
Millionaires" chews the list of political
and sociologieal eumberm. Two ex -el-
lent literary articles are "Criticism as
Theft," by Prof. Win. Knight, ' and a
discussion of the work of WilliamBlake.
the artist poet. There are severrl bringla
sketches in a light vein, and one short
strong Story, '-Rachel and Leah," este
sides the collection of miscellany and
literary notes from foreign seureee.
Slt 0 Ret1 AIZIO $late
The readers of this paper will Inn-
pleased to learn that there is at least (MC
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure in all its stage*, and that is
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the
only poseive cure known to the medieal
fateruity. Catarrh being a constitu-
tional disease, requires( a constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is tak-
en intenially, acting directly mien the
blood and mucous surfaces of the sys-
tem, thereby dtetroying the foundation
of the disease, and g:ving the tettierit
strength by building up the suit -iii tome
and agitating nature ill doing its eork.
The proprietors have sot mueli faith in
its curative powers that they tette One
Hundred Dollars for tole tete. that it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimon-
ials. Address+,
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Tobdo, 0.
igr'Sold by Druggists, 75c.
The man who thinks he will have 't
chance to support a straddling national
platform and a straddling Preset tented
candidate this year is not a good judge
of the sines of the times. The adv(xates
of gold moimmetallian will ha t upon
a straight dtrearatioe fer tin'
tons single gold standard, which is now
opprateing the induetries ef the ceitetev
and impoverisliing tbe masses le the
theme.. And the opponents of thot mon-
strosity, outraged by the infamous
(Time committed in le74. the demoneti-
zation of diver, and suffering 'filen it-
evil effects, will demand a bimetalist
standard-both silvt r atel gold-the
only sound money. The straddler will
not be considered.
Hon. Jaime H. Mulligan line written
to the Secretary of the State Depart-
ment, at 'Washington, thaeking that
official for the appointment as Cotten'
to Cape Town, Africa, but respectfully
declining to accept. Mr. Mulligan evi-
dently thinks he has had all that he
wants of far-away countre s.
Health and strength carry to- timing!'
dangers and make us state in the pres-
ence of peril. A perfect strong !nen with
rich, pure blood, has nettling to fear
from germs. He may breathe in the ha
of eonstunptiou with impunity. If
they is a weak spot when. t le • genes may
find an entrance to the tissues. then the
trouble begins. Disease germs propa-
gate with lightning-like rapidity. Once
in the blood, the only way to get rid of
them is to kill them. That is whatt Dr.
Piercea Golden Medical Discovery is
for. It purifies the blood. That means
that it kills the germs, but that is only
part of what it dote. It assists digestion
by stimulating the halation of digeetive
fluids, so pro/lusting assimilation and
nutrition purifies and enriehm the blood
and KO supplies the termer' with the food
they need. It builds up strong, healthy
flesh and puts the whole body into a
disease-residing state.
Send 21 one cent damps to cover cost
of mailing only, and get his great book,
Th People's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, absolutely FRF.R. Address
World's Dispensary Medical ARROCiF-
tiou, No. 063 Main Street, Beffalo,N. Y.
John H. Jones received a pistol ball
in the right temple that ranged down
ard came out at the mouth and shat-
tered the jaw. Another bullet went
through hie shoulder, and another
struck him in thelhigh. Nat Jones is
wounded in the hip. Pardue was
place(' under arrest.
REVERSED JUDGE BARR.
Cincinnati. O., March 4.-The United
States Court of Apeeals reversed Judge
Burr in the matter of the Mereer county
bond issue. The (Ninety of Mercer,
Kentucky, issue(' bonds to pay for a
railroad whit h was to -pass through
the county." The road was built to
e Rhin two miles of the border line.
The Provide-lit Life and Trust Com-
pany of Philadelphia held the bonds
and sought to collect the value, but the
enmity refused on the ground that the
nsad (lid not •pasts through the county."
Suit was brought before Judge Barr at
Louisville, where the Trust Company
won. The county appealed and this
court reverses Judge Barr, holding that
the bonds are not valid because the
road did not "paw through the county.''
The appeal of the Central Trust Com-
pany of New York, the American As-
sociation, limier', and J. H. Bartlett*,
and C. Carey, receivers, vs. the Ashe-
ville Company and county of Clai-
borne, Tenn., from the court of Judge
Clarke, was affirmed.
(if Patents
Granted to Southern Staters Inventors
this week. Reported by C. A. Snow &
cee, Solicitors of American and Foreign
Patents. opp. U. S. Patent Office, Wash-
ington, D. C.
$. Bailey, St. Augustine. Fla..
reimposition for removing paint; G. C.
Billups, Norfolk, Va., harrow; W. Car-
ter, Lonieville, Ky., teectric trans-
former; J. W. Colbert, Fredericksburg,
Va., car coupling; J. Davis, Greenville,
Ala., car coupling; J. D. Envies. Nor-
folk, Va., folding bed; J. J. Faulkner,
Memphis, Tenn., cotton seed delimiter;
W. J. Fergteson, Baltimore. Md., auto-
mate. oiler; P. M. Gunter, Cherry Lake,
Fla., lifting jack; H. F. Hartwell, Bal-
timore, Md., checkrein hook; A. C.
Hight, Milton, Tenn., car coupling; F.
Livingston, New Orleans, La., auto-
matic fire extinguisher; S. D. MeMillan
'eater, La., plow attachment; A. A.
Morrow, Lon et nv i La., tripping fit -
tachinvist for eane-lifts ; W. R. Res-
usss, Jr., New Orleans, La., machine
for grating fruits, etc. ; U. I. Smith,
Huntley, N. C., turpentine box; E. J.
Taylor, Toll Gate, W. Vii., bicycle at-
tachment ; B. H. Tyson, Raleigh. N, C.,
seal lock ; H. Walsh, Newport Newt',
Va., lamp shade; ('. Winston, Memphis.
Tenn.. spark arrester fur are lamps; R.
L. Ys-iikey, lord's Ferry, Ky., clevis.
A TIE V-0-T-E
It Looks Like Tompkins Will
Keep His Seat.
.C1411014. the SAD
Frankfort, Ky., March 4.-The House
rs-f used to unseat Tompkins by a vote of
45 to 45. Ashcroft, Gilliam and Poor
voted with the Democnits.
The first vote was on the minority re-
port. The vote on the majoriiy report
resulted 45 to 45, a tie, just its the first.
This was the vote to gent Werner.
The Speaker announced from the
chair that he would not announce the
result until he had consulted the Judges
of the Court of Appeals on the matter.
This leaves the result its doubt, though
theTompkins adherents think the mem-
lea fruit Davies's Will III/E be unseated.
Mr. Gilliam voted against the Werner
report and Mr. Buniam was not pres-
ent.
Arkansas Republicans.
Little Rock, March 4.-The Republi-
can State Convention met here yester-
day. Chainitan Cooper said thut the
country's; only hope of salvation was
the election cf William McKinley to
the Presidency. A reference to the sil-
ver question elicited evidete•e that the
party in Arkansas is undivided on that
question,
GOES IN FLAMES.
The Radford Country House
Destroyed by Fire.
THE LOSS 1S
New York ralihion Notes.
()otton (Ines goods in Persian
metal woven into them will Is• very 1. h
ular during the simmer season. Grasse
cloth is another fashionable fabric. Sono.
N ariteite have twilled stripes with dote
of white or colored linen, while other
have fancy plaide and (beiges in vu re
Tie French pattern dre•si
made very elaborately With appliiin,
flowers!, embroidery and bands of ins •ABOUT , n B6,000. . 'on. The new zephyr cottons It..
heavy threads; WOTPI1 into the outer stir
face which give to them the ate. 0 • e •
of woolen materials so that me
emphatically aelapted for street etatunie
in wenn weather. The neweet Mesta-
talents for shirt waists; are ill I
these delicate tisanes. The shirt waist l
of this AMAMI is mutely recognized by
immense drooping bishop 'sleeve's which
are usually finiehed with a tarn over
cuff. These shirt waists an- especially
eatissfaetory because of their adjuistable
collate. Other fancy waists are ontlinee
in "La Mode de Piutis" and "Paris Al-
bum of Fashion."
"La Mode de Parisi" and "nixie Albion
of Fashions" cost iti.4o per year sub-
scription, or 35 vents a copy. The
"French Dressmaker" is $3 per annuni
or 30 cents it copy; and "La Mode" $1.All
a year or 15 cents a copy. If you are
unable to procure either of these join-
mils from your newsdealer do not take
tiny substitute, but apply by mail to
Mestere. A. McDowell & Co., 4 West 14th
street, New York.
The handsome country residence of
Mr. Jaime A. Radford, seven miles from
town on the Clarkeville pike, was total-
ly destayed by tire Tuesday night.
The first alarm was given by a person,
canting into Ilopkinsville, who saw front
the road a blaze springing frlan the
roof.
went an quickly as possible to the
house, but could not gain admittance.
He then visited the cabinsn and woke up
the colored farm hands. By this time
the flames were under eneh headway
that all efforts to extinguish them were
useless.
Mr. Radford was in this city. One of
tee 'Herne% came after him. He started
home at once but before he arrived there
the house had been consumed. It was
riunored here today that the fire was of
incendary origin. but Mr. Radford be-
times that it was caused by the fallihg
of a piece of wood from the grate in his
rooin.
Tue house WAR a large, two-story
frame building, emit:ening nine-rooms.
N'ery little of the furniture was saved.
The lose is about ad,000. The house
was insured by '2.000 and the contents
for $400.
All Fro.
Those who have used Dr. King's New
Deseovery knee- it: valne, mid these
who have not, have now the opportunity
to try it free. Call on the advertieed
Druggist and get a Trial Bottle, Free.
it year name anti addrees to H. E.
Bucklen & Co., Chicago, and get a
eunple box of Dr. King's New Life Pills
Free, as well as a copy of Guide to
Health and Household Instructor, Free.
All of which is guaranteed to do you
good and cent you nothing. R. C. Hard-
t% ick Drug Store,
TO MR. J. C. BUCKNER.
Commissioners Pass Highly
Comp' mentary Resolutions.
At the regular monthly meeting of the
Board of Commissioners of the Western
Kentucky Asylum for the Insane held
there Wednesday, Mr. A. H. A n &triton
presented his commission front Governor
Itradh•y as Steward and tiled his bond
for the faithful discharge of dine% and
then took the official oath of office.
In view of Mr. J. C. Buckner's retir-
ing Tuesday from the office of Steward
which he had held for seven years, we
take pleasure in saying that he dis-
charged the duties of the office in a
highly satisfactory and creditable man-
ner, having been an exceedingly faith-
ful, valuable and efficient officer, stand-
ing up for what he deemed just aud
right both in his official and private
capacity.
The Board of (e'ommessioners adopted
the following reeolution as at teetimonial
of its high appreciation of Mr. Buckner
AA an official and a gentleman:
"Resolved, That it is with sincere re-
gret that we part with Mr. J. C. Buck-
ner, who has( been Steward of this Asy
lam for the past seven years.
-This' Board 011ie* ph aeure in testify
iug to his high character as as gentle-
man, and his splendid ability as Stew-
ard of this institution. He has been
true to every duty; capable and ener-
getic, and making one of the beet oftieers
this Asyltun has ever had. Our good
wishes( go with him.
"It is further resolved that a copy of
thaw resolutions be given to the city
papers for publication, and also be
spread upon the records of this' Board of
Cenumissiouers."
The in who eats because he is hun-
gry ix, time far, on a level with the
brutes. The man who stops eating the
moment his hunger is appeased is the
wise man. Nature needs no more food
than she calls for. Continued excess
brings about indigestion or dyspepsia,
with has of flesh, 'strength, sleep. ambi-
tion and mental power; and an accumu-
lation of as-lie's, pains and many danger-
ous local nutladiess.
The stomach now can do nothing
alum-. We must appeal of some artifi-
ceilly digested food which can also di-
gest other foods. That is to say we
must use the Shaker Digeetive Cordial.
The effect is prompt and cheering. The
chronic pain and distresa ceaseee. Appe-
tive presently revnee. Flesh and vapor
gradually come buck, and the safferte
recovers. But lie muse be careful in
future. A trial bottle for 10 cents.
Lava is the hest medicine for chile-
ren. Doetors reconnuend it in place
of Castor Oil.
Why stiffer with couggs, colds and
hi grippe when Laxative Brorno quinine
will cure you in one (lay. Dote not
produce that ringing in the head like
Sulphate of Quinine. Put up in tab-
lets eonveniont for taking. Guaranteed
to cure, or nioney refundod. Price 25
cents. For sale by C. K. Wyly, Hop-
kiueville, Ky. inch-1,2m
Christian Eadea.or -
The Executive Committee of the C.
E. Local Union have decided to (lis-
pense with the fifteen minutes' business
session at the monthly union meetings
and hold an open session every three
months, some night during the week.
The tine of these meetings will be held
Monday evening, March 16, at the
First Presbyterian church. With the
co-operation of all the Eudeavorers
these meetings t•an be made very in•
structive and interesting. Plans for
work will be discussed, means to extend
the cause for which we are working and
any new uiethoda of work will be ac-
cepted. The first part of the evt•niu
will be strictly business. After that is
eoncluded the Social Committee will
take cluirge of the crowd and promises
them a delighfnl evening. This cone
mittee has already drafted a prograin
which will prove highly entertaining.
A cordial invitation is extended to the
public to be prose-nt.
There will be a meeting of the Local
Union Executive Committee at the resi-
dence of Mr. Jae. M. Glees, this evening
after prayor meeting. It is earnestly
requested that all the members be pres-
ent.
Kciatucky Sunday School Union Con
fermate.
To delegates attending the above cote
ference the 0. V. Ry. will sell tickets to
Louisville and return on March 9th,
loth and 11th at ()no and one-third fare
for the round trip.
E. M. SHFRWOOD, Agt,
NIG-A
We Offer You a Remedy Which Insures






(SISYINIMANT OF ITS PAIN
5051105 551:1
Makes CHILD-BIRTH Easy.
Endoraed and recommended by physi-
cians, mitiwites and those who have used
it. Beware of •ubstitutes and imitations,
Sent by express or wall, on receipt of ortee
• IADO per bottle. Book ••,1A) were
mailed free, containing •uluoLary tass,rnonisiii.
BRADFIELD REOLILATOR CO., Atlanta, Oa
Itv1.1.) •LL DRUGGISTS, •
Catarrh Cared
health and sweet breath seenred, by
Shiloh's Cutarrh Remedy. Prier' MI
cents. Nasal Injector free. For sale
by R. C. Hardwick.-Sold by R. C
H are wick.
Gladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
"transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills which vanish la-fore proper ef-
forts-gentle efforts-pleasant efforts-
rightly directed. There it, comfort in
the knowledge that so many forms of
sickness are not due to any actual dis-
ease, but simply to a constipated condi-
tion of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative. Syrup of Figs, prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so hignly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness, without debilitating the
organs on wheel it acta. lt is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine article,
which is manufactured by the California
Fig Syrup Co. only, and sold by a!: rep-
utable druggists.
If in the enj.)yment of good health,
and the system is regular. then laxa-
tives or other remedies are not needed.
If afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the most skill,u1
physicians, but if in need of a laxative,
then one should hare the best, and with
the well-informed everywhere. Syrup of
Figs stands highest and is most largely
"eel and gives most aeneral satisfaction.
7hin
13 often equivalent t
--. n.ting ill. It loss of Lk- 1
:z arrested and di --
e 1,..tilcd the ‘'
i)ots" in the system. are
SCC.t S ETUIS101t
.s an absolute. corrective.
ii " weak spots." It is a
huilder of worn out failing
-lie-nan:re's• food that
• •2.. and -reatc-ta.
hy flesh.
5--SOS Nome. Chemist*.
d Inuit IAA •,-ery.vbiere.
t./.1h1.1,, Thoroughly,
  Corr.!.
Four out of live who
suffer nervonsnres„
mental worry, attacks
of "Ile tiluee."nre but




rigor. t(on't despair. Stend for book with
explanation e.nd proofs. 3dailed (sealed) tree.
ERIE MEDICAL CO., Buffalo, N. Y.
5..
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You will find it an
to keep
easy matter
always at the right temperature.
They are Quick Bakers,
Superior Cookers and
Powerful Heaters.
A written guarantee with every
0128.
WHERE
WILL YOU TAKE IT?
This question often itriem after y(m
have consulted the beet (not the
cheaptet) physiean you knovs-, and
have received his prescription.
It should go to the
Best Druggist you know.
One tt ho will use ()lily the right
kind (if drugs. and will not 'ry to
till it if he hasn't the right kind.
It should go to a druggist
Who Will eXerriSe the greatest care
in getting the right drugs, and the




am' the, best druegat sletuld. aud this
is all answer to the qui.4 her,.
will you take
CHEAPER then tine D7) Liooje House in %eaten' Ken




Just Think of It•
- From now un• il the first of February you a
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Main street, next door to Kentuckiun office.
A fell line of staple and fancy groe;reo Pay 114he4
market prieem for country le odm C. Vree &livery at all
hours toiany part of the city. Telephone 91 .




(7iucco8sor to Jno. Y. Owisiey.)
A &St-el:tam line of Foreiga and Dem. one Goods al
way,n; hand
-SOUTH MAIN ST I{ EE
Up i-tairi§. over Hopper Pros
FOR  FURAITURE
a.° asc_-_,
n o, R. Kitchen,
203 8. Main St., Elonkinsville, Ky
t most ...9mplete stock erer 07 el cd
in this city. Chean for c, sh, Call and ea anint rrui









. . . at J. M. Ren%haw
• • & Son's Stable,
On Saturday Mar 7. 1896
and on First and Third Saturdays in each month thereafter. All person
having Homes. Mules, Cattle. Hogs, or stock of any kind to Nell would do
well to bring them to us, and peptone desiring to purchase anything of
the kind are asepectfully invited atteud these sales.
CHAR(;ES REASONABLE. To eimble our euetomers to make
their wants known, we have provided a REGISTER in which those Lav-
ing stock to ttell, or wanting to buy, may register their wants.




* * * * * *
Where we will be pleased to 8( e our
mnay friends
Our entire stock offered for less tian
tost. Give us a call. We can save yo
money.
THE LEADER.
Mme Fluette Levy, M'g'r
•
AT COST.
On account of having the interior of
our t tore remodeled, we will begin to-
day to sell at cost, continuing until
January 1.
We have a larger assortment of ail-
ors, walking hats, and other of -1:ea.
B side • a good selection of tri nmee
hats
Children'sCaps
in the prettiest and late+t •,yles at
prices to mcpt any and all ••,mands.
Tan and black '1 rilby belt , hair or-
naments and side comls i . 3tyles you
can no find elsewhere. - Jail and see
them at d nnetnb( r the all go at
eost.
a. LooK. nr IVIr 3.A, SAT Leelecfor
Om"
Is-
Nroar...e4f •-• ^111Y,P31.1.1.r.M. 








THE KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
HOPKINSVILLE. KENTUCKY. MARCH. N9c;
W. E. RAGSDALE.
•
INSIMLIP "lir Cie 'lire TC:D1b1E11•434:31C. C.
e
•
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.,
Main Street




a :E-MC:D1021Li 31:1 S 111E5 •• 30C.37'.














HOPK1N SV1LLE , KENTUCKY. 1>0
flui
URI r;n..11uQii puqi soupilill $2,5V
* No Commission! *
E. B. LONG, President.




Sfatement of the Condition of the
CITY BANE,
l'Oltareo la a great 'debit* of South.
PHI liAtUelty at*(I kitd11110 TatiLltaal
Its growth and cultivation in the
principal industry of these sections.
The climate and soil are peculiarly
adapted to its production, and it is
source lot revenue to the agricultural
classes. The tine side Was On Jan-
luny 120i, 187/. The maiket has
continued to grow from a puny few
hundred to 10,(AX) hlids. in 1891 and
15,000 hbds. in 1895. It is with a
great degree of confidence that the
England and Germany'. These dealHopkinsville market hopes to sell in
the neighborhood of 25,000 Lhda. era could then come upon our mar-
during the year 1896. *et and buy direct from us. whereas
• 'ow they obtain their supplies ofHopkiu•velle is situated in then 
center of the dark tobacco distractot. their governments, which in turn
purchase through contractors orbrisecer ofaccerloiptiehsarfeorio*hannlelarligng 
the 
i ly
inert-2s_, cousuls. As the the original is made
in a lump.' there is little chance fored and greatly Unproved during the
pun six months Two large ware- competition. Export tobacco must
houses have been erected besides ad- i be sold abroad, and the contractors
ditions sod improve-menus to the select the types they desire and get
other warehouse property. For the'them at almost their pwn prices.
shown a large increase. but during
plu,t two years her business has mRoucngtshlty speakingakeabou these
about 50,000 
50,00 fur govern.0itubds ;the
Western crop. and most of it. cumeb
the ensuing year she e xpects to
'double her record of previous year, from Kentucky.
The We -amendment passed thedboustihnt.lt:eycasuhseoulhdiaeshweolrakyscolanimaitoe
House by a large majority.
old 'adage that "honesty is the best • •
policy It is right and proper that TOBACCO SALESshe should do an increased business •
so long as she acts equine with her
patrons. It his been said by
Holy Writ, 'be sure your sins will
find you- out." Some other markets,
it has been whirpered around, have
not been giving their elealers and
planters a equare deal. tte this true
or tea th.• flopkinsviPe marLet wid
t te year sell 'Doge tobacco char, her
Hopkinsville, : Kentucky.
At the Clcse cf Businese =.scerrs:bar 31, 189B.
RESOURCES:
Notes and Bills Discounted $145.284' 73
Stocks and Bonds   59,408100
Banking House 6,00000
Sight Exchange   23,627;16
Cub   22,731.03
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
N. B. Lon, W. W. Garnett,





Capital Stock.  $ 60,000 00
Surplus Fund  70,600 00
Undivided Profits  2,166 66
Individual Depositors  105,485 39
Due to Banks  4,408 32
Dividend No. 31 this day (5 per cent.) 3,000 00
Tax Account  889 84
6'245,951 21 6146,951 21
W. T. TANDY, Cashier.
dans its lb. methods of supplying
tobsecti soil other farts products LO
foreign eount ties."
Its ( -ct, as stated by Dr Clardy,
is to induce the governments of
France, Italy, Spain and Austria to
relinquish the ruonopoliee of the to-
bacco trade now maintained in those
countries. Should they do this it
would permit their citizens to en-
gage in the purchase of the weed
with only such restriction*, in the
way of taxation as are in vogue in
Gaither A: Weet, tobacco commis-
sion rn,rchants, proprietors of
Planters' and New Enterprise Ware-
houses, HoplinevIlle. Ky. Sales for
two weeks ending Feb. 16, '96, of 85
blade as follow:
eecel • lit ! 62 '‘e
12 25, 12 00 11 50 l'. 7,, 11 Oil
--- --
25, 10 50, 110 00, 9 60, 995, rill,
9 50, 9 30, 9 30, 9 30, 9 30, 914.
9 00, 9 25, 9 00, 10 00, 10 00, 1111111.
10 00, 10 50
22 hhda. medium leaf $8 75, 6'
8 50, 8 60, 8 40, 8 40, 8 90, 8 IS:
8 75, 8 00, 800, 825, 795, 7 74
7 30, 7 80, 7 30, 7 90, 6 50,.
6 00, 6 00.
27 blade). common leaf 63 20,
5 00, 4 50, 8 80, 5 CO, 4 8(), 4 M.
4 00, 8 75, 845, 350, 3 25. :I
.3 711, 3 211, 8 VS, 3 18, 3 2, 3Ilk
3 00, 3 00, 8 00, 4 25, 3 10, 3 14
21 hhils. lugs sut1 trash 1118. •
1 50, 2 40, 2 50, 2 40, 2
2 00, 2 00, 2 20, 2 85 I 26, 1
1 60, 160, 1 70, 1 50, 1 30, 1 14.
110, 1 00, 1 00.
Market very strong on good emit
medium' leaf. Common leaf mai
lugs some stronger, but yet law.
Yours truly.
tOSDALE. COOPER & Co.
most sanguine friends ever expected. 11 00, 11 00. 11 00, 11 00. 10 75.She has recently had several new ad- 10 75, 10 00. 10.00. 102.5,10 75,9 10,ditions to her already lergi board of 8 70, 50, 9 9 t. 9 60. 9 90, 9 00. 9 80.tobacco buyers. Every market of 8 70, 9 10, 9 20, 8 75, 9 60, 9 00,the world has representative who 9 75, 9 50, 9 00. 6 01), V 00
are eagerly watching for tobacco 19 hlids. medium leaf 8 00,suitable for their wants. Her hoard
of trade is composed of 20 buyers
and 151X warehoueemee. There Lao
recently been erected two large re-
handling houeee, making now seven
rehandling houses on this market.
The old releible export house of Al-
fred. Lewis & Co', who buy exclu-
sively on the it opkinsville market
l,200 Wide. long, dark tobeeco suita-
ble for the export trade. Two large
etetutueries who buy their entire
supply on the break market at Hop.
lihsville, handling 1,000 Wide each.
The Hopkinsville Tobacco Manufac-
tory, whose output is enormous, buy
their chewing and smoking tobacco
on the Hopkinsville market exclusive-
ly.
The inspectors know their duty
and perform it fearlessly so that to-
day Hopkinsvillei inspection for
honesty stands without a parallel.
Her warehousemen neither encour-
age nor will they attempt to protect
or shield false packing or nesting of
tobacco. Her entire board of trade,
buyers, inspectors and warehouse-
men are all alike, interested in the
growth and upholding of the market
and zealously will they guard its
reputation for honesty rd fair deal-
ing, fully:protecting the interest of
all who patronize .the Hopkinaville
market.
Dr. Clardy, who represents the
Hopkinsville District in Congrese,
introduced the following amendment
when the agricultural apprci ri ttion
bill Was under discussion:
-And to secure as far as may be, a
7 90.
8 00, 8 40e 7.00, 6 90, 6 70, 8 20,
6 80, S 50, le 50, 695, 7 69, 7 707
8 30, 7 25, 7 10. 7 95, 6 95.
19 Elids..common leaf al '75, 5 90.
5 00. 4 45, 3 20, 4 00, 425, 6 25.
6 30, 3 90, 4 75, 4 Oft 6 70. 5 95.
6 10, 13 25. 4 75. 4 65, 5 00.
5 hhds. common lugs $1 75, 1 30,
1 e0. 2 00, 1 au.
7 !Aids. old lugs at $3 00.
The market this week was the
highest of the season, and prices
were satisfactory to sellers except
for common leaf and lugs.
Lugs are so very low that the
flamers and dealers are offering very
few of them. The gap between com-
mon and good tobacco was never so
wide as at this time and its very im-
portant that prizers of tobacco class
their tobacco well and prize uniforru
both ir color and length, as an off
break in a sample will often make a
difference of from $2.00 to $3 00
per hawked in price of same.
We have as good, if not the best,
market in the Weet. We have plenty
of warehouse room and can handle
your tobacco promptly, and earnest-
ly solicit your shipments. Thanking
you for past favors and pr9mising to
give your business in the future our
best attention. We are ycurs re
spectf ully. GASIrlf &
Tobacco sales by Ragsdale, Coop-
er At Co., Main St. Tobacco Ware-
house, Hopkiusville, Ky.. of 102
hhds. Feb. 19th and 2f,tb, 1896:
32 lihds. of good leaf $1275,12 50,
1 11 50, 11 00, 10 75, 10 75, 10 75,10 73, 10 75, 10 50, 10.50 10 50, 10.
GEO. A. CLARK.
Geo. Clark, who is known as time
fashionable cutter, has been eanneett.
ed with tailoring in Hopkineesfee
the past lo years. As an erbsiaue
cutter his reputation is not %Jaffna&
to Kentucky alone, lie has semi -
it a rule to employ none but ferits-
class workmen. He carries only Oar.
iiue, -the beet- trimmings, theeeehip
insuring you that you receive whoa
you pay for. He really dole ad"
wept you to wear clot%es bou*
establishment unless they fit slaw-
linely perfectly. In his tyas:wals "tie,
the clothes Nat make the ream.'
With a nubby, easy fitting s.lie ?Ant.
go tooth as a living advertisement&
for him, therefore you see the phil-
osophy of his reasoning. Wises. Ina
Hopkinsville drop in kis emporieraw.
examine his choice aelectiewe
fabrics and you will leave an sada:



















Var.' If you like Money-









Buy In 1.4e Quantities For Cash.
Consequently can and swill save you money.
A sample of our prices you will find quoted
below:
$1 15
Granulated Sugar 18 lbs. for $1 00
2-lb can Bull Head Oysters 15 cts can
1 lb can Hull Head Oysters  9 eta can




 pp , Greenwich Lye   Sets can
Corn  
Greenwich Lye  90 eta doe
Arbuckle Coffee 19 cts lb. peckage 
10 eta canPine Apple . 
Peaches.  10 eta can
Pretty Soap  4 eta cake; 7 cakes to 24 eta
CaliforniaApricoats 12 cte can
 5 eta can





'With unparalled a Ivantages
:In buying, th tt they share
with their
CUSTOMERS.
ea4 Barrel Salt 
• If you want Mola-ss,
our stock. We can't be equaled.
• Country Produce!
.BA.GSDALE, COOPER & CO.
This firm is recognized by the
:planters and dealers as being first
doss and ul-to-date in everything
ipertaining to the tobacco trade.
During the past year they have
erected an addition to their already
oommodious werehouses, which will
qiv.''.ena all ti break room neces
' er an tu... r I business Tieor
awaitt warehouse, in which they bre ak
imbe.eco, is the best lighted house in
• the tobacce district.
Air B E Cooper, the junior mew
ber of this,firm, is the solicitor for
this Louse, and during the dull sea-
son spends most of his time in the
surrounding country talking tobacco
ite ttc many friends of this popular
tlioufie. Mr. W. E. Ragsdale, the
Asaleeman, 124 years experience)whose
;reputation as an expert judge of to-
box° is so well known and recog-
nised by all ccnnected with the to-
--ribaCco—Trade, that the mere mention
of the fact that he is the saleman is
sufficient guarantee that the in-
terests of his customers will be well
-protected. This enterprising firm
have erected the most imposing
block in Hopkinsville, three stories
high, in which they occupy two of
the rooms on the first floor for of--
Sces..fitted np in the latest style,
-with all of the modern conveniences.
Besides these offices there are two
elegatt store rooms and four other
roones used for office, all of which
Aare occupied. The second floor con-
-bare offices built especially for to-
bacco 'brokers, with good sample
'rooms, water closets, &c. This block
is decidedly the handsomest to be I
MIMI in Hopkinsville and reflects
great credit upon this firm's enter-
prise and stands as a towering mon-
erenent to Hopkinsville.
CITY BANK.
NO institution in Hopkinsville
Treeente such a solid foundation as
this bank. Its statement shows a
piece. of Napoleonic financiering with-
-without a parallel. Commencing
business 15 years ago with a capital
&Welt of $6o,000 they have paid
regular semi-annual dividends, set
eaeh yaw a sum for ther sink-
Ita popularity has increased from its
inception and it now enjoys the
honor and dietinction of being
looked u2on, "as solid as the Rock
of Gibralter." Its offi:iers are po-
lite and accommodating and any
accommodation in their line, ccn-
sistent with conservative banking, is
readily 'granted. They have never
allowed depositor!' interest on de-
posits, recognizing that such meth-
ods are not conducive to good bank-
ing The officers of this bulk are
Mr. E B. Long, pres , and W. L
Tandy', chashier, both of whom are
popular and accommodating bank-
ers.
GAITHER & WEST.
This firm, recognizing the great
increase of theiy business, have
erected a handsome three-story
brick warehouse, situated on line
of L. & N. Railroad. between 13th
and 14th streets. This house is
called the "New Enterprise... Its
handling capacity will be 4.000
hhds. It is two squares below their
"Planter's House- and was con-
strueted with a view of throwing the
proper light on the sample. Their
Planter's Warehouse, located oppo-
site L. & N. depot.. has handling ca-
pacity for a like amount, giving them
a capacity with both houses of 8,000
hlicls. The Planter's house has con-
tinuously conducted business for
the past 14 years. Sales will be
conducted in both warehouses, giv-
ing them plenty of break room to
accomruodate their patrons. Mr.
Gaither, the senior member, has
charge of the office work. Mr. Jas.
West, the salesman, will look after
your interest in sampling and sell-
same. Mr. West's reputation as a
salesman is sevond to none. The
firm is polite and entertaining and
take a great interest in talking to
bacco.
1'. A. YOST & CO.
This well-knownlhouse. situated
on Ninth street between Main and
Virginia, is headquarters for harness,




















Our Line of Fancy Groceries
Con-isting of Shrimps, Clams, French Sardine*, Potted and Deviled Ham, Asparagus, Anchovy, Lobsters,
Deviled Crabbs, Caviar, Tobasco, Chilli and Tomato Sauce. Olives. Chow-Chow, Preserves, Pickles, Etc.
WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF
All kinds of Imported and Dcmestic Cheese, and H. J. Heinz Company's complete line of bulk and bot-
tle goods.
Our Tinware and Queenswere Departments






















Exclusive Agents for Hopkins-
ville, KY.
all we ask is an inspoction of






•ing fund until to-day it has reached trainers in handling hcirses. This
the enormous amount of ro,000. firm carries a very large, full and
complete stock of harness, and sad-
dlery and employ none but exper
ienced workmen. Those in need of
&nothing in this line or who have any
repairing in saddlery or harness
should not fail to call. An inspec
tion of their stock will convince you
that it is to your interest to purchase
of them
BASSETT A. CO.
This firm of dry goods merchants
are now entefing on their tenth year
of a succesiful business career in
Hopkinsville. Mr. E. B. Bassett,the
head, though youthful in appear fe_c
is an experienced merchant, ever
alert to the interest of his customers
That his success has been phenomi.
nal goes without saying. The secret
of this firm's unprecedented triumph
in business they attribute to the cash
system. They buy for Pleb thereby
tecuring to their patals4 the benefit
of cash discounts. They 'Bell for cash,
thereby enabling them to sell at a
much smaller profit than those
houses with the credit system. Mr.
Bassett gives his personal attention
and is the general overseer to every
detail connected with his house. He
is a close and careful buyer and the
interests of his patrons are ever be-
fore him. He is situated in the hand-
some "Summers' building- near the
Court House and when visiting Hop-
kinsville it will pay you for your
trouble to see his store as one of the
beauties of that thriving town.
....-411•••••••-
W. T. COOPER at CO.
Mr. Will Cooper, of the above
firm, who is a judicious and ewrewd
business man, saw that at least one
thing was lacking in Hopkinsville
for her to be a No. 1 city; so he con-
ceived the idea of opening a first-
class wholesale and retail grocery.
There is nothing in the category of
staple and fancy grocries that can
not be found in the above firm's
stock. Last fall they leased the
handsome Mercer building opposite
the court house in Hopkinsville.
This is a large, roomy, three-story
building. which they have loaded
with all kinds of groceries from cel-
W. T. COOPER & CO
Wholesale and Retail Grocers.
Opp
• Court House.
lar to dome. Their store is a gem,
artistically arranged by Jas. E.
Cooper, whose taste as a decorator
is "par excellence,- To attempt to
mention the numerous articles they
carry would consume a space larger
than this supplement. Their line of
heavy groceries, consisting of sugar,
coffee, molasses, salt, etc. are
handled in large quantities. so that
they eau make prices which will bs
to your interest to investigate.
Their stock of tin and queensware is
complete and prices such that an in-
spection will insure a purchase.
Their basiness is conducted strictly
on the cash plan. It saves them the
expense of a book-keeper, loss of
time collecting accounts and bad
debts. Thus, for the consumer, it
is better that they should adopt this
plan, because the unnecessary ex-
(tense of the credit to stem is abol
ished and the money thus saved will
be given direct to the purchaser in
the way of cheaper prices. Messrs
(looper dr Co. invite the planters
and country merchants when visit-
ing Hopkinaville to call and examine
their stock.
410.
Mark your tobacco to Ragsdale.
'ooper & Co., llopkineville, Ky.
C. K. WYLY.
It can be truthfully said that Mr.
C. K. Wyly was raised in a drug
store. Though comparatively a
young man, he has had seventeen
years experience in compounding
medicines. As a prescriptionist he
is an expert that any city should feel
proud of. His line of druggist sun-
dries are well selected and areislioal-
ly arranged. His line of fancy note
paper is a marvel of beauty. Has a
choice selection of the highest grade
perfumes, is sole agent for Floyd's
fancy candy. Mr. Wyly handles all
of the leading brands of cigars, do-
mestic and imported, also the most
complete line of paints and varnishes
to be had. When you visit Hopkins-
ville he will be glad to make your
acquaintance. His store is on Main
street, near court house, between
Sixth and Seventh.
WATER WORKS.
Hopkinsville is to be congrntulat-
ed on her perfect system of water
works. A Bowling Green company
composed of the following gentle-
men: H. D. Fitch, Pres., Ed Small-
house, Sec., J. H. Wilkerson, Gen.
, J. H. Mallory and C. G.
nsurance. Among the leading fire
insurance companies represented by
them are the Phu-nix, of Hartford.
'onn ; New York Underwriter'', of
New York; Northern Assurance Co.,
of London, England; Norwich Un-
ion Ina. Society, of Norwich, Eng-
land; Emperial Ins_ Co., London,
England; Trader's Ins. Co:, Chicago,
III; Merchan't Ins. Co, Newark, N.Smallhouer, Directors, organized al J. Their (flit" over Ii•i-t Nation-company and constructed the wu.. llank wlie re they will be" gladunder the supervision of Capt J. .1.)
Crawley. They were accepted by
the city of Hopkinsville early in the
year after having been thoroughly'
tested. Hopkinsville is indeed fortu-
nate in having made their contract
with a company composed of such
honest, upright and straightforward
men as are embraced in the Bowling
Green company. Hopkinsville now
has 9! miles of pipe, 102 hydrants, 5
public drinking fountains. The
stand pipe is 100 feet high, 16 feet
in diameter. contains 15o,000 galons
The supply of wapr is furnished by
an innumerable number of free-stone
springs and is inexhaustible. A 6o
foot dam wise thrown &Prose the river
thus creating an impounding reser-
voir with a capacity of 15.000,000
galons and 5,000,000 gaions running
over the dam daily. There are two
pumps, each capable of pumping 1,
000,000 galons daily. As regards fire
protection the company can pump
directly into the city of Hopkinsvilie
or furnish a stream, sufficiently
strong to extinguish a fire in the
tallest building, with gravity pressure.
Hence with such a system of water
work e insurance is reduced and the
only impediment to manufacturers
has been removed.
BUCKNER & OWSLEY.
These gentlemen compose one of
the best known firms in Hopkins-
vile. They eonduce a general insur
anee and real estate business kand
are quite popular throughout ;Bop-
kinsville and Christi= Co. In the
insurance line they represent the
beat known tire and life companies
of Europe and America. Their life
insurance Co., "The Masisachasetta
Mark your toieseco ta Oaitiser k Mutual Life, issues a contract that
West, Hopkinsville, Ky. Ii. gilt-edged to all all who denim life
care
to
receive their friends, assuring theta






This well-known firm who are ex-
tensively engaged in plainiog mill
and other businees need no introduc-
tiOD to the citizens of Hopkinsville
and adjoining counties. The various
lines of enterprises carried on by
them are cosmopolitan. They are
uow making a special run on bicycle!.
steel majestic ranges and the manu-
facture of the celebrated Mogul
wagons. All wheelmen ;aay there is
no comparison in point of durability
and easy running of the Victor with
other machines. The majestic steel
ranges are the correct thing for all
housekeepers. A meal can be cooked
on them with one-half the fuel re-
quised by an ordinary stove. The
grand "Mogul wagon- is the best
wagon manufactured anywhere, and
all farmers who have ever tried the
Mogul will have no other. When
visiting Hopkinsville don't fall to see
the many sights et Forbes 4: Bro.'s
on corner of Main and Tenth streets.




P. 0. BI X 462,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
SOLD on Easy Monthly
Payments!














Isansssee Tbressee near ths Tainseas DI-
viae—Whr Mon Drift Away Prom Jam..[
Sows, Teat Which 'they Never Md.
The Liberty alf the Gospel.
Whintricifox, March I.—The gospel
Minds out its gladdest towel la this
iltermon from the nation's capital. Inn
▪ erne throngs peek and overflow the
church to which Dr. Talmage preaches
twice each Sabbath. His text this morn-
ing was Isaiah liii, 6: "All we, like
sheep, have gone astray. We have
turned every one to his own way, and
the Lord bath laid on him the iniquity
of us alL "
Once more I ring the old gospel bell
The first bait of my next text is an in-
dictment. All we, like sheep, have
gone astray. Some one says: "Can't
you drop that first word? That is too
general; that sweeps too great a circle."
Some man rises in the audience, and he
looks over on the opposite side ef the
how and says: "There is a blasphemer,
and I understand how be has gone
astray. And there in another part of the
house is a defaulter, and be has gone
astray. And there is an impure person,
and he has gone astray." Sit down, my
brother, and look at borne. My text
takes us all in. It starts behind the pul-
pit, sweeps the circuit of the room, and
conies back to the point where it start-
ed, when it says, All we, like sheep,
have gone astray.
'I can very easily understand why
Martin Luther threw up his hands after
he bad found the Bible an'l cried out,
"Oh, my sins, my sins!" and why the
publican, according to the custom to this
day in the east, when they have any
great grief, began to beat himself and
cry, as he smote upon his breast, "God
be rut rciful fa me, a sinner." I was,
like many of you, brought tip in the
country, and I hnow some of the habits
of sheep, and bow tbey get astray and
what my text means %Cheri it says, "All
we, like sheep, have gone astray."
Sheep get astray in two ways.—either
by trying to get into other pasture, or
from being scared by the dogs. In the
former way some of us got astray. We
thought the religion of Jesus Christ put
us on short commena. We thought there
was better pasturage somewhere else.
We thought if we could only lie down
on the banks of a distant stream, or an-
ew great oaks on the ether side of some
hill we might be better fed_ We want-
ed other pasturage than that which God, of us all." "Oh !" says some man, "that
through Jesus Christ, gave our Soul, and isn't generous; that isn't fair. Let ev-
we wandered on and we wandered cn cry man carry his own burden awl pay
'end we were lost. We wanted bread, he, own debts." That serenely reason-
and we found garbage. The farther we I able. If! have an obligation, and I have
wandered, instead of ending rich pas- 1 the means to meet it, and I come to you
turage, we found blasted heath and and ask you to settle that obligation,
sharper rocks and morestinging nettles. I you rightly say. "Pay your own debts."
No pasture. How was it in the club-, If you and I, walking down the street
hones when you lost your child? Did —both hale, hearty and well—I ask
they come around and help you very ' you to carry me, you say rightly, "%elk
much? Did your worldly associates con-I on your own feet!" But sippinse you 
solesole you very much? Did not the plain and I were in a regiment, and I was
Christian man wbo came into your house wounded in the tattle, and I fell IMMO-
and at up with your darling child nine scions at your ftet with gunshot free-
you more comfort than all worldly asno- , tures and dielocatices, what would you
ciates? Did all the convivial enigs you do? You would call to your comrades,
ever heard comfort you in that day of . saying: "Come and help; this tnan is
bereavement so much as the song they helpless. Bring the ambnlance. Let us
sang to you—perhaps the very song that take him to tte hospital." and I would
was sung by your little child the last be a dead lift in your arms, ahd you
Sabbath afternoon of her life.
There k a happy land
Yar, far away,
Where saints immortal reign
Blight. bright as day.
God's Masterpiece.
Did your bissiae3 aniceia:cs hist bat ceptin
g that kludness? Ole no. iu
day of darkness and trouble give you ' would 
be mean not to do it. That is
any especial olbslolence? Business exas- ! what 
Christ doer. If we could pay our
rented you, business wore you out,  debts, 
then it would be Letter to go up
business left you limp as a rag, business and pay 
them, saying: "Here, Lord,
made you mad. Yoe got dollars, but here IA my 
obligation. Here are the
you got no peace. Gbd have mercy en means 
with which I mean to settle that
the man who has nothing but Inisinese obl
igation. New give me a receipt.
to comfort him! The world afforded Crops it 
all out." The debt is paid.
you no luxuriant pasturage. A famous But the 
fact is we have fallen in the
English actor stood on the stage imper- batt
le, we have 'gone down under the
sonating, and thunders of applause hot Ire of 
our transgressions, we have
came down from the galleries, and . been 
wounded by the sabers of sin, we
many thought it was the proudest mo- : are helpless, we are undone. 
Christ
ment of all his life, but there was a 1 comes. 
The loud clang beard in the
man asleep just in Pont of him, and sky on 
that Christmas night was only
the fact that that man was indifferent the bell, 
the resounding bell of the am-
end somnolent spoiled all the occasion I bnlapne- Clear the way fur the Son of
fur him, aid be cried, "Wake up, wake God. He 
comes down to bind up the
apt" So one little annoyance in life wounds, and 
to scatter the darkness,
has been more pervading to your mind 
and to Save the lust. Clear the Way for
than all the brilliant congratulations the Son 
of God! Christ comes down to
and success. Poor pasturage for your us. 
and we are a dead lift. He does) not
soul you find in this world. Tbe world
has cheated you, the world has belied
you, the world has misinterpreted you.,
after it. There is nothing so thoroughly
lost as a lost sheep. It may have been
In ler, during the financial pouf°, or
during the financial stress in the fall of
1873 when you got astray. You almost
became an atheist. Yee said, "Where is
God that honest men go down and
thieve@ prosper?" You were dogged of
creditors, you were dogged of the banks,
yt,u wore dogged of worldly disaster,
and mews ;if you went into misanthropy
and some of you took o arm' drink and
others ; f yon fled out of Christlau asto-
elation, end you got astray. Oh, tainti,
that was the lain time when you ought
to have forsaken God. Standing aipid
the foundering of your early Ninths,
how could you get along without a God
tocotnfort yen and a (led to deliver you
and a God to help you and a God to save
you" You tell me you have been through
enough busineas troubleP almost to kill
you. I know it. I cannot understand
bow the boat could live one hour in that
chopped sea. But I do not know by
what process you got astray; some in
ono way and some in another, and if
you could really see the position scrue of
you occupy before God your soul would
burst into an agony of tears and you
would pelt the heavens with the cry,
•nesod have mercy !" ninain batteries
have been unlimbered above yens soul,
and at times you have beard it thunder,
"The wages of sin is death." "All have
sinned and come short of the glory of
Odd." "By one man sin entered into
the world, and death by sin, and so
death passed upon all men, for that all
have sinned." "The soul that sinned:I,
it shall die." When Sevastopol was be-
ing bombarded, two Russian frigates
burned all night in the harbor, throw-
ing a glare upon the trernblite/ fartress,
and some of you, from what you have
told me yourselves, some of you are
standing in the night of your soul's
trouble, the cannonade, and the confla-
gration, and the multiplication, and the
multitude of your sorrows and troubles
I think must make the wings of God's
hovering angled shiver to the tip.
Melody From Heaves.
But the last part of my text opens; a
door wide enough to let wean out and
to let all heaven in. Sound it on the
organ with all the stops out. Thrum it on
the harps with all the strings atone.
With all the melody possible let the
heavens sound it to the earth and let
the earth tell it to the heavens. "The
Lord bath laid on him the iniquity of
as all." I am glad that the prophet did
not stop to explain whom be meant by
"him." Him of the manger, him of the
bloody sweat, him of the resurrection
throw, him of the crucifixion agony.
"On him the lord bath laid the iniquity
would lift me frim the ground where I
bad fallen, and put we in the ambu-
lance, and take me to the hospital, and
have all kindness shown me. Would
there be anything berueaniug in my -
lift us with the tips of his fingers. He
does not lift us with on. arm. Becomes
down upon his knee, and then with a
the world has persecuted you. It Dever dea
d lift be raises US to honor and glory
comforted you. Oh, this world I. a good and
 immortality. "The Lord hsth laid
rack from which a horse may pick his on 
him the iniquity of sus all." Why,
food. It is a good trough from which 
then, will a man carry his sins? You
the swine may crunch their mess, but can
not carry successfully the smallest
it gives but little food to a soul blood sin 
you ever committed. You might u
bought and immortaL %Wiiat is a soul? wel
l put the Apenuines on one shoal-
It is a hope high pm the throne of God. der
 and the Alps on the other. How
What is a man? You say, "It is only a 
much less can you carry all the sins of
your lifetime? Christ comes and looks
man." It is only a man gone overboard
in sin. It is only a man gone overboard 
down in your face and says: "I have
In business life. What is a man? The 
come through all the lacerations of these
battleground of three worlds, with his 
days, and through all the tempests of
hands taking hold of destinies of light 
these nights. I have come to bear your
er darkness. A man! No line can mess- 
burdens, and to pardon your sins, and to
are him. No limit can bound him. The 
pay your debts. Put them on my shoul-
der, put them on my heart." "On him
the Lord bath laid the inty of us all."
Sin has a lniessfgpestereAtbe life out of
world will burn, but he will gaze at 
some of you. At timesit ban made yon
the conflagration. Endless aged will 
cross and unreaoonable, and it has
march on. He will watch the
spoiled the brightness of your days and
SI013. A man The masterpiece of G 
proces-
the peace of your nights. There are menod
Almighty. Yet you say, "It is only a 
who have been riddled of sin. The
man." Can a nature like
world gives them no solace. Goesamerythat be fed on
archangel before the throne cannot out-
live him. The stars shall die, but be
will watch their extinguishment Tleb
husks of the wilderness?
j On naturti'• barren soil:
as. Substantial comfor.te will not grow
I, An we enn boast till Christ we know
I. vanity and toil.
, I The 84wil That Slissetk.
flome of you got astray by looking for
better pasturage; others by being soared realize that just tbe position they oo-
by the dugs. The hound gets over into only is the position occupied by scores,
hundreds and thousands of men whothe pasture field. The poor things fly in
every direction. ID • few moments they
are torn of the hedges and they are
splashed of the ditch, and the lent sheep
newer gets home unless the farmer goes and the people who are bean could give
and volatile the world, while eternity.
as they look forward to it, is black as
midnight. 'Meg writhe ander the stings
of II C0118CilliPe which proposes, to give
no rest here and no rest hereafter, and
yet they do not repent, they do not
pray, they do not weep. They do not
hives. found any hope.
?wk. timll at Tope heart.
If this meeting should be thrown irsen
their testimony, what thrilling experi-
ences we should hear ca all sides! There
is a man who would say • "I had brin
Hatt surroundings; I had the beet edu-
seinen that one of the best collegiate in-
stitutions of this country could give and
I observed all the moralities of life. and
I was Pelf righteous, and I thought I was
all right before God as I am all right
before man, but the lily Spirit came to
mu one day said said, 'You are a sin'
ter ;' the Holy Spirit pyramided me of
the fact. While I brUl PM:Sped the MIA
Module the law of the hied, I had really
sommitted the worst siu a man ever
:ounuits, the driving back of the Son of
God from toy heart's affections. and I
saw that my hands were red with the
blood of the Son of God, and I began to
pray, and peaee came to my heart and I
kuow by experience that what you say
is true." "On him the Lord bath laid
the iniquity of us all!" Yonder is a man
who would say, "I was the worst drunk-
ard in the city; I went from bad to
worse; I destroyed myself; I destroyed
my home; my children cowered when I
entered the house; when they pet up
their lip te be kissed, I struck them;
when my wife protested asttainst the
maltreatment, I kicked her into the
street. I know all the bruises and all the
terrors of a drunkard's woe. I went on
farther and farther from God until one
day I got a letter, Raying:
eetenzerimessese—I have tried every way.
done everything and prayed earnestly and fer-
vently for your reformation. but it seems of
no avail. Since our little Henry died, with,
the exception of those few happy weeks when
you remalmd sober. my life had been one of
sorrow. Many of the nights I have ant by the
window, with my face bathed in tears, watch'
tag 'for your coming. I am broken hearted, I
am sick. Mother and father have been here
frectientily and begged me to COMP home, but
my love for you and my hum for brighter days
have always not& me refuse them. That hope
seems now boy ond realization, and I hate re-
turned to them. It is hard, and I battled long
before doing it. May Ood bless and preserve
you, and take from you that seen rsed appetite.
and haden the day when we shall be again liv-
ing happily together. Thi.i will be my daily
prayer, knowing that be has said, 'Come unto
me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and
I will give you rest.' From your loving wife.
'• MARY.
"And SO I wondered on and wan-
dered on," says that MAD, "until one
night I passed a Methodist meeting
house, and I said to myself, 'I'll go in
and see what they are doing,' and I got
to the door, and they were singing:
"All may eorne. whoever lig:1—
Thu man receivos poor sinner,' sant
"And'I dropped right there wherteI
was, and I said, 'God have merry f' and
he had ferny on me. My borne is re-
stored, my wife sings all day long dur-
ing work, my children come out a long
way to greet me home, and my house-
hold is a little heaven. I will tell you
what did all this for me It was the
truth that this day you proclaim, 'On
him the Lord bath Led the iniquity of
us all.' Yonder is a woman who would
say, 'I wandered off from my father's
house, I beard the storm that pelts on •
lost soul. niy feet were blistered on the
hot rocks. I went on and on, thinking
that no one cared for my soul, when one
night Jesus met me, and he said, 'Poor
thing go home! Your father is waiting
for you, your mother is waiting for you.
Go home, poor thing!' And. sir, I was
too weak to pray, and I was. too weak
to repent, but I jest cried oat—I sobbed
out my sins and my sorrows en the
shoulders if lena of whom it Is said,
'the Lord bath laid on him the iniquity
of us all,' "
Human Sympathy.
There Is a young man who would say:
"I had a Christian bringing up; leaves
from the country to city life; I started
well; I had a good position—a good
commercial position—but one night at
the theater I met some young men who
did me no good. They draggtd me all
through the sewers of iniquity, and I
lost my morals, and I lost my position,
and I was shabby and wretched. I was
going down the street, thinking that no
one cared for me, when a young man
tapped inc on "the shoulder and said:
'George, come with me, and I will do
you gsod.' I looked at him to see wheth-
er be was joking or not. I saw be was
in earnest, and I said, 'What do you
mean, sir?' Well,' be replied, 'I mean
that if you will come to the meeting to-
night I will Le very glad to introduce
you. .1 will meet you at the door. Will
you come?' Said I, 'I will.' I went to
the place where I was tarrying. I fixed
myself up as well as I could. I button-
ed my coat over a ragged vest, and I
went to the door of the church, and the
young man met me, and we went iii, and
as I went in I heard an old man praying
and be looked so much like my father
I sobbed right out, and they were all
around, so kind and so sympathetic, that
I just there gave my heart to Glad, and
I know that what you say is true; I
know it in any own experience." "On
him the Lord bath laid the iniquity of
us all." Oh, my brother, without stop-
ping to look whether your hand trem-
bles of not, without stopping to look
wbethor your hand is bloated with sin
or not; put it in my hand and let me
give you one warm, brotherly, Christian
grip and invite 'you right up to the
heart, to the compassion, to the sympa-
thy, to the pardon of him on whom the
Lord bath laid the iniquity of as all.
Throw away your sins. Carry them no
longer. I proclaim emancipation to all
who are bound, pardon for tell sin and
eternal life for all the dead.
et Came From Calvary."
Some one comes here today and I
stand aside. He comes up three steps.
He comes to this place. I must stand
article. Taking thateplace he spreads
abroad his hands, and they wereniaired.
You see his feet; they were bruised. He
pulls aside the robe and sleets; you his
wounded heart. I Hay, "Art then
weary?" "Yes," he says, "weary with
the world's woe." I say, "Whence
somest thou?" He says, "I came from
Calvary." I Ray, "Who cones with
thee?" He says, "No one; I have trod-
den the winepress alone." I Kay, "Why
comest thou here?" "Ole" he says,
"I came here to carry all the sins and
sorrows of the people!" And he kneels.
He says, "Put on my shoulders all the
sorrows and all the sins." And, con-
scious of my own sins first, I take them
- •—
and pot them on the shoulders of the
Son of God. I say, -Canst thou bear
any more, 0 Christ?" Be says, "Yee,
more." And I gather up the sins of all
those who serve at time altars, the offi-
tem of the church of Jesus Christ—I
gather up all their plus and I put theta
so Christ's shoulders, and I say, "Cutest
thou bear iiny more?" Be agys, " Yoe,
mole," Then I gather op all the qv of
a hundred people In' this house Ttid I
put them on the ehoulders of Chrint, and
I say, ."Cannt thou bear more?" Be
says, "Yea, more." And I ;either up
all the sins of this assembly and put
them on the shoulders of the Son of
God, and I say. "Const thou bear
them?" "Yea," he says, "more." But
be is departing. Clear the way for him,
the Son cf God. Open the door and let
hum pass out. He in carrying our sine
and bearing them away. We shall never
see them again. He throws them down
nib ° the abysm, and you hear the long
reverberating echo of their falL "On
him the Lord ,bath laid the iniquity of
ex all." Will you let him take your sins
today? or, do you say, "I will take
charge of them myself, I will fight my
own battles, I will risk eternity on my
own account?" I know not bow near
some of you have come to ceasing the
line.
A clergyman said in his pulpit one
Sabbath, "Before next Saturday night
one of this audiefice will bare passed
out of life." A gentleman said to an-
other seated next to him: "I don't be-
lieve it. I mean to watch, and if it
doesn't come true by next Saturday
night I shall tell that clergyman his
falsehood." The man seated next to
him said, "Perhaps it will be yourself."
"Oh, no," the other replied. "I shall
live to be an old man." That night lie
breathed his last. Today the Saviour
calls. All may come. God never pushes
&man off. God never destroys anybody.
The man jumps off. he jumps off. It is
suicide—soul suicide —if the man per-
ishes, for the invitation is, "whosoever
will, let him come," whosoever, whoso-
ever, whiceoever!
While God invites, how hied the day,
How sweet the gospel's charming mound!
Corn,. sinner, haste, oh. haste away
While yet a pardoning God in found.
In this day at merciful visitation,
while many are towing into the king-
dom of God, join the procession heaven-
ward.
Seated in my church was a man who
came in who said, "I dou't know that
there is any God." That was on Friday
night. I said, "We will kneel down and
find out whether there is any God."
And in the second seat from the pulpit
we knelt. lasaid: "I have found him.
There is a God. • pardoning God. I
feel him here." He knelt in the dark-
bead of sin. He arose two minutes after-
ward in the liberty of the game). While
another sitting under the gallery on
Friday night said: "My opportunity is
gone. Last week I might have been
saved. Not now. The door is shut."
"Behold the Lamb of God who taketh
away the sin of the world." ''Now is
the accepted time. Now is the day of
salvation." "It is appointed unto all
men once to die, and after that the
judgment!"
Brim sad Um Gabber.
Every man with a plug has and a
heavy beard who leaves the capitol, on
the east tide, after the adjournment of
the senate, creates a regular scramble
among the "cabbies" who stand on that
side cf the building. for just at that
time they are lookieg for Senator Brice,
who invariably rides home in one of
these vehicles and who never gives less
than a dollar for a sery short ride, and
not infrequently cunsiderably more,
which fact make' the senator a very de-
sirable passenger, and hence the unusual
scramble of the "cabbite."
The senator seems to enjoy it, how-
ever, and usually takes the first vehicle
that reaches him, whether it be a hack,
a cab, a hansom or a coupe.
The other evening the senator, togeth-
er with a friend. was leaving the capi-
tol at the usual exit, and when the
"cabbies" Paw him the usual scramble
ensued, and the tweeter had hardly walk-
ed ten yards Were he was surrounded
by no less than a sheen vehicles of every
description. But the senator did not seem
to take the rush in his usual smiling
way on this day, and walking over near
the cab stand he and his friend jumped
into the only vehicle that did nut make
a dart to secure him.
The driver did not recover from his
astonishment for about a minute, but
when be did he whipped rip, and going
past his brotber "cabbies)" he nearly fell
off his meat 'leeching, while the senator
looked out of the window and smiled.—
Washington Star.
Story of a Titled Spendthrift.
In Vienna a man has just been buried
who, thenyh he lived in great poverty,
was closely connected with the royal
house of Wurtteruberg. This was Count
Eberhard von Wurttemberg, grandson of
Duke William of Wurttemberg and the
Baroness Tunderfeld. In his youth he
made himself so disagreeable to the
leigniug borne by his eccentricities that
no was kept a prisoner in the Ulm for-
tress. His escape was a romantic affair.
Heswam across the Dunuhe and fled to
Austria, never to leave it again until
death.
He had few wants and succeeded in
living on pest to nothing until the king
of Wurttemberg gave him an annuity.
But he regularly spent the whole of it
daring the first half of the month and
had nothirg to live on during the rest.
Part of his small income was spent
upon his daughter, who survives him.
Count Eberhard etimposed music, and
lin tale joy in life was to hear military
bands play his compositions, of which
the Alexander, Tegetthoff and Emperor
William marches are still on their reper-
tory. His purse was empty, as usual,
after his three days' illtiess, and this
ruusin of the king of Wurttemberg, with
his fine physique and noble bearing, had
• thud class funeral and no mourners
sunlit his poor landlady. He reached
tne ago of 62 and had bred 40 years in
E. ustria.—London Standard.
Am. ••
- HE RANGUP ANOTHER.
• Sober Iltawho Foamy Mitiertswes wellb •
Tare Reglater.
Semetimes things happen to men who
are perfeetly sober. This one happened
on a north bound 'limits" car.
The car was crowded, sad when
Selo iler street was roweled, the lady who
sat just :shout etuldshion Was Sliable to
attract the at tentinn of the eondoctor to
here him seguel so slits might get off,
Mr. Satinet) is always grackins, al•
wave suave, slwayn courteous. Ifs SOW
beauty in Germ's, and be believed in
helping his ntigliber. So lie renehell up
to the cord and rang the bell. Of enures
It was the wrong nett and the arrow
on the face of the cash register moved
up from 65 to 66.
It is not recorded that a con-dm-tor
ever failed to notice it when this mart of
blunder occurred. And so the conductor,
far away as he was, out of sight of the
passenger's signal, began to edge his
way forward throngh the crowd, venge-
ance threatened by his manner.
Of course the pasengers tittered, and
Mr. Sanborn should have turned red.
But he didn't.
He awaited the approach of the col-
lision with the same suavity. The lady
in whose behalf the harm was done bad
left him to his fate and was edging to
the front door as the car came to a bale
"Who rang up that fare?" demanded
the man with a proper grievant*.
"I did," manfully replied tbe culprit.
He afterward avowed that he wail ready
to plead guilty in any other language,
if, as he expected, the conductor might
not be fluent with English.
The representative of corporations
lost no time. He expressed various
opinious, all tending to a harmony of
result, of the man who would do such a
consummately idiotic trick as to ring
up it fare instead of polling the signal
bell. Of course from his point of view
it was a stupid trick. The conductor
who would be so stupid would have
trouble in maintaining his standing
with the authorities of the line.
But Mr. Sanborn wasn't a conductor
and didn't want to be. He accepted the
situation, and when the conductor
reacbed the end, he was ready.
"You'll have to pay that fare," con-
cluded the conductor.
"Very well, I can do it," said Mr.
Sanborn, handing a silver dime to his
assailant.
The latter fished around in his pocket
for the nickel that was due in return.
Then came Mr. Sanborn's revenge.
"You may keep the change," he said,
with the same unfailing suavity. "I
want to ring it again."
And ring it again he did, to the de
liglineof the sympathetic passengers,
who bad before enjoyed the situation
and now found their pleasure multi-
plied. But the dumfounded conductor
squeezed his way back to his domain of
the platform and muttered, "Well, I'm
darned. "—Chicago Record.
Sit Usury Caleraft.
Sir Henry Calcraft, who died the oth-
er day, was for many years one of the
beet known and most popular men in
the social life of London. In a sketch
of his career The St. James Gazette.
says: "There was a femme hangman of
the name of Calcraft, and Sir Henry
used to be jocularly known as the Hang-
man—a title be would laughingly ac-
cept. The position be held in public and
social life may not inaptly be indicated
by recalling the circumstances that his
name was freely canvassed as that of
Mr. Delanen successor in the editorship
of The Times. He knew nothing of jour-
nalism in its practical aspects, but he
had an unrivaled knowledge of the
men and affairs of his time, and it was
this fact and the reputation he had ac-
quired as a man of signal penetration
and soundness of judglient that led to
the association of his name with the
editorship. Sir Henry had never dulled
the brightness of his outlook on life by
accepting the responsibilities of matri-
mony. Be was a coefirmed bachelor,
who retained to middle age the gayety
of youth."
A New Test of Sobriety.
Shibboleths to test sobriety, or com-
parative sobriety, in the case of sup-
posed drunkards have often been heard
of, and have generally been looked upon
as jokes for the dinner table or the
smoking room. From a case reported at
the Westminster polies court, it ap-
pears that a doctor, examined as a wit-
ness, has invented a teat phrase which
he regards as infallible. It is, "The
artillery extinguished the conflagra-
tion early." This may be very effect-
ive, ftlld It was tried successfully On •
cabman (the defendant), but the doctor
need not have taxed his inventive pow-
ers. There is the "Peter Piper picked a
peck of pepper," etc., test, and one or
two more not quite so elaborate. "Bib-
lical criticism" and "British constitu-
tion" have long been favorite tests, but
the best is probably "Mrs. Smith's fah
sauce shop. "—London News.
1.1aeola's Grammar.
The grammar studied by AbriSii
Lincoln when be clerked in Denton
Offntt's store at New Salem in 1S30 is
in North Dakota, in the possession of
the widow of Robert Rutledge of lCas-
selton. In the inside of the front cover
is a receipt for $30, given with an order
on James Rutledge by Offen in Lin-
coln's handwriting aud over his signa-
ture.—Indianapolis Journal.
Germany and Steam.
In Adolph Wertern queer little vol-
ume of mechanical statistics and oddi-
ties, which bears the very appropriate
title of "Curiosities of the Steam En-
gine," we find the following: "The
very first steam engine which ever re-
volved its wheels in Germany was set
in motion by Harkort at Freibeitwet-
ter on Aug. 25, 1785."
— - -
In all governments there must of ne
cessity be both the law and the sword;
laws without arms would give us not
liberty, bat licentiousness; and arms
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A, Barber Parlors '
"All) And Bath Rooms!
Only First-class in the city. Every-
thing neat and clean. ALL WHITE.
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Is the Largest in the
South.
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WEIAREIOFFERING Z.
CLOTHING
Hats, Caps and Furnishings
At 1: Half Price.
We will actually make a reduction of one-hall
the regular price. We invite you to call and see us
when in Hopkihsville.
Cox Bninro,
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Chewing Brands ▪ Kentucky Diamond Twist.• Choice Greenville,
Old Kentucky Greenville,
Old Rome, Ringer Plug,
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WHAT • TRIXION CORRESPONDHNT HAS
TO SAT ABOUT CLABISVILLE AND
ITS SIITI.00SS.
Clarksville got out of the muddle
at last by electing that same old
board of, well—we won't say just
yet what they are—but we are satis-
fied, after due consideration of
things, that there is something "rot-
ten in Denmark." We say they re-
tained the same old board; yes they
Jul it by putting on one new man.
The people of Clarksville saw that
something had to be dune to save
the town, and that at once; so the
commission merchants agreed to ac-
cept those four old inspectors, if the
board would allow them a new man.
and this is the way the matter VMS
settled, The warehousemen were
willing to take Austin Peay with two
new men, but you see they were out-
done by a set of the most contemp-
tible men in the South, end when we
say contemptible we raean just what
the word implies, for there is not an
honest set on earth who could or
would with pure motives have been
promoted to such actions as these
men have been. Some may think
strange of these assertions, but if
you a ill take into consideration a
city the eize of Clarksville with all
its business interests crippled by
these avaricious men who claim to
be gentlemen of standing, you will
certainly be convinced that 4e are
justifiable in :making such
tions.
One warehouseman, who promised
to go with his contemporaries, went
squere back on his pledge.
This, with other disgraceful ad.,.
I will finally Bettie the hash with the
!once great dark tobacco market of
the world. The farmers of this
counr7 are nauseated already and of
course this little compromise will
not lay on their stomachs. They
say they are convinced of the fact
that there is something dirty about
that old board of inspectors or they
would have been granted a pension;
as Vaughan, the electric car man.
suggeetec% and a new board elect. d
instead.
You see we are
ICCU8a-
correct in our
views on this subject for the city of
Clarksville could Lave granted that
old board of inspectors a handsome
little pension and paid it off with
the money it is unlawfully collecting
at Red River bridge, between there
and New Providence, and still have
saved her credit and commercial in-
terests, all of which are as flat as we
would have them.
A few facts confirm our statements




tobacco growers of Kentucky and
Tenir fusee, But now an object of con-
tempt to its former patrons, and we
will close, or else we will have those
diabolical wretches come down upon
U3 in the dead hours of midnight
and do us as they have done the
business interests of their town.
Trenton, Todd county will ship
1,000,000 pounds of tobacco, none of
which will go to Clarkscille. Guth.
rie will ship 7o,000 and Keeburg
5o,000, which sum equals more than
2,000,9oo pounds, besides the farm-
ers of South Todd say tLey will gi‘e
they will give their tobacco crop.,
away besore they will ship a j hint to
the city of fraud.
R KITCHEN.
Mr. Kitchen, by his polite atten-
tion and high integrity, has made
the enviable r putation of transact
ing the most stupendous business
evtr conducted in Hopkinsville. His
store room was built with the view
of enabling him, in his]modest way.
to make a beautiful display of his
goods. This display would do credit
to any of the larger cites. His prices
for the late st styles are reasonable
and within the reach of all. The
different lines that he carries are too
varied to mention, and to be appre-
ciated would have to be seen. It
would be worth )our visit to Hop-
kinscille to see his stock, for it is "a
thing of beauty and joy forever"
Mr. Kitchen has in his undertaking
department secured ihe services of
Mr. Win. N. Ducker whose exper-
ience in conducting burials runneth
back to the time where man's r4m-
ory stops. His handsome and com-
modious stand is located in the new
-IZagedale & Coopet- building, coi-
ner Tenth and Main streets.
HOPKINSVILLE TOBACCO MAN-
UFAC C
The Hopkinsville Tobacco Manu-
facturing Company is one of the
largest and most floiniehing enter-
prises in the Western end of the
State. All through these late years
of panic and hard times the business
has steadily grown and prospered.
Their brands are not only well-
known and highly appreciated
throughout Kentucky, but a large
trade has been built in Tennessee,
Texas, Arkansas, Missouri, Alabama
Kansas, Indiana, and Illinois.
Chief among their brands we men-
tion Kentucky Diamond Twist for
chewing and Red Duke for smoking
as being the most popular of any
tobacco sold in the Green River See,
bon. The other brands, Greenville
Plug, Old Home, Spokane Twist,
Old Joe. etc., all rank high on the
market and have no superior in their
respective classes.
The growing demand and increae-
ing trade are taxing the capacity of
their present plant and plans are
now being perfected for an enlarged
building and increased capacity of
equipment. Every planter in tI4
Green River Reetion has a direl in-
terest in using tobaccos made by
this factory. Home grown 1i af is
used entirely and their buyer is al.
ways on the Hopkinsville market in
open competition with export buyers
and forciug prices up to the' highest
point.
COX & BOULWARE.
These gentlemen are selling the
best grades of clothing, hats, caps
and furnishings at prices, SO cheap,
that the chronic grumbler don't get
an opportunity to kick. They are
both up-to-date merchants anif are
always receiving the latest styles.
Mr. Alex Cox, of this firm, is recog-
nized by the trte4e of Hopkinsville
as being not only the best judge of
clothing as to quality, but is also an
adept as to what would be nubby
and handtiome. That this firm will
please you, both as to quality and
price, they only invite you to inspect
their stoA when visiting Hopkins-
GRAVES & CONDY.
—
The writer feels that he is doing
all readers a valuable service in call-
ing their attention to the well-word-
ed advertisement of Graves &Coady
appearing in our eupplement. Thiry
is not a better jewelry establishment
in the South than the one conducted
by these geti':siren in the store room
Possessing spieecdcl cenatuerciel
perience and the intimate knowledge-
that comes from many years Donner-
tion with the practical details of the
jewelry business, no firm knows bet-
ter how to please every class of pa-
trons. The stock, in which may be
found every article usually carried
by a first-class metropolitan store ie
decidedly larger and better assorted
than the line generally brought on
by big city establishments.
Graves & Coudy's prices are ex-
ceedingly low. They know when
and how to make purehaseis in the
East and their customers receive
the benefit :of their knowledge.
Special attention is given to re-
pairing of all kinds. Make Graves
& Coudy a visit; you will not regret








F A. Yost & Co.
Bassett & Co.
W. T. Coop v de, Co.
Equating the Circle.
One of the problems that are as old as
the science of mathematics is that of
"..tuaring the circle." By squaring the
circle is meant the problem (of finding
the sides of a square exactly equal in
area to a circle of given diameter. To
du this, either by elementary geometry
or by expressing it arithemetically in
commensurable numbers, has been found
to be an impossibility. In other words,
the ratio between the diameter and the
cireumference of a ci r'-la cauiae.t ex•
actly found, even th.ough-in the division
the decimal be curried out to 10,000
figures. The above being the exact facts
in the case, we will say that the problem
of "squaring the circle" is one that has
long been given up by the mathema-




(Huccessor to John Y. Owsley
New sto;:k I goods, consisting of
the latest style Woolens, both freign
and domestic. An excellent line of Eng-
lish Clays. Vicunas and Scotch ittitings,
which will be cut, trimmed and mach in
th.-
NO. 4, EAST MAIN STREET,
—:over Hopper Bros.' •.— •.
C. K. Wyly 11
4.413rugglstY.
',Itt5. Car, is a complt t.• line . f Druipi and Drnggists. q
ti7Suntirifs. he fine -t Ii' e of Fancy Note Paper, Blank
Books, station. I•, A full line of leading Patent 4, medicii,ea, Do.. cstic and Imported Cigars.; Extra 'a‘7
It7Qualitl Toilet -.nap, Tooth and Nail Brushes Sole K
4agent foe 1. Invd la Fancy Candy.
1,,Prescriptions Compou'd Day or Night (




F. W. BrcxicEn. Jon.: Y. OWT,F.T.
hicr Owsley,
Grncrl Insurance
ReLl Est ai.c. gents.
Representing . a Strong Line of lusurat!ce Compa-
nies.
Firc,Life,TornadOccident




Over First National Bank, : Hopkinsville, Hy
no. R. Kitchen
41k Has the the Finest Assortment
M Of all Kinds of
FURNITURE
To l had in Southern Ken-
tucky. Handsome line of
Baby Buggies. ‘4 ;5 to
Slos 50.
Handsome sets
Bed Room Suits at rock-
bottom prices!
ar'When in Hoi.kinsville
don't fail to call and see my
handsome display of •
FINE GOODS!
Comer R6oni, Ragsdale & Cooper's New
Building, Mai!! St 10th Sts.




TRAPPED LIKE A RAT
A MARINE ENGINEER RELATES AN
AWFUL EXPER1ENCZ.
that Ca in the Fire Cox of a Tug With
the Tug Leaking at a Frightful Rate---4
Deliveranee Thitt Proud-us t
Forever a Mrdery.
Marine eripineers have their shares of
startling experiences.. Cleistal J. little
tells a sexy of being trupier-1 al the tire
ox ( f a boiler. In jast!siie cireuiti-
stances the hair son:et:Lee tutus se :4.
"I can user ft met it ir ir h ye to be
100 years old," caid Mr. Little. "It cc-
coned au se old Bufinla !tug nieuel
after C. M. Farrar ( f the arm of Farrar
& Trefts of this city. The ire is gone
where all good tugs go, tint the niem-
coy of thut few minutes 1 anent trapped
like a rut in her fire lox e•Ple"i hack to
me often, and I mender If t.o loan who
was with me that afternoon remembers
It as vividly US I etu.
"It was late in the year, along in
December. I think. We. Were laying
up for the cold. We had: heen treak-
Mg ice all the week prevaws. :mil the
old tug was leaking ladle, ee badly, in
feet, that we had been otheeil to pump
her *Mt with a tin pilule twice that
afternoon. It was cold, tied NVO WitInt
to get through with our! job while it
was light, so we spcut Teta little time
en the pump, and at noinnie did we
rump her dry. We kept !tbe water elf
the fire hole floor so we Would not be
obligee to week in the water, and that
was about all. We iutemied to pump
her thoroughly after we had finished
our other 'work. There Were two jele
we could di after dark. One was the
pumping and the other UM, Oiling the
ef the file box. I !
"When a iris is laid titt for the win-
, ter, you ktoew, the boiler and every
bright part nn the engine it painted over
ith eil to prevent it rustiag. The
▪ of the tire box is one of the particu-
lar places, and the owner est the tug had
cautioned us not to slight it. That was
one of the remains we had trot it (4 c.11
the last thing. Besides, webad to use a
torch, to it made no differreece if it was
dark outside. .
"It is necessary that you understand
the cense tee if the Ito her to have a
clear idea t :•ituatioe. The boiler
was an ordinary ruiriue healer, such as
we used Oil. year sego. It lied water legs
and a W.i'er ketone with a damper
opening about 5 itches aine extending
across the front of the ballot. The fur.
hats! ..!, -r a- such as yeti Will PPP en
any t og lit Ilattalo tr4ey. It was *bolt
It'd t ene any and Its WOO she tither.
The opening whirl' ft teetenta wee a
trifle lanaller, but wee plenty large
enough to ll.ia a 1311IU lit 4,111W1 through
it. The doer fatactial I ye heavy latch
on thel,utsiele, w hie,' tin wed We place
wheuever the dour A% 411 sled. Inside the
fire box there vem pleety f room for two
wen to sat or loteel and work. The
grates were removed and there was the
room from the ash pan, which was the
water bottom, to the crown sheet. Of
course, it was not an inviting place, nor
large enough for a clubroom, but there
was room for the two of us to work, and
as two can do more work than one we
crawled in, one after the other. The one
nearest the door, I forget now whether
it was my companion or mattelf, reached
out the door anti handed in the eil,
brushes and the torch. We put the torch
In the opening of the the in the back of
the fire box and started to work. The
draft through the therr We the fine eat
in het it Ilittelttatati to bloat the
fight titit i hi* tedithatiitiii laid In hita
44* r
wit HI litilikihn I n011011'
ti ,tititw 1.440:1=1'.
itin taallinahhat Matt !Ann 010 1011
ntohn 0444 We Welat lit (140 'metal'
tt
With the ugly tot lecekn, 
e: hail both heard the heavy 1414 of
the door drop into place. The tug that
we 'were on was leaking so badly that
she would sink in a few - hours unless
some assistance came. Even then we
could see the water slowly crawling
over the tire hole floor. If we called, it
would do no good. We could hardly be
rd on deck, and there was no one
within half a mile of us. The damper
bole was not large enough to allow a
boy to pass through it, to nothing of
a man. All these thought* ran through
our minds in a second. We were per-
fectly familiar with the situation and
knew our chances were slim. I will
never forget that scene. Before me sat
my companion in a half crouched posi•
tam, his face thrown into bold relief by
the blackness of the iron behind him.
The flickering light of the "torch gave
the face, with the firm set jaw, an aw-
ful expression. I remember, as I looked
tato the face that looked into mine 'with
brave eyes, the thought came to me,
'Will I meet it as bravely as be?'
"The man with me was the eon of the
owner of the boat and my cousin. He
Was game to the fullest meaning of the
word, and I knew it. We looked at
each other for at least a minute. It
seemed a century. I was waiting for
him to speak and he for me. I could
not. Tbe situation was hopeless. I Paw
his eyes travel to the door, then to the
damper and then to the fine in which
the torch flickered feebly. Then bit eyes
again sought mine as be asked in a low,
distinct voice, 'Did the door latch?'
"I put my hand against it and
pusher!. It did not gine. I nodded my
bead. I could not speak. He half lifted
himself and kicked tbe door with his
foot, and it swung open. The draft of
air put the light eat, and iii that mo-
ment of darkness I thanked God.
"To this day I cannot understand
how that latch lifted, it if it did not
drop, why?"-Buffalo Express.
Literary Information,
A literary correspondent asks:
'How can I get 'Trouble on Lott
Mountain?' "
Report any moonshine distillery that
you may fiud in that neighborhood, and
It will come easy -Atlanta Conatitn-
ttoa.
ladle Rubber Tree Fruit.
The fruit of the India rubber tree is
itemewhat similar to that of the Ricinus
crenuunis, the castor oil plant, though
somewhat larger. The seeds have a not
diszgreeable taste and yield a perplish
oil. It in a fairly good substitute for
iiIMPOOd oil, though it dries less rapidly.
MI with copal blue and turpentine,
Ill k eS a good varnish The en may
be also used in the manufacture of soaps
and athographic into'. The needs are
somewhat like tiny chestnuts, although
darker in color. The Indian girls ace
fond of wearing bracelets and irickisU
amide of them.
Marsh Gm Under len
An interesting chemieal experiment,
quite new to Me, was performed by a
party of skaters in the neighborhood of
Baltimore. It is possible that it has
been performed betore, Lot I have not
yet found any one who has seen or beard
of it. The skaters were in a large artifi-
cial lake upon which ramarkably clear
ice hal termed. In viriens mews white
spots were ntawed ie the ice. suggest
ing, as out: of the skaters said to ow.
"air bubbles." Sditle tale bored a hole
through one of these white pleces and
applied a flame to the gm', which tuok
fire. This led to further experiments.
and it was found that by bodes a small
hole a lung thin jot of, flame coald he
obtained, and this contained for some
time.
The gas was of course marsh gas.
form. d by the decompasition of the
vegetable matter at the b!etom of the
lake. The above method of demonstrat-
ing the formation of this gas in nature
faeru the 'esthetic peen of view, a
great improvetneut on the usual method
described in the textbooks, which con-
sists in stirring a pool of stagnant wa-
ter 'w :h a stick •mei collect lug the gas
that rises to an. surface. Skating ponds
illuminated by uatural gas me among
the pessibilities of the future.-Letter
in Science.
Watched Ili :noel( Die.
"Our village doctor. meal man that
he was." says a woman visitiug in the
city from an interior teen, "leis just
died. He was very much absorbed in
his prefessieu and studied every case.
from It run of typhoid fever dean to an
attack of measles, as if it were his first
patient. Wheu Ina own mortal illuetia
prostrated him, be diagnosed it clearly,
watched his symptoms and the effect of
the remedies a.4.11. and warned the at-
tending physisian several days befeie
his deans of the hopelessness of his
condition, as evidenced by certain feel-
ings no one but a professional patient,
with every sense alert, could have dis-
covered. He was coesci otes up to the last,
anti us the end approached had himself
bolstered among his pillows into a half
sitting pcsition. Be kept the fingers of
one hand on the pulse et the other, and
though he said nothing, the expression
of his face showed that he was interest-
ed professionally in watching himself
die. As he drew his last breath the flut-
tering at his wrist must have indicated
it, for be let his flingers drop, looked
around the group gathered about hitu
with as clear and intelligeut exprettliion
as tiny that ever shone on his face, said
aloud and distinctly, 'Dead now, and
was. --New York Timm.
The Court Mulled.
bk11310 years ago, iti e suit whirl) tune
.4 on ties stunt tat mind ef u lady %alio
had been it member of a sisterhood, the
late chief justice, then Mr. Coleridge,
wail cruse examining a wi t nee*, who gave
evidence as to the plaintiff's behavior
while an imitate of the eisteis' hum.
Among other things it had been deposed
that plaintiff had been guilty of a breach




Witness-Yes, sir. She was eating
strawberries.
Mr. Coleridge-How shocking!
Witness-It was forbidden, sir.
Mr. Coleridge-And did you, madam,
really consider there was any harm in
that?
Witnese-No, sir, not in itself, any
More than there was in eating an apple.
but you Imo*, lit, the tniachiet that
tithe hunt that.
T110 RAH abilitaii ittist M. VulatItia0
Wigton to hies thu ItiflIltt4 14 his him
154; Ili* Vfettise.
Ms Id $41. icis-ke-
i. OCRS 0.11411141 4104tital
f t fhhiei, w40 A 11404 who pet metsui-
emble Wit itt hauiett Ain)
tamed sheep when he lived on Pens
Hill, and he took considerable vide in
them. Otte (ley a heti u neighbor brounle
in a particularly flue wether end offered
to sell it at a reasonable figure the doc-
tor took the neighbor's word that he had
raised it and purchased. He wee later
informed by his observant son that Ile
bad bought one of his own sheep that
the speculative neighbor had purleiut-a.
So the elector hunt; d up the ecantp, made
him disgorge awl then asked him what
Lie meant by such actions. The neighbor
was wholly unabashed, and looking the
"hater shrewdly in the eye he stutteted,
for be was afflicted in that way, "Dud-
dudeind-doctowy-y-you know I'm tricky
as the dud-dud-devil. 'D that's one of
nay tut-tut-tricks. "-Lewiston Journal.
Widener's Advice.
Aecordiug to a veracious Pittsburg
contemporary, P. A. B. Widener of this
city was holding on to a strap as a Broad-
way calae car in New York swung
around the Fourteenth street curve. The
car was crowded to suffocation. "Never
invest your money in a cable car com-
pany, my boy. It wou't do you a bit of
good," said Mr. Widener to the young
man who aim with him. "Why not?"
was the reply. "I should think this line
must be a gold mine. Ik you mean to
say they don't pay up their dividends?"
"Oh, yea, I get my dividends all right,
hut I never get a seat. "-Philadelphia
Record.
No More Managers.
There are Do more managers in the
theatrical business-at least, if there
are, they are back.numbers. Nowadays
we have only director.. It is Mod jeska,
direction of . Frank L Perlis),; John
Hare, direction of Clarence Fleming;
James O'Neil, direction of William F.
Connor; Stuart Robson, direction of
William Hayden. It is only the man
with a diamond globe in his shirt front
and a howitzer sized cigar between his
fingers that "manages. ''-Theatrical
Tidings.
A List That Might Be Extended.
Costuming an Immunise.
The exact price of 'ill "inimortel"
costume is worth giving. The enibro.d-
ered coat ef a full Wesel] French aca-
demician coos 500 francs, the white cloth
'waistcoat 25 francs, and the striped
tIllueerm 70 francs, the plumed bat itad
box are down for fits franca, and tee
sword, with scabbard, for 40 haws;
total, 694 francs. It is irreverent even ta
mutate that Itudalehe Sara*, the tyut
tavern keeper of the Chat Neu-, recently
bought up the ccats of deceased aca-
demicians for his waiters. The govern.
anent, however, put a stop to so flagrant
a Ileineration,
4 vs-el es •
Utile And Amt.
A pastime in ehisa all the cats de•
light is hide and seek behind the pil
lows of a bee or sofa. In the drawing
room there are seine old fashioned di-
vans against the wall with several cush-
ions set upright, which have been the
playground of generatione of pets; the
mothers begin by playing with their
kittens, the kitteus keep it up together,
and teach it to younger sets. The point
of the game is •st hich shall see the other
first anti surprise her by a cuff on the
nose. which stands for "I spy." When
two play, it is simple enough, but when
there are three or four one always re-
mains outside the cushions to seek, and
by degrees the little pink wised white
faces peep between the cushions eel"
the iuimitable and provocative expres-
sions of a kitten at play, and the seeker
is surprised by a tap. If she be on the
alein the hider sometimes vauislae, mid
sometimes they try which can get with-
in the other's guard ana give the first
whack.
allies was particularly fend of hide
laud seek, mid established a mode of
playing it with us 'while we Abere at
dinner. She would hide on the window
sill behind the long winter curtains
which are dropped in the evening, and
would peep out at cite side or between
them and mew, peppiug back again as
We called, "I see you." She never tired
of this slipping unseen front wiudew
window to Nary the surprise until we
had more than enough of it. -Temple
Bar.
Mrs. Metlwars Husband's Suggestion.
'The Woman's club is genig to tin'-
cuss parlian:entary Lev tomorrow even-
lug, Enloe r," remarked Mrs. /drawee
"and I dear thiva I shall ge. I (bent
take any ill! rest iii it.
"Parhanicutary Low Lobelia," said
Mr. MeSwat magisterially, "is seine-
thing you can't blow too much Mena.
Yen ought to familiarize yourself thor-
onehly midi its usages. A clear under-
standing ef parliamentary law," he
went on, warming with his subject,
"would be rseful iu all the relations of
life. If I were asked to temie outs thing,
Lobelia, that is calculatel to add self
reliance to character, assist in solving
the problems that arise from day te day,
and make the burden if life lesa"_
New, what is the use ef your Reiter
on like that. Billigerr interrupted
MCSWat. " What good would it do me
to study parliamentary law, Id like to
know?''
"Yen would learn net to talk when
you are het in order." e plied lidliger,
burying himself in limpet's-simper again.
And Mrs. 141.14WIll Meat Oat te the
kitchen mid i anima In a 1.11111 IlDt1
Wittily WWI 1:f Voiles 111 Htitlied for the
utiat 13 minutee.--Chieuge Tribute..
- - - -
A Master's Conception.
Fronde has ethuitably described the
spirit in which Carlyle views the reso-
lution, the spirit of u Hebrew prophet,
diaceruing divine retribution on Ill do-
ing, and Carlyle himself styles it. in a
letter to Sterling, "a Will, savage book.
itself a kind of French revolution. • • •
It has come hot out cf my own soul,
born in blackness, whirlwind and sor-
row." He thought it had "probably uo
chance of being liked by any existing
class of British men," but it speedily
achieved popularity. Mill described it
In this Review as "one of those works
of genius whieh e above all rules, anti
are a law to thet selves." while Kings-
ley says, "No ba A, always erwitting
Mitten, he tptieketied etid etalteei in
hoetted1 tie* tif Ititift loot his hiitory





11110114 Ili* *lip* 14 fj thatialital
P10 It tsi nate:WOW to sittearthe the litehi
Whieh Vrimee, Ittututitiy awl lane 101-
orally Weak. .4 auflientest idea, hteamer,
may he gained by tim eii,vmaml reader of
whet has been done when j any lint'
within the last ten years Frame has no.
(mired of equatorial Attlee Omen 300,-
000 square oaten in which there are
now 300 Europeans; Germany, 400,000
square miles; Italy, 547,000 *mare
miles; and l'ortugal has now a defined
territory extending over 710,000 square
miles. Fiance, ne.r,1i.ver, Lae been th-
ieve farther north, in the Sahara anti in
west Africa, and claims rights over
1.800,000 square miles, while Germany,
in southwest Africa and the Camereons,
asserts her rule over 540,000 square
miles. -Henry M. Stanley iu Century.
Asbestue la Boota.
The invention censists of a prepara-
tion of atlestue wool compressed into
thiu sheets by hydraulic pressure. These
sheets are then waterproofed on one side
by a special iielution, and poi lions M-
anned into the boots as middle soles.
Ashestus-being a nonconductor of bear,
its interpolation into the fabric of our
bouts and shoes in conjunction withis
materproof material hint the effect of
counteracting the influeuces cif heat, cold
and moisture. Atebestus hued Loots can-
not creak in wear, anti are, behides,
many times mere flexible than boots
made in the ordinary inaimer. Lastly,
asbestos being n uoncouducen of elec-
tricity, pereons wearing boots thus made
may walk over live electric wiles in
perfect safety.-Public Opinion.
LigiltiOd Cigar, 011 the Elevated,
"Perhaps it would he too much to ex
peet the elevated road to enforce its rule
prohibiting the carrying of lighted cigars
on the cars," said Mr. Biffington, "but
how would it do to emend that rule so
ati to make it prohibit the carrying of
lighted bad cigars and then enforce it?
It would be a diftienit thing to do. I
know ; the man 'who stood on the plat-
form to prevent the carrying abound of
lighted 'twofers' would need to be not
only a connoisseur iii itibieno, but an
athlete, tote anti even then be might
make mistakes( in one way or the other,
Shakespeare was Dever laureate, nor but it werild Le an effort in the right di-
Milton, nor Pope, nor Crabbe, nor Burns, reciter]. "-N. w York Sun.
nor Byron, nor Shelley, nor Coleridge,
nor Keata.-Edinburgh Scutsmau. According to Ovid, the white anemone
sprang from the teals Venue idled for
Adonis,
the north, and another surveyor take
that chain and go to the south, aud an-
other surveyor take that chain and go to
the east, and another surveyor take that
(anima and go to the west, and then make
a report of the square miles of that vast
kingdom of God's mercy. Aye, you will
have to wait to all eternity for the re-
port of that measurement. It cannot be
measured. Paul tried to climb the
height of it. and he went height over
height, altitude Once altitude, moun-
tain above mountain, theh sank down
jn discouragement and gave it up, for
11. malign% ISAragat-Inzgalaid. Mat,
and pet them on the shoulders of the
Son of God. I say, "Can't thou bear
say more, 0 Christ?" He says, "Yes,
more." And I gather up the sins of all
those whe serve at these altars, the offl-
sere of the church of Jesus Christ-i
gather up all their Fins and I put them
on Christ's shoulders, and I say, "Canst
thou beer eny more?" He says, "Yes,
more." Then I gather up ail the sets of
a hundred people in tier house tei I
put them on the shoulders of Christ, and
I soy, "Caust thou bear more?" He
says. "Yea, more." And I gather up
all the sins of this assembly and put
them on the sheulders of the Son of
God, and I say. "Cans? then bear
them?'' "Yea," be says, "more." But
he is departing. Clear the any for him,
the Son of God. Open the door and let
him pass out. Ile is carrying our sins
and bearing them away. Woollen never
see them again. He throws them down
into the abysm, and you hear the long
reverberating echo of their fall. "OD
him the Lord bath laid the iniquity of
us all." Will you let hint take your sins
today? or, do you say. "I will take
charge of them myself, I will fight my
own tattles, I will risk eternity on my
IteedUllt:'" I know not hew near
seine of you have come to crossing the
line.
A clergyman said in his pulpit one
Sabbath. "Before neat Serenely night
011e of this !Indictees will have passed
out of life." A gentleman raid to au-
nt her seated next to him : "I don't be-
le se it. I nienn to w melt, and if it
daien't came true I.y next naturday
night I shizIl tell that eh rgyiran his
faaeheuti." The men seated next to
hits said, "retie:es it will be yourself. "
"Oh, no," the other replied. "I shall
live to be an oldiatan." That night he
breathed his last. Teday the Saviour
calls. All may come. God never pushes
a eau oaf. (hod Dever destroys anybody.
The men jumps off. he jute's off. It is
suicide-soul suicide-if the man per-
isaete, for the invitation is, "whosoever
will, 1st him cone.," whuroever, whoso-
ever. whomever!
While God invitr.., how hh -I the day,
Bow t the l'n '-harming Auun(3!
CV1111V_ sinner. hied... il,, 1.;:mze an-av
V. i.e., y, t 11 perderater tsod is tumid.
In this day of merciful visitation,
while many tue corning hale the king.
, dem of God, a du the proces.sieu beaven-
ward.
Seated in my chinch was a man who
came in air; said, "1 den ; know that
there is any ailed." That v. as en Friday
night. I said. "We will losel down anti
find ate whether there I-4 any God, "
Anti ill tlin 1144.111111 16.1it from the pulpit
we kuell. hut pistil "I have found him
There Is a tied, a ptitlintillig (1041. I
feel him here, '' liii knelt hi the dark.
Hess of stn. He arose tau minutes eler
ward in the liberty of the gospel. While
'mother seeing ender the gsilery ott
Friday Male said: "My IllitlerItIllaY is
guns. Last 'week I mane base Letn
saved. Not now. The door is shut."
"Behold the Lamb of God who taken)
away the sin of the world." "New us
the accepted time. Now is the day in
salvation." "It is appointed unto all
! men once to die, and after that the
judgment!"
1 "41‘44:1111iitt141011141111 00011 114141i174. til 41 Iti ill it1Vo -
M ilti'l 
ttio
r. R`Raill ttel the . 1 VItillule
tine Mechem him, whetherUg
s 00, a hansom or a coupe.
The other evening the senator, togeth-
er 'with a friend, wits leaviug the capi-
tol at the usual exit, and when the
"cabbies" saw hint the usual scramble
ensued, and the senator had hardly walk- -
ed ten yards before he was surrounded A New Test of Sobriety,
by no less than a dozen vehicles of every Shibboleths to test sebriety, or corn-
description. But the rcnater did not seem , partitive sobriety, in the case of rati-
te take time rush in his usual smiling I eased drunkards have often been heard
way an this (illy, HMI N. a!long 051,r Dear i of, and have generally been looked upon
the cub stand he aud his friend jumped i as jokee for the dinner table or the
smoking room. From a case reported at
the Westminster police court, it ap-
pears that a doctor, examined as a wit-
ness, has invented a test phrase which
be regards as infallible. It is, "The
artillery extinguished the conflagra-
tion early." Mid may be very effect-
ive, and it was tried succesefully on a
cabruau (the defendtuit a bnt the doctor
need net have taxed his inventive pow-
ers. There is the "Peter Piper picked a
peek of pepper," etc., test, and nne or
two more not quite so elaborate. "Bib-
lical criticisni" and "British constitu-
tion" have long been favorite tests, but
the best is 'mutably "Mrs. Smith's fish
sauce shop. "-Loudon News.
- -
Brice and the Cabbies.
Every man with a plug hat and a
heavy beard who leaves the capitol, on
the east side, after the adjournment of
the senate, creates a regular scramble
tinning the "cabbies" who stand on that
side of the building, for just at that
tine, they are looking fur Senator Brice.
Who intariablt titles hubs in one 1,f
theseteliltire Ind Mho Motet glees WA
thin A &Alit it* i i•oft
ataithiltnittla
*Isiah teat tIntattif CVial thi.
Olfileh aeii.+ oiiu1101044 tita halinhal
Mtn the tidy vehicle that did not make
a dart to eecurebim.
The driver did not recover from his
astonishment for al-out a minute, but
'when he did Ile a:bite:el up, and going
Past his brother "cabbies" be nearly fell
off his seat laughing, while the Heater
looked out of the window and
Washington Star.
atory .f. Titled Spendthrift.
In Vienua a man has just been buried
who, though be lived in great poverty,
was chsely connected with the royal !!
house of Wurttemberg. This was Count
Eberhard von Wnrttemberg, grandson of
Duke William of Wurttemberg and the
Baroneete Tunderfeld. In his youth he
wade himself so disagreeable to the
Nesigning house by his ecceutrieities that
he was kept a prisoner iii the l'Im for
tress. His escape was a mimetic affair.
He swam across the Danube and fled to
Austria, never to helve it again until
death.
He had few wants and succeeded in
living eu next to nothing until the king
of Wurnsinherg gave him an annuity.
But he regularly spent the hole of it
durieg the first half of the mouth and
had nothirg to live on during the rest.
Part of his Bmiill income was spent
upou his daughter, who survives him.
Count fax rhuiel composted music, and
his one juy hi life was to hear military
bands play les Culliputiitions, ct 'a hitch
the Alexander, Tegettbeff and Emperor
William marches are still on their reper-
tory. His purse was empty, as usual,
after his three days' illness, and this
cousin of the king et Wunteenterg, v, ith
len fine physique and noble bearing, had
a third cleat( funeral and no mourners
tercet his post landlady. He reaele-ri
the age of 62 sad had lived 40 years la
Austria.-Lendou Standard.
A Woman's win.
Talk about a woman's will! Why, up
in Lansing resides a lady who has en-
jeyed good health and yet has not been
outride the dooryard for 14 years. On
one occasion when she retmued home
too late to get supper for her husband he
grumbled aud said that he hems! the
next time she 'went out she would break
her leg. This led the woman to dcaiare
she retold never again go outside the
! yard. Later when the husband died, of
1 remorse probably, she followed the 121111•
itet to the gate and refused to go farther
aud from that time has never left the
greinises.-Kalemazoo Gazette.
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HE RANG UP ANOTHER.
-
• Sober Alan'. Funny Experience With a
Fare Register.
Sote et imes I h i rigs happen to men who
are perfectly sober. This one happened
on a north bound "eimits" car.
The car was crowded, tend when
Schiller Streot watt reached, the lady who
sat just about amidships NV:1S nuable to
attract the attention of the conductor to
have him signal so she nnght get off.
Mr. Sanborn is always gracious, al-
ways suave, always Courteous. Ile saw
beauty in distress, and he believed in
helping his neighble So he reached up
to the cord and rang the bell. Of course
it was the wrong cord, and the anew
on the face of the moil register moved
up from 65 to 86.
It is not recorded that a conductor
ever failed to not We it when this sort of
blunder occurred. And so the conductor,
far away as he was, out of sight of the
passenger's signal, began to edge his
way forward through the crowd, venge-
ance threatened by his manner.
Of course the paspegers tittered, and
Mr. Sanborn should have turned red.
But lie didn't.
He awaited the approach of the col-
lision with the same suavity. The lady
in whits° behalf the harm Waa &me had
left him to his fate and was edging to
the front tier as the car came to a halt.
"Whe rang up that fare?" demanded
the man with a teepee griewnice.
"I did," manfully replied the culprit.
H ve afterward aowell that he was ready
to plead guilty in any other language,
if, as he expected, the conductor might
not be fluent with English.
The representatne of corporations
hat no time. He expressed various
opinions, all tending to a harmony of
result, of the mien Who would do such a
ecnsunnuately idiotic trick as to ring 
milling up a fare instead of the signal
bell. Of (-sinew from him point of view
it was a rapid trick. The conductor
who would be so stupid would have
tremble in maintaining his standing
with the autherities of the hue.
But Mr. Sanborn WW1' t a conductor
anti didn't want thee. He accepted the
situatien, and when the conductor
reached the end, he wits really.
"You'll have to pay that fare," con-
cluded the conductor.
"Very well, I can do it," said Mr.
Sanborn, handing a silver dime to his
asitailant.
The latter fished around ID his pocket
for the uickel that was rine in return.
Then canto Mr, banborn'n revenge.
" You limy keep tlin change," he suit!,
with the memo unfailing suavity. "I
want to ring it again."
And ring It again he did, to the de-
light of the sympath metic passepee,
who hail before enjoyed the situation
aud 'Jew timed their pleasure multi•
plied. lint the dumfounded neglecter
squeezed lea way back to his domaiu of




Sir Henry Calcraft. who died the oth-
er day, was for many years one of the
best known and most popular men in
the social life of London. In a sketch
of his career The St. James Gazette
says: "There was a famous hangman of
the name of Calcraft, and Sir Henry
used to be jocularly known as the Hang-
man-a title he would laughingly ac-
cept. The position he held in public and
serial life may not inaptly be indicated
by retelling the einatuatancen that his
Dante was freely contained as that of
Mt. bytutoo ettoopfutot itt the editorohip
of the hoick tip of jeer-
halititt iti opitiotil hit hi
hoot Alt Htifireteit titieWie400 t4 'hi
Hush *hit oItsilf* hi* 11H4 11 WU
I 4111 '01 04411 14441ft altlailtni Its hitti
twist 
 ii-
AM it 444144 44 01144141
jui4iFoisis Olio $o
Ills association of bid RIMS with the
editorship. Sir Henry hod 'laver dulled
the brightness of bi s outlook on life by
accepting the reamnisibilitier of
niouy. He Was a coufirmed bachelor,
who retained to middle age the gayety
of youth."
Lincoln's Grammar.
The grammar studied by Abraham
Lincoln ellen he clerked in Denton
Offutt's store at New Salem in 1830 is
in North Dakota, in the possession of
the widow of Robert Rutledge of Cas-
Helton. In the inside of the front cover
is a receipt for $30, given with an order
on James Rutledge by Offutt in Lin-
coln's handwriting and over his signa-
ture.-Indianapolis Journal.
Germany and Steam.
In Adolph Werter's queer little vol-
ume of mechanical stut:sties and oddi-
ties. alnch bears the very appropriate
title of "Curiosities of the Steam En-
gine," 'we find the following: "The
very first steam engine which ever re-
volved its wheels in Germany was set
in motion by Harked Fretheitwet-
ter on Aug. 25, 17S5."
-  ---
In all governments there must of ne-
cesaity be both the law and the sword;
laws without arms would give us not
liberty, but licentiousuess; and arms
without laws wouid produce not subjec-
tion, tint slavery.-Colton.
Tire Drummers For Trade.
A Portland niercbaut has recently had
Illustrated to hint in the pertains of two
commercial travelers great vicissitudes
of fortune. One who called to solicit
trade for &certain brand of catchup was
at one tint one of the leading merchants
of Boston, and his residence, when at.
versiity came, sole; trader the hammer
for $3.000. The other, who had a line
it clams, had be. n twice elected gov-
etner One 14f 111.. largest f the middle
western settee-sea-Gaud (Me. Adroit-
tiase.
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LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE.
▪ ant-s. In Whirl, it Has Been Limed I.
the Delight of Mosinee Senders.
.ik good many stories are told of the
strange uses of the long distance tele
pl! .ne. The day the line was opened to
Me-rill, Wis., a Chicago man, hunting
in northern woods, canto into town
and learned of the innovation. He went
the) one of the "soundproof" booths
an I had himself put into cummunica-
tioi, with his family. As they had a
tel. plieue in the homse, the task Wail a
smell ene. He chatted with his wife,
told her a fish story at which she might
llaele without embarrassing him, aim's
he es al Id not ewe the signs of incredulity;
tared with his boy and girl, and thou
called for Gyp.
Gyp was a getter, a great family pet,
which had been left behind because of
an accident which rendered it lame.
Wlep Wee called to the telephone, and he
at sod ou a chair, his fore feet on the
beak, and his mistreats held the trans-
meter to bus ear.
"Hello, Gyp!" called the matter
fr in Merrill. And the dog in Chicago
pricked up his ears and whined. The
in -ter whistled cheerily, aud the setter
biked directly into the receiver. He
kaew hie master's voice and the whistle
as well, and the master cheered him by
ready laughter at the prompt and eager
re ly.
It was worth the $2.50 it cost.
A lady living near Indianapolis, who
had for 1110re than a year been in deli-
cate health as , w taken to Chicago early
het winter, where she received surgical
treatment in a hoispithl. It NV t-eOA ipee-
sible to take her home for the Christmas
celebration, although site had reeovered
so much that she could walk readily all
user the hospital, She had three beau-
toul children at home, and the father
prepared a Christmas tree, just as he
had formerly done. enly he added a
feature which luta never been found
taere before. He bad the electricians
nie in on the aftenmou befere
and put his residence telephone in
tl.e tree, aliens it war concealed with
pine needles and tinsel. He arranged
ith the long distance people, apprised
his wife of her part in the play, and at
a certain moment in the evening, when
the children, bubbling over with joy at
their presents, still felt a sadness at the
abseuce of their mother, be clapped the
raceiver to the ear of his youngest child,
and he t gentle voice of mamma came
over the wire.
It was their mod precious Christtuto
preesntTaic-euet Ledger.
Stint lasts.
Santiago is the ancient rapltel of
Orlin. It *web en naming grump! at the
b all of tualoildren nt lud ',eked hat•
1 .r, an md all imed, in mall aphitheater,
are menntams and forests-a Lively
place, but a fatal one for the Spanish
tit Miens. The town itself Is a whited
repulcher. The streets are narrow, and
tv 0 plane filthy beyond all words; the
lioat is only varied by tropical showers,
which fall every afternoon through the
sunnier and autumn months-rain so
heavy that in a very few minutes the
atreets eloping down to the bay are like
il-eubly mountain streams, carrying with
them all kinds of refuse and rubbish.
Everywhere the yellow fever is abroad.
bit it is particularly deadly among the
Spanish troops. Ho nvw many die is eer
r mule known; the dead are carried away
end buried by night, and in ens hospital
✓ bole was rut in the wall facing the
berial Vienna that the Poldletli °Wide
t lint Pee the iiighilt
q'lla glishish stildiqs Abbot the
.114151, ih 'half rtiM whits Igo* obi-
t *RA MA inn hi* iteillitig
CII thlti ihttS WWI! NI, 0101 OWN
t oin! *oil ilio
144144 lint 104451 Itu, 41440atkat
4144511 **4 *wow*
11.1i ;ARM le with it. -Um-
ttumPoiltrY
Sad Dad of • Ises Boy.
Our early stone* are mostly as inter-
teing as our first peems. I have only
ine specimen quotable just now, but it
,s; a gem. It was written by a little girl
-et P.,I believe-and was a highly
aueral tale of a little boy whose fault
-as greediness, and who overate him-
colt at a Christmas ensparty. The ce-
emence and punishment of thin piece of
debauchery was a severe attack of scar-
let fever on the following day, and be
tepidly became worse. The sequel is
told in dialogue form :
Mamma-Arthur. ),.0 are very ill.
Arthur Yen, mamma.
/gamins-Arthur, do you know you are going
to rli• ,
Arthur-Yen, maniu:a.
Mamtaa-Arthur, do you Ina think you hail
bett-r nay a prayer?
But he had not titue he died.
Surely there is an antique, even
Xischyksamsimplicity about this method
of bringing in the catastrophe which
most of would do well to heed.-
London Speaker.
Juvenile Logic.
School children who air their newly
acquired knowledge before their young-
-r brothers and sisters at home some-
times meet more than their match.
Such a pupil, a little girl, was talk-
ing learnedly to her 
brother."My teacher says that rubber trees
grow wild in Florida," she nunonneed.
"'S'pose they do." answered the un-
impressible youngster. "Nobody ever
thitiks of rubbers until it rains, aud
then it's too wet to go into the woods.'
-Good News.
Near Enough te Oases By.
A lady walked unto a Boston book
store in search of Elizabeth' Stuart
Phelps' "Burglars In Paradise." But
what she asked for was "Smugglers in
Heaven. "-Bonen Transcript.
I If the molasses and butter to be used
in gingerbread be heated together to al-
1 most the boiling point before being
stirred in with the other ingredients,
' the cake will be improved.
! Kentucky's factories employ 65,579
hands, and send tint annually a product
valued at $121;.'719.857.
He NottOod laat.
Husband-Really, I didn't notice Um
dresses. Mrs. Brown, though, wore her
gown en train.
Wife-It's a wonder you noticed that
much!
Husband-Couldn't help it-I stepped
' on It -Chicago Record.
Moody to Dicker.
I Grinnen-What are you going to take
' for that frightful oold you've got?
; take auything you'll of-
far I)'. you want it?-Ce eage Tribotte.
Or. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Weeid's Fair Menet Award.A
JUDGE GRACE'S BOYHOOD
Two Interesting Stories About.
the Dead Jurist.
In the year 048, Capt. W. C. Conley,
who resides in Bardwell. and John R.
Grace weee boys of thirteen years each,
hays the IBardwell Star. Grace lived
with his father near Canton, Trigg
county, and Conley lived near by. The
two boys On a fine day started down to
the Cumberland river to water a $500
jack that !belonged to the elder Grace.
The two boys reale the jack and had a
good timO, till they reached the bank of
the river. ! Here the jack eoncluded to
get even With the boys. He bowed his
back, midi since the bank was steep,
to pile thie boys over his head was an
easy job.! The boys arose mad, of
course, and swore vengeance on the
jack. ;
A ferry11boat lay at:the bank having •
log chain attached to it. The boys tied
the chant around the jack's neck and
proceededito welt him with a boat oar.
To their tatter disunity the jack jumped
into the liver and was soon swimming
down the atrearn carrying the fen-s- hoist
with hinin The boys sprang into a skiff
that lay it -the bank, pulled it to the
boat and the jack. Their temper was
entirely *led, and they were delighted
to get theijack safe and sound. bat very
wet beeline° the stable.
Anothen gentleman of this county.
'Squire W. T. Z. Smith, remembers
Judge Grace kintlly. A few years after
the ventnee we have related. Grace was
a young Dian of Trigg ceunty. and Smith
was a neiehbor boy. Smith was bath-
ing in theiCumberland riv,er mid front
senile eau* lost his balance In the water
and would have drowned, had not
Grace, at great risk of his own life, sav-
ed him. the drowning boy. when near
the bank, ;prostrated his rescuer as, cone
'newly tbat both would have been lost
had not other boys succeeded in landing
them, lint! time risk was taken by Grace.
'Squire elmith has been a Populist for
several views. hut always rejoiced to
hear ef the succeeds id Judge Grace, al-
ways stpohe well (of him anti expressed a
willingnesle to me-retell a ticket or do
&methane that wail honorable to help his
gallant mid faithful friend.
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
NORTH; BOOM plum AND IMPSZKA.
Net. V leavit• Hopkinrrille .  5 :40 a na
Arrives at Evansville .. -11:15 a in
. 4 MAIL AND EXPREpto.
Leaves Hiopkiiiteville 2 :50 p m
Arrives at Evaterville Ø-o p at
NO. 1 SOl.+H HOUND Mall. EXPRILgS,
Leaves Enansville 6 -30 a m
Arrives ut Hopkinsville  12 :05 p at
eri. 3 Neu eeD EXPREss.
Leavers Estansville  4:00 p as
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fatuities** al 43 ;Wipe; retterita ere the
west priteiteal tin the market. They &re
of any stab that any member of a house-
hold could require. bleach copy of the
Magautiue is printed a coupon entitling
the subeenber, or purchaser, to a patten
(worth and regularly sold for 35c.) or
any number of patterns for four cents
each to never package and postage.
When the value of the patterns is con-
sidered thn subscriber actually gets
DEMOREST'S MAGAZINE FREE
And where magazine it is! For 1896 it
will be nitare brilliant than ever before.
New management. new methods, new
altars. Elicit copy contains an exquisite
reproduction in colors of some celebrated,
picture by a famou.s artist, worthy to
adorn thei walls of the most refined.
home. Inis affirmed that Demoresee is
the only (complete Family Magazine
pnbliehedeombining all of the most ex-
cellent hointa of its contemporaries,
besides having inimitable features of its
own. De tiorest's is actually a Dozen.
Magazine* in one.
It is a %teat of Current Events and.
Ideas for the busy man or a-onian. a Re-
view and a Storehouse of Interest for
all. Wiv 14, mothers, sisters and daugh-
ters can feed exactly what they need to
amuse and interact them, also practical
helps in every departnient of domestio
and 'social life, including the furnishing
and ontailienting of the home. embroi-
dery, bric-a-brac. artistic and fancy
work of all kinds, etc., etc., and suggee•
lions anti, advice regarding the well-
being a.nel &vowing of their own persons.
The scope of the articles for ites.5 awl
Peet will (wear the whole country awl
the articles will be profusely illutstrated
with the hnest engravings, and, in ad-
dition, it teill publish the beet and pureell
fietion, it treats at length Out-of-Door
Sports, Hame Amusements and Enter-
tainniente; itgives a great deal of at-
notion ter the Childrens Department,
and etlar. Girls." and has a Monthly
Symposaulm by celebrated people, in
whieh arth discussed important questions
of the hear of interest to the older
readers. 1
Let us have your subscription at ow*.
You get snore value for your money
than it is axle/able to secure in any other




(Jr silt months for - - 1.00
(over 2a0 different garments are
shown earll year, patterns of all of
which are obtainable hy subeeribers
4c. each.) Sample copy (with pattern
coupon) shnt for 10c.
DEMOIIEST PUBLISHING CO,
111e Fifth Avenue, New York,
A Liliral Offer Only $2.50 For
THI1 WEEKLY NEW ERA
awl Deinerest's Family M ag az i ne.
Send Your Snbecription to thus Witco.
Tic lideklageew-i tea attending the above colts
ferenee tie 0. V. Ry. will sell ticket* ID
' Louisville and return on March Stk.
10th and plth at one and one-third UM
for the ratan; trap.
On& IL wows
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N We have determined to ecntinue our Yalf--Pi,iice sale on
eYr) until MARCH 21, and have unpacked and put on sale
2 Men's Boys' aodChildren's Suits from last Spring Stock, and as a Special Inducement to buy



















eif Look  over the lisi Cal
SUITS.
Choice of $20, $
1842 ind$16 Suits for
$750. 
All other suits at
Half - Price.
•
are a great many suits ad overcoats in this lot work-11
$16 00, $17 50, $18 00 airl $20 00.
Overcoats
Choice of 20, 18 and
$16 Overcoats for
$7.50.
All other Overcoats at
half - Price.
ee'lo Child's Overcoats
worth 5 00, 6 00 and
87 50, choice fi)r
$2.00.




ONE LOT OF C 11PREN'S1
CRUSH gATS,
l'Ioin••• fur • - c.25Worth :.0114. 90e and $1 00,
offfilys---Pricss ard belA th3 cost al PcoAlctio
Children's Suits
MINSINVorm
We have placed xi sale
85 suits &oil last ring to-
gether with our winter stock
and offer choice of the lot for
$2,00.
These suits sold for 4 00,




Win. IS-3 Sold f $0.
CANVAS MMUS
W4 )1ITH
WILL BE SOLD FOR
011 pits Ogger $4 00 will lie
Half Price.
Odd Pants
will be half price.
Heavy
Underwear
will be harf price
Cli ,ice of all lin«1 Gloves 25c.
worth from 1 o0 to $2 00.









Sizt14 DP,. 17 and 171,.
WI )11:11 I:, and :Mo..
Choice -.Eo= 2.
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What cr, you went 'in v...
Latex and rorrov. ?
Look to your 1.....r.,-, again;
Ire ter and (meter
lily Ilse great ahuttles
Prepared by the .70.8stor.
Life's in the loom.
Etiont for it -.room i
Qiildrt n a yesterday.
H. ie.( f fog.--rrove.
Lights-a C-..- Libor
And au-. et. a lb- sorrow,
leces-seeds Ors uhutt.es 14
I Pa.der and frea.r,
lir-0 nn4 le at tt---.
At vu:. wi.,'.1 tle- ).:•ster.
.1.,.  rtaxs:s at sorr t , . a,
cane fur ini..-rut.. I
ildrea uf yesterdry,
Delis of tentorrovr,
1143°k "t ToTir fabrieOf Libor Lad ,-orrow.
1 .12luny Erni th.rk
With cevitair and diva*ter,
rn it-tad to.
Tbe. Cesicti of the lito;!erl
e l_er's:',t II.,-
11Y fur Idm-r. ea.! 
f getting ahead of us!"-.11ary a Latluttry.
Or bowl of all the sweetmeats, jellies
and preserves with which she was wont
to fill the cupboards.
All these good people rejoiced to see
that, thanks to so u:auy attentions aud
so much cure, they were prolonging the
life of the old woman. Every morning
they inquired of each other about her
health, and if she looked ill a feeling
of sadness spread over the household.
"Poor woman!" Plat:chilli would say,
"I very rutieh fear that one of these
mornings we shall not find any one there
any longer!" At which all the family
puckered their eyebrows. There were
tears in the air!
One night Caroline remarked to her
husband that Mlle. Lisbeth's cough was
DO longer heard. He rose, quite uuesey,
and listened at her door. A soft but
regular breathing reached him distiuet-
ly. He returned to his wife and reale
lured her.
• ter," murmured this latter. "It is all
"There's nothing to say; she is bet-
r,''
the same! She has an even chance of
The following day she had a very
• pleasant surprise. While she was in the
HO SE FOR SALE. garden, she saw Mlle. Lisbeth coming
I down, looking brighter than usual, andalso earrying herself wore erect.
In all Anbnsson there was not a clean- That evening she forgot to semi her
eel' and a neater homer than that of Mlle . the chickeh
Lisbeth Mandnie j And all the other memories obliterated
• It was this sanie love of cleaulimies themselves, so that little by little the
which forced the worehy person one day soups, the souffles and the preserves for-
to put this sign en bar dour: "Houseflor gut their way to the two subtly rooms.
Sale." tient under the weight of years, Their occupant was no longer ill. On
she no Stinger felt strong enough to the contrary, she grew better, her step
mori.alert. A year after the ARIA of thesweep, bru.sh, dust, waeh, scrub Lid
each corner and nook, as in!the house she had grown perfectly erectscour 
Peet, of this spacious dwelling, Said, 
again. 
sinceshe wonld not have been ablate! Good heavens!" declared Caroline.
live in a place where the smallest square• "That's not surprising, with her sunny 
of
•
routes. the Max did not shine like a mirror, I am simply wasting away on
she preferrtil to get rid of a piece, of the north side."
No one any longer asked Mlle. Lisbethproperty *Inch she could not (eke care'
sheet her health, but she seemed to takeof.
The tentis is, the old lady began to pleasure in giving spontaneous informa-
stoop in è most alarmiug manner, and, tion regarding it.above all  from the day she had pht the i "See how well I walk! Isn't it really
a miracle? That which exhausted ruefatal trigs on her door, one 'night itoy
was the care of my house! sow, I havethat the flurry and excitement of such
s' resolve had broken her definitely and 
less fatigue, and I must do you the jos-) 
placed her ou the border of the glace. lice to say that you keep it in beautifulj
It was M. PLurchou. a man of prep- °flier for me!'.
1 If you think it is for you that we doerty and member of the building corm-
it I" retorted Mule. Joseph one day.cil, who bought her house. The cundi-
That evening, at table, the young wo-nt:Ma 848 propoettil Fettrued so advanta-
man said to M. Planchet':geons te him that he accepted them
Iwithout discussion. "Well. you see, father-in-law, the
She sold h:th her place for 30,00 worthy woman has outwitted you, after
francs, to be paid hi IO years, in annual nil! Shell live for Yeats' y°11 see'
You will have paid her 30,000 francainstallments ef 2.030 francs each, not
counting the iuterest. The sale would for a ituee which, at best, efonly worth
23,000! And, when I say 30,000 francs,not be consitlered final until after the
payment f tie it annuity. Hs being I really ought to add 12,000, for, withi 
free to hey., said contract signed by all the intereet. it will be 42,000."
The poor man grew pale. That he,his direct beim descendants, coutecupo..ratite mid elders, if 
any
 t he of tht,se Planchon, should have been outwitted!
signers failed to meet this last payment ' He only muttered in reply:
In perocu, the house would then revert "Don't trust too much to appear-
to Mlle. Manduit. while, ou the other anevii!"
The dinner eudiel eadly in a disheart-side, if she died before the 13 years had
expired, eveu within eight days after eped silence-
The following morning at daybreakthe sale, C.c.- house would immediately
the Planchons were wakened by groans.become the property of Planchon and
without his having to expend another The husband sprang out of bed.
I "It's a death rattle!" be cried.centime ti.ward its purchase. Only,
Mlle. Mandnit reserved for herself, up His wife stared at hins
to tbe time of her death, the two rooms "Can it be that that pour Mlle. Lis-
with southern exposure on the first floor. 
beth"—
• • • "In short, a sale in the form of a
. "I will go and see."
Be left the room. Presently his voicelife insurance • • • if these conditions,
' rang out:roonsienr"—
The aged spinster was not able to fin- "Oh, my poor sister, my poor sister!"
fah her sentence; a violent attack of In fact, Mine. Letellier was dying.coughing stopped the words on her lips At midday she was dead.
Mlle. Lisbeth offered her humble sera-aud scented almost to suffocate her. She
ices, which they dared not refuse, andahook and grew so red in the face that
poor Planchon trembled, fearing that 
it was she who fetched the holy water.
she would pass away before his very All the family, however, watched her
eyes. Then she fell back in a swoon, re-
wining and going with a sort of dull
mashed for a moment perfectly inert, 
rancor—an unacknowledged danger.
The day of the funeral Planchon saidand finally, opening her eyes, asked:.
"Well, what do you gay to it?" to his wife:
'"fhe fact is, if my poor sister had"I accept!" exclaimed the excellent
man with a burst of enthusiasm which had a sunny room she probably wouldcontrasted strangely with his usual „q.v. wit have departed this life so soon!
Frankly, now, death might better havedance.
taken a uselessperson, who has no one"Good! I will send word to the no-
tary to come here and prepare the con-
to love her."
impatient to
From this day on it was an open war.
Planchon took leave.
tract. "
I They hated' her, this creature whom
carry the good news to his wife. After 
death bad forgotten to remove, aud who
hhaving acquainted all his family with 
bad robbed Mme. Letellier of her last
the details of the affair he concluded by 
rays of sunlight.
I saying: Her most implacable enemy was Mme.
Jueeph. She expressed herself about this"There's only a breath of life left in
thief of life and sunlight with all theher, poor woman! • • • I fear, indeed,
freedom and ardor of youth. She calledthat before the year is up the house
will belong tons! • • • It will not have her by turns the refractory skeleton, or
the fugitive from the pumps of death.
All the family signed the deed of ac- 
Three years after the death of Mine.
cost me dear!"
Letenier, Mlle. Liebeth wits more valiantquisition, accordingly: Plauchou end
Mine. Plaht:wen, with her baptismal 
than ever.
name of Caroline; Plancbou's "There is 6,400 francs that I havesou,
paid her!" said Planchet) cue evening.Joseph, and Mine. Joseph; M. and Mine.
Ancelin, parents of the young woman, -That we may mold away on the
north side!" was the shrill voiced re-sod Mme Letellier, the widowed sister
of Planebon. 'spouse of Mme. Plauchon, who was just
Mlle. Lisbeth was so weak that day going up to bed'
that they could not sign the paper at the Then, furious at haying to go into her
notary's, but had to have it taken to
flee home of the owner. At the moment
that her signature was required the old
lady was seized with a violent attack of
coughing, followed by a fainting fit,
which lasted a quarter cf an hour. The
purchasers looked at one another mortal-
ly afraid. Finally, she revived and
wrote her aignature with a trembling
hand. All breathed neigh of relief. The
house Was theirs.
They installed themselves therein,
without delay. The rooms were spacious
and very comfortably arranged, save for
the inclosure formed by the two beauti-
ful moue with southern exposure, which
Mlle. Lisbeth had reserved for herself.
The installation was a laborious under-
taking—Caroline would have liked to
have the sunny rooms, but she had no
intention of being relegated to the sec-
ond floor! That would do very well for
Mme. Ancelin, the mother-in-law of
Joseph! Then, too, if oho settled herself
on the first floor, she would be all ready
to move into the sunny rooms directly
poor Mlle. Listed] had taken her de-
parture for the other world, and that,
alas, would be before very long! M. and
Mme. Planchon chose, therefcro, not
without a sigh, the least bad of the
rooms on the north side, leaving the
other one to Mme. Letellier. The Ancee
lino mid the Josephs shared the second
door.
icehouse, as she called it, she gave the
opposite door quite a savage kick. As if
in echo to the noise her foot had made,
a low groan resounded at the bottom of
the titans.
It RISS Joseph, who was taken ill for
the third time within the mouth. They
gathered about him, and the swoon hutt-
ed only a short time, but next day when
be got up, he felt shattered.
He did not regain his strength. Con-
sumption, which had threatened him for
some time, developed itself very dis-
,inetly. Iu vain they nursed him, gave
situ evelythiug to strengthen him. He
ailed from day to day.
in madras her son fade away thus,
Caroline could not control the feelings
of rebIllion which took po.sseleion of her.
At the sight of the old maid, now so
thoroughly restored to health,she sighed:
"God is not just!"
"Be has mistaken the door," mur-
mured Joeerb one evening.
Then he breathed his lame
When, on the following morning,
Mlle. Lisbeth entered the death cham-
ber, carrying the holy water, Mine.
Planchon rose up convulsively, crying
in strident times:
"Ah, leave us nine with our family !"
M. Ancelin, who was standing at the
doer, added gravely:
'This is not the moment, mademon
sale- !'
Poor Mlle. Lisbeth bee:erre so feeble Mlle. Lisbeth Manduit did not show
after the day of the sale that her 'Jur- herself again until the funeral,
semen were quite toticeed. They all The poor mother was utterly broken.
had vety kind hearts, and, seeing her so The blow which etre had received had
Leer the tomb, revolved, as by one ac- been so severe that she rapidly lost her
cord, to soften her last moments, as far strength.
is lay in their power to do. I "If only she had the snnlight 1"
They bestowed upon her all manner growled Planchet), as he looked despair-
c f Nike attentions. Tes t'ey of the pot- ingly toward the two south rooms.
ta-feut for insensate ,.110.e. Joseph car- This growling, however, did not keep
.egi geed soups to her, so that thus ahe the poor woman from dying, and that
re .tie ttienethened a bit. If there precisely on the evening of the paymeut
• 4 chicken, Caroline 14C•111 her the wing. of the fifth installment.
jAucelin, who was really a cordon Mlle. Lisbeth del not offer her serv-
I le% *ever made a souffle without put- ices this time, but the day lifter the bur-
Eng Mirlo a portion for her, and even ial they found on the tomb a wreath,
nee. Letellier, notwithstanding her bearing this inscripljon:
Lighttertakoe, reserved always' pot A
"God reunites thefts who love each
ether." 1 ht all sat iefactory to the average Ameri-
Two years reeeed without incident, can woman. Wives of this kind are only
:lie. Liseeth did not grow ney older. found among the higher classes or those
Planclion, on the contrary, was breaking, well to do, becanse among the poor the
and the Ancelins languished, while expense of having more than one woman
their daughter drooped. i in the family cannot be borne.
The hatred of the four survivors of ' "As aeon as a woman is born in a
the family „„ ttire„ free rein. For a Chinese family the question arises what
trifle—nothing but the opening of a door shall be done with her. A girl baby is
—Mine. Joseph would cry out in the net what is wanted, as a rule, and par-
hail: , ocularly 80 among the pour, for she
"That old woman is a plague!" !must be cared for and dues not pay for
Mlle. Lisbeth mould come out of her her keep, as the male children do when
room, and say, in a cheerful voice: I they are grown. If the people are ex -
e Did you call rue, my dear?" , tremely poor and there are already girls
"No, she was calling the cholera!" in the fold, the latest girl baby insap-
muttered Planclein. . pears mysteriously. Possibly the river
The cholera did not come, but, in its could tell where the body is, tiotssibly
stead, an infections grip, which carried nut. In any event that girl belly is gone
off M. and Mule. Auceliu the mute night, like the extra kittens that used to au-
This time, also, at the cemetery, the pear about our homes; when we were
day after the funeral obeequiest, they children. If there are 'mother girls, one
found a wreath, with the steeds, "God will he kept, awl in due time, say
calls his elect unto himself." I when she is 10 or 13 years of age, she
When Planchet) found himself again will be disposed of to a man who is to
face to face with his deughter-in•law, become her litnibatel for a consideration.
both gave a groan, wherein there was He pays whatever the stipulated sum
lees of grief than of auger. ; may be; she is delivered at his door; a
It was necessary to put the empty feast and fireworks may follow in cele-
room of the Ant elins in order. The fa- bratiou of the event, or may not, and
I her-in-law assisted his sun's wife, i her slavery begins.
Mlle. Lisbeth had gone out for a walk. I "Chinese husbands are extremely
They heard her, when she came in, ex- jealous, anti their wive) are kept in such
clamming: seclusion mid have se few opportunities
"I'm in a perepiratkin !" 1 tet take exeiciee in the open air that
their health is molar undermined andThen they were seized with the idea
death conies to them early. I can scarce-
the 
airing the house, suit they opened all
windows. ly recall having seen more than halt a
dozen gray haired women during my"Take care, my child! This draft of
air is dangerous!" said the kind spin_ eteiri: tesidentte in Ow country.
titer, as site passed by Mine. Joseph. I "Wiieu a wmilleil is °Id. she is no
This latter was talo .ii ill that very longer attractive to her husband, and
night ; she had pleurisy. thugh lie ostensibly cares for her lie
•
I o
They saved Ler temporarily, but with- • takes to himself is young and attractive
out giving her back her health. She ' woman wet lute the old one go eut mid
dragged along for two Years, then went de much work as elle eau find. A great
suddenly, like the biewiug out if a Can- many women go about front hootte to
die. house patching and darnieg old clothes,
"I am sure," she said, witee dying, - and they are known tinting foreigners
"that she has already ordered the as 'sew-sew' women. They sit nit the
wreath. '' ' doorsteps of the louse's where they hap-
The wreath, left at the cemetery, bore leAt to get some utak to do and sew
this time only oue word: I there, because if they are permitted to
come inside they will be likely to steal
Upon seeing it, Planchon was seized 16 good deal mere than the clothes are
with a convulsive thutider. 1 worth. Their euruinge are very small.
This shaking continued for five years! aud so also is the expense of their liv-
Five years whieh he spent on the north iug. Wives are not hardworking o ono
side, coveting the mime with ecintileeu en usually except the wives of sampan
exposure and giving way to attacks of and junk men, who, with their families,
rage which only aggravated his suffer. i comprise the teeming boat life of China.
Mg. I Here the wont( it stand shoulder to
Every year, wheu the time for pay. ; ehoulder with their husbands, doing ex -
went came round, he laid frightful at- , aetly the same kind of work, rowing,
carrying freight or luggage awl hatingtacks, recovering from which he seemed
weaker and nearer the bent) than ever. I in addition the burden of their claildree.
At the cud of the fourth year he was "A sampan woman (emits her baby
no longer amble to leave t118 artileilaIr. It strapped Ull her back, and to it she hag
was Mlle. Lisbeth. therefere, who came strapped a floater of wood, an that if by
to him en pay day, neat, even brisk, ! any tutschance the little one falls into
and with very bright eyes. i the water it may he fished out before
This brought on an attack which left going to the button). These sampau
him paralyzed. i boats are very small. a cabin not being
Thee she came to see him every worn- i much larger than three feet in width by.
brjuguig mjap. cream, little six or seven /li haegali, mail ill 11111,
sweets! -space sometimes two families, and big
hits', Here the children areHe devoured her with his eyes, the
born, and here they are cared for, sickentire expression of his face denoting a
or well, and here umet go on all thedeep, inexplicable terror—the terror of
a child or an idiot. privacies of life. Naturally the moral
Nevertheless, she talked to him in a standard among these women is the
gentle voice, saying kind words the high, and it is safe to say that not uric
while. "Courage! You must have pa. man in 100,000 will refuse to surrender
tieuce!" his wife for money, nor will any wife
At the end of five years, the day of I object to such surrender, provided the
transaction be brought about through athe fourteenth payment, she came to his
room, gay, alert, rejuveuated.
"Here I am again," she remarked.
"I have come for my annuity! Two
thousand and two hundred francs, that
it it. That naakee, up to today. 39,1000
francs. Still anieber 2,100 francs, and
the house is yours!"
Planchon looked at her fixedly and re-
mained still.
She touched him. Be was dead.
Mlle. Lisbeth would not allow any
one to assist her in the last offices. She
went herself to the church for the holy
water, and it was she who, with a
branch from her own garden, sprinkled
the first drops on the brow of the de-
ceased.
The last wreath which she placed 011
the family tomb bore the word "Re-
united
The next day on the door of the house
which had again become hers there
swayed in the breeze this sign: "House
For Sale. "—From the French in Short
Stories.
Big Country.
Senator Cameron says that few Amer-
teallir realize how leg the United States
really is. "We could support a popu-
lation from ten to twenty times the size
third party with a certain show of se-
crecy. It is the same if there be a
daughter in the family, though unmar-
ried or unattached daughters are ex-
tremely scarce. In feet, there are 110 old
maids In China. Every girl, unless mal-
formed, is Pure to have a husband of
some kind to start with, though she
may Dot have him for a great many
years.—Washington Cer. New York
bun.
He Knew Mamma.
The eldest boy of the German emper-
or is a little bit of an embers terrible.
One day the little crown prince was be-
ing laboriously catechised by the chap-
lain, who contiunally impreseed him
that all men are sinners, "Well," ex-
-entitled the boy impatiently, being
Leaned of these admouitious, "fattier
nay be a sinner, but I know mother
stet."
SOUTH AeR1CAN COOKERY. -
The Native Hill of Fire Carries Dismay
to .he White Man.
A very palamble dish is made of an
elephant's foot by putting it iii a hole,
building a tire around and over it and
keeping it going for tive.or six hours.
Elephant's ti-1 Said to be very deli-
ei
of that we have now," he remarked the ms when Watilied, seraped and friedother day. "There as n(oh • like to until it is a rich brown. A novel way--In- 
a
compare with it ou the face of the
of making a stew is practiced by oneglobe, and we are only at the beginning • WOO nse the areimil's shill as a re-of our prosperity. Our country is uut ceptacle for water. l'ut in this writeryet one-tetelt developed " vegetables amid pieces if meat and then
add reline stones. This generates vast
qnantities of steam and makes the wa-
ter boil without injuring greatly the
surrounding hole. At the euil of an
hoar the cuntente are cooked and the
water has berme a vety fair soup, but
a little peculiar on account of the
amount of cinders, timid and fragments
of stone it cuutaine Still another tribe
cook locusts, grasshoppers, katydids and
the like, and say they taste a great doll
like an overcooked shrimp. None i f the
native tribee, so far as known, ever eat
the lion, but they have no such feeling
toward othercarnivera.
The jackal, wolf and fox are more or
less popular, awl are repined to give •
very palatable meat. Where our people
hang inuttee, game arid the immortal
goose to season it and give it a rich
flavor, many South Anenicau tribes sc-
one the same result by burying meet
in the earth and leaving It theme for
several days. No civilized man late ever
been able to eat 1, et this conditiou,
but the savages it a tit heacy
of extruordinary merit. Not alone is
canuibalism practiced to a large extent,
but our Darwinian cousins of the mon-
key tribe share the mime fate. In the
districts where they are employed as
food they are very timid and fly at the
sight of a human being even at great
distance. In other territories, where
they are unmolested, they are about as
tame and fearleso as in South America
or India. In nearly all of these tribes
the woman is the cook and the waiter,
very often the butcher reel sometimes
the hunter.—New lurk Mail and Ex-
press.
WOMEN ARE SLAVES.
SHOCKING CONDITION th(POSED UPON
THEM IN CHINA.
It Is a Terrible Misfortune to Be Born a
Girl—Wives Hare No !tights at All Cast
Aside When They Lose Their Charms,
Reform Needed In theCelostial Kingdom.
"The women of China, or at least
those of the coast cities," said a gentle-
man who ham been living in China for
several years, "are neither riding bi-
cycles nor wearing bloomers, nor yet
resuin are they making those strenuous
;Sethi to secure suffrage which charac-
ize some of their American sisters,
et ll, while I can't say that I am a
woman's rights man. I am free to con-
fees that I would not oppose such a
mevement in Chinn, even if it went to
the extreme of giving the worneu all
that the most radical of them claim,
for the condition of women in the Celes-
tell kingdom calls for reform with a
big R. Among the highest elapse.* wom-
en have a position considerably higher
than in the waddle and lowest classes,
but the best that the Chinese social sys-
tem can do for wouteu is not far above
slavery. When a woman marries, be it
to mandarin or creep, she becomes his
slave to all intents and purposes, and
when he dies, she is the property of his
mother if the old lady is living. Of
course they don't call it slavery in
China, but our American women would
call it slavery of the rankest kind. Nor
the wife entitled to hold oven the po-
eition she does alone. There are other
wives or women who must be recognized
by the wife aehaving certain rights that
mho must respect. True, she is wife No.
I mot is riesignized as the head of the
wifehood, so to speak, and she holds her
place as long as site is faithful, but not-
withstanding the pre-eminence of her
position it isn't Mil acne ILS would be
14e Understood,
Paul Loins Courier, when bitterly as,
sailed by a French professor, quietly re•
marked: "I fancy he must be vexed. He
calls me Jacobin, rebel, plagiarist, thief,
poisoner, forger, leper, mailman, im-
postor, calumniator, libeler, a horrible,
filthy, grimacing ragpieker. I gather
what lie wants to grey. lie UM111111 that
he and I are not of the same opthistil,
and this is ..* .
ONI.11.11•1111•1,
GENESIS OF A SONG.
HOW "IN THE SWEET BY AND Irro
CAME TO BE WIIITTEN.
Its Author Tells an interesting Story of
Its Composition Within an Hour After
the Idea Came Four Gentlemen Were
Singing the Song.
In Richmond, a little town of less
than 1,000 inhabitants, &Motet on the
southern boundary line if Illinois, lives
the author of "In the Sweet By mid
By. '' Be is a practicing physician and
Is under 60 years of age. The immortal
hymn was written when he was tally 91
and is the single song of his life.
During the civil war a wave of moral
elevate-in and intellectual activity pass-
ed over the country. In this greed
awakening of the conscience there was a
flood of music—martial, religious, do-
mestic. George F. Root and Stephen J.
Foster were both writing songs that
lived, and Sunday school hymns passed
out of the driveling period into one of
elevated simplicity.
Just at this time Samuel Fillmore
Bennett was graduated from Ann Ar-
tier, Mich.. and began a newspaper ca-
reer at Elkhorn, Was., on The Indepeud-
out. J. P. Webster, the musical com-
poser, was living in the same town, and
It was only a few mouths before the
editor and the 1111181C1111/ werecollaborat-
ing. The war interveeed, amid Lrenten-
ant Bennett of theseertieth Wieconsin
volunteers returned to Elkhorn to open
a drug seep and resume his verse writ-
ing. He and Mrs. Webster began in
1b67 to work on a Sunday helmet song-
book, called "The Signet Ring," whieh
was afterward published.
This period of him life is the most
precious of all his experiences to Dr.
Bennett. Not long ago be told the whole
story to an interested group if listeners,
his eyes filling with tears as he vindi-
cated hie friend from calumnies;
"Currency has been given to the
thanieful story that Mr. Webster was
drunk when he write the music, and
another account has it that we were both
&utak. I am thankful to do justice to
one of the noblest men that ever lived
—a tine, sensitive soul, with the true
artietic feeling. Again, it ham been said
that we were both infidels, and the bung
the ribald jest of a carouse. Air to nay
religion, that is my own affaii, but the
hope and longing of every1II/mortal soul
as expressed _in that sung were the faith
of both of us. To both creation would
have seemed a farce if infinite love and
immortality had me overshadowed us
and promised as life of bleat beyond the
grave.
"Mr. Webster, like many musicians,
was of an exceedingly nervous and sen-
sitive nature, amid subject to fits of de-
preeStoti. I knew his peculiarities well,
mid when I found hiiui given up to blue
devils, I just gave him a cheerful song
to work on. One morning he came into
the store and walked to the stove with-
out speaking.
" 'Weser up now, Webster?' I asked.
" 'It's no matter. It s ill be all right
by and by.'
"The idea of the hyipu came to me
like a flash if sunshine--.The Sweet By
and By.' Everything will be all right
then. 'Why wouldn't that make a good
hymn?'
" 'Maybe it would,' be replied gloom-
ily. Turning to the desk, I wrote as
rapidly as I could. In less than half an
hour, I think, the song as it stands to-
day was written. Here it is:
"There's a land that is !deer than day,
And by faith we .-an as it afar.
For the Father waits (Art* the way
To pr.-pure us a dwelling place there.
CHORUS,
"In the sweet by and by
W.- shall meet on that beautiful shore-
In the swort by and by
We shall west on that beautiful shore.
"Re shall sins on that besutitui .hore
The tmlootions pones of the blest,
And our spirits shall sorrow no more-
Not • sigh for the bleating of rest.
"To our bountiful rather above
We will offer the tribute of praise
For the glorious gift of his love
And the bit-wings that hallow our days.
"In the meantime two friends, N. H.
Carswell and S. E. Bright, bad come
in. I hauded the verses to Mr. Webster,
a little tremulous with emotion. As he
read it his eyes kindled. Stepping to
the clerk, be began to jot down the
note). He picked up his violin and
tried them. In ten minutes we four
gentlemen were singing that song. Mr.
R. R. Crosby came in, and with tears
in his eyes said, 'Gentlemen, that hymn
is immortal.' We were all excited,
tolfbe Hareit 5 ophosty."
A work of art requires no explanatien.
But me very title Beethoven gave the
"Her- ic Symphony" provokes question,
and there have been many endeavors to
exploit it. Wagner tried leers to explain
its meaning than to explain it away.
Chaired to his one idea, be asserted that
Beethoven's hero was net a military
hero, but a young man of complete spir-
itual and physical endearment, who
passe I from mere brute delight in life
and his strength through tragic suffer-
ing to • high spiritual satisfaction in
love—that is to say, be aseerted that
Beethoven's hero was Parsifal or Sieg-
fried. Now this much of Wagner's the-
ory is true—that Beethoveu would not
worship a mere human butcher any more
than he would worship a pork butcher
as is hero. On the other hand, Beetho-
ven's hero was undoubtedly a military
hero, Napoleon Bonaparte. We know
that the symphony was originally dedi-
cated to Napoleon, that the dedication
was retered when Napoleon (as Beetho-
ven thought) turned traitor and became
emperor. We know that when the news
of his death came Beethoven casually
remasked that he hact already composed
the retiree for that event
Of what parts, then, of Napoleon's
career do the first and last two move-
ments tell? These are questions which
can never be answered; and, mere curt-
troy apart, it so happens that it matters
little whether they are answered or not
answered so long as they are hot an-
ewered altogether wrongly. For what-
ever events Beethoven might at any mo
meat have mu lais mind, he never tried
to depict them, but oely to communicate
the emotion they aroused. He himself
said as inuch. It is ii) the expreesion of
Lotman emotion he is supreme, and to
feel aright the enertions of the -Heroic
eynaphony" we need only have our minds
clear of a story which Beethoven did not
and could not have had in his mind.—
Saturday Review.
Tailors Will Fight.
Tailors intuit unbend at times, and it
seems that en the night of St. jellies
eve, :nue 23, 1306, the tailors of Oxford
were in the habit of unbending very far
iudeee It was their cumuli) to celebrate
on that evenmg a festival of so prolong-
ed a character that they usually did not
break up till dawn. Upon this particu-
lar (evasion in 1306 after midnight,
when they had a right to expect (bat
they stored find the streets in that part
of the town deserted, they and their
Merles went out into High street aucl
conneeneed what was apparently seine
sort cf formal country dance. Their evo-
lutions, however, were interrupted by a
clerk, one Gilbert of Foxle,i, who came
upon them, the account states, with a
sweet drawn, determined, apparently in
a spirit of pure mischief, to break up
the dance. Some if the party, who knew
bim, eeld him back and did their best
to in t him away peaceably, but their ef-
forts were fruitless. He tore himself
sway from them and sprang again at
the .sucere, aiming a blow at one as be
came round in the figure, which, but
for e prompt movement on his part,
would certainly have cost him a hand.
This was more than even an Oxford
tailor could stand, amid the whole party
'teem to have turned upon the clerk. One
wounded ham ID the sword arm; a sec-
ond s ebbed him in the back; a cut OD
the head from a third brought him to
the ground. It would have been well if
things had gone ito further. But a tati•
lor's blood, one takes it. is as apt to boil
As that of any one else, and a serving
man struck at the prostrate student with
some sort of an ax (called a sparsh I, in-
flicting a terrible wound in the left shin,
which, after a lingering illness of eight




Nit must we forget to acknowledge
Mendelotobn's power, displayed in many
of his best songs, of producing effect on
the emotions of his hearers by the sim-
plest means. It is true that many of his
mel'eic creations have is strung family
likeeess, but it is none the leas true that
a considerable number may be extracted
from his works which have a perfectly
distinct individuality, which Call hardly
be surpassed in pure melodic beauty,
and which require no elaborate orches-
tral framework to set them out with ad-
ventitious interest. I was much im-
pressed by his power in this respect
whet) turning in once during the dead
perish of the London musical season to
a ''classical evening" at one of the
pror made concerts at Ciivent Oarden.
The heuse was crowded Os every part,
elated. Within two weeks the children and promenade concert audiataces are
of the town were singing it on the net elways very quiet, but the song
streets. "lief Flugeln des Gesanges" was lit-
"In le68 'The Signet Ring' was pub- teued to in breathless silence, followed
lielted, the published distributing circa- by a burst of applause mad a redemand,
lars to advertise it and on the sheets the repetition being listened to with the
THE VETO.
It Is Overridden in the House
Unceremoniously,
Arizona School Lands Bill Be-
comes a Law.
eeciai te the New Era.
Washington, March 2.—The first
iresidential veto of this seasion:of Con-
!ems was overriddea by the House Sat-
urday afternoon by a vote of 198 to 3:6-
22 more teat, the requisite constitn-
:Mimi two-thirds. All the Republicans
ind thirty-one Democrats voted for the
All, while the votee,to sustain the Pres-
ident were all cast by Democrats. The
?resident's objection to the bill was
that it did not give the Secretary of the
interior power to dieapprore the lands
end did not throw proper safeguards
ibout the timber on the lands. The
itatement was made on the floor that
the bill was identical with a similar bill
imaged by the last Congress relating to
Oklahoma Territory tit the request of
the Secretary of the Interior. and that
the present bill had received the writ-
ten approval of both Secretary Smith
and the Commissiotter of the General
Land Office. The statement was also
!wide that the lands proposed to be
biased were now "in possession of cattle
awn and others. rent free." Out of 10i5
Democrats only thirty-eight voted to
sustain the President's veto. The bill
vetoed by the President had been favor-
ably reported from the Committee on
Pablic Lands. It authorized the leas-
ing of school lands in Arizona and was
similar to a bill passed by the last Con-
grew.
SPANIARDS MAD.
Are Very Much Aroused Over
the Senate's Cuban Reso-
lutions.
Attempted to Raid the Head-
quarters Of the United
States Consulate.
Madrid. March 2:1—If nne may judge
by the things that have been done yes-
terday, the Spanish people itie- enthuse
astieally determined to go to war at
once with the United States and tit
speedily avenge an insult which has
been offereil to the haughty pride of
Spain by the United States Senate in
determining to rtrognize the Cuban
Provisional Goverument as a bellige-
rent power and to Mk the President to
use his good offices With Spain to ob-
tain recognition of Cuban independence.
There were riolent demonstrations in
Spain yeeterday. 'The American con-
sulate at Barcelona was attacked with
stones by a mob, Which WAS dispersed
by the police before anybody had been
hurt. In Madrid, as at Barcelona, a
mob of students anti others paraded the
streets crying "Down with the Yan-
kees," "Down with the United States.-
The authorities did what they could
to suppreve the rabble, but the actions
of the Government are decidedly war-
like. Orden; have been given for the
enlistment of tWenty-five thousand
soldiers and the eqnipment for immedi-
ate service of every available warship.
VERY OLD.
Death of a Woman At Birming-
ham Aged 115.
ameba to the New Nal.
Birmingham, Ala. Mar. 2.—"Aunt
Biddle" Mudd, cored, believed to be
was 'The Sweet By and By.' On the same reverence as before. I remember the oldest persoe in Alabama, died
e onstrength of that one song nearly 230,000 thinking at the time that to be able to • Saturday at thhome of J. B. Alien,
copies of the bixec were sold. The song hold large and very mixed kind of an-
was afterward breught out in sheet mu- dime spellbenud in this way by a per-
sic, and it has been translated into a teeny simple song melody repeated in
number of foreign latiguageo. i each • erse without ornaments or eurbel-
" Webster, Crosby and Carswell are all lishweute of any kind and supported
dead. S. E Bright of Fort Atkinson, only hr an equally simple pianoforte ac-
Wis., and myself are the only living coup eirment was a test of getting not
witnesses to the origin of the sung. "— to be despised, while the applause of the
Louisville Pint. "popular" audience seemed a very suit-
able •ribnte to the compeer, who maid inPerfumes,
his kindly way when suggesting that theIn the collecting of pen firMee t wo proo- prof/situate for a proposed concert waseases are employed. In one, the grew.e
process, boxes with glass bottoms are 
a lie .e too severe in its character, "For
prepared, the bottom being covered with 
the euple have rights."—Fortnightly
Review.pure grease or suet, and the flowers
gathered fresh every des- during the sea-
Fell, are laid on trays in the box, the
Otte Sensible Mau.
She was nineh embarrassed, for she
grease being left to absorb the fru- fotne• on getting into the car, that her
granite. In the oil process the place ot pock tbeek was entity. Fortunately, , year'geese is taken by 0011411 bath mug auto, just :is she was about ti i make her hu•
rated with oil, the preeees being sub- min. •ittg coefessiou to the merlin-tor,
etantially the same. In bete cases 1tm she saw a man opposite whom she knew
vehicle becomes impregnated with the slightly, and be willingly supplied the
essential oil and odor of flowers.
  — 
deficeincy. Later in the day she met
Tarefoos Tortuga*. 
Scores of bottles  which once contained
him again and was able to return the UM Bradley Vetoed the "Sher-
borrceved iff" Bill as a Piece of Clam
/manure-et have been found in Pompeii, 
fel holds the man In the highest es-
ID one jar having a oapecity of two gal- 
teem she 4111V., for lie took the money
Ions there was a very di licute and ethe- 
as p .itely as he had honed it, "with-
real perfume, the comp. eition of which 
riot ridiculous fuss and feathers. "—New
Viak Herald.is not known. There was over a gallon
of the liquid left in the receptacle, but 
upon being exposed to the air it begun We have the s btihCeyCFleu,tuar:d. the tricycle,
to evaporate en rapidly that the hurtle and tbe carriage driven by a kerosene
wait hermetically healed in order to re- lamp. Keely declares that he will drive
lain it. a steamer across the Atlantic with force
generated from a glass of be water, and
Maxim assert% us that the flying ma-
chins is close at hand. Maxim is in
named, however, but Seely is a prac-
tical joker. So the world wags along,
mid by and by we shall have ice cream
*atoms a mile up in the air for the hot law allowing hint to remedy his negli-
August days. What a pity we can't mint- gence honing wind.
Awarded owe sticte Ridwutter Fair, ssieersarestief a 
ptiteter,), Mietitilymoseiblea or ebs rve, ethv egi)oOrlidouPas 
changes 
danagnes 
. Price's Cream Baking Powde
that ivill come.ta the near future I- '4. Worid'a Fair rligbest Award. ,
r
Ninth Avenue and Tenth street, in this
city where she had been a faithful ser-
vant for many yelies. '-Aunt Biddle's"
age was to a certain extent a matter of
conjecture, but she was known to be 113
years old and many believed that *be
was even older. 'She had resided in
this county for the past eighty years
and was a woman of perceptible years
long before the wen When Jefferson
county was thinlyipopulated and there
pltwere. not ninny Menthe re, long befo
Birminglutan w • even thought of.
-Aunt Biddle" was valuable as a nurse
and was likewise cooked upon as a kind
of doctor herself. Her husband lived
to the advanced age of ninety-eighs
A BLACK EYE.
Hoed News,
Cashier—Have you heard, ter, that
John J0111361 is a benkrut t?
13anker—Well, that's good news.
Well new get it little f what lie ewes
118, whereas, if he had ri mitined in busi-
ness, we'd never have get a cent—Elie.
gentle Blather.
Dr. Price's Cream Bilking Powder
Legislation.
Set eta! to the New IBM
Frankfort, Ky.; Feb. 29.— Y esterday
afternoon Governor Bradley vetoed the
bill pawed by the Legislature which ex-
tends the time of Sheriffs who failed to
execute bowl and take oath of office
from Januars- 6 tO March 15, 1e96.
In his veto the Governor characterizes
the bill as special legislation. He holds
that the Sheriff it a collector of revenue,
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A yard for Flannel Finish




10 yards, only, Hope Bleached Dome,t ie. 63 ets
69 ets
69 ets6 6
6 6 69 ets
10 yards, only, Knights of Cambric - 69 ets 1 For three spools
10 yards, only, Lonsd ale Cambric. No. 1, 80 ets
Ye,xcis to Cra.e 'oi.
DRESS GOODS + Staple Dry Goodsx
29 cts a yard
For all wool Henrietta, -10 inciter
wide, worth 40 ets per yard.
39 eta a yard
For all-wool, light colors. Novelty
suitings. worth 60 to 75 cents.
25 We a yard
For Novelty Suitings. 40 inches ,
wide, worth 40 (es a yard.
29 eta a yard
For all-wool Surges, 40 inchet wide,
in blue, black, brown and wine '
colors, worth 40 cents a yard.
25 cts a 
wool For all albatross 40 inches ,
wide. Colors It blue, canary red.
black, navy and nile green, wo.th
40c a yard.
5 cts a yard
For best Atuoekeags apron ging-
hams, worth 7c.
5 cts a yard
For choice 10 pieces light and dark  
colored zephyr dress ginghams.
6i cts a yard
For Columbia cheviots for shirtings,
worth 10c.
8 eta a yard
For gold medal cheviots soft finish
for boys' waists.
t8L c s a yard3
For all colors chambray giughams,
worth IOC a yard.
10 eta a yard
For good white flannel, worth 20c a
124 cts a ya7d ay rd.
Forwool filling Nuns veiling, 24 ' i, ,
inches wide, evening shades and OI cts a yard
black, worth Me a yard. For good weight canton flannel un-
39 eta a yard
For all wool silk finish Henrietta,
44 inches wide in colors only limit-
ed, worth 60c.
15 as a ya.ri
For all wool filling Henrietta, col-
on limited, regular price 25e.
18 cts a yard
For all wool plaid and striped
French flannels. worth 35c a yard.
7 cts a yard
For all wool filline 34 Paplins,worth
10c a yard.
15 cts a yard
For heavy cotton figured eider-
downs for dr-4.1.4,01g sack, worth 215c
a yard.
75 eta a yard
54 inch wide French twilled back
Broad cloth, all colors, regular price customer.
$1.00 to $1.25.
Special Prices
On black drt ss g ods. See
our stock before buying.
15 cts a yard
For elegant black brocade satinets,
-fast black," worth 25e.
bleached
8 cts a yard .
For heavy colored canton flanneL
3i cts a yard
For all colors cheese cloths.
1 eta a yard
For full yard wide plant bed can.
vase, others at 2, 2% 2% and 3c.
4i cts a yard
For 26 inch witle cotton checks and
plaids, worth fle.
8 cts a yard
Best quality pepperell brown drilling
worth be.
45 cts
For 10 yards Hoosier yard wide
brown domestic, only 10 yards to a
60 ote
, For 10 yards great westkn yard
wide heavy brown domestic.
12i cts a yard
For Sood heavy cotton jeans, worth
20c.
25 cts a yard
For all wool filling Ky. jeans extra
quality, worth 34k'.
10 yards, only, masonville "
10 yards, only, Fru4 of Loom
10 yards, only, Lonsdale "
19 ots a yard25 cts a yard
30 inch swivel silk stripe gingham,
worth 50c.
25 cts a yard
Lilfht colored wool (+allies silk
'Saves, worth b0c:
10 cts a yard
For Sicilian Mohair Moire duck,
navy blue only.
For good heavy misheard brown
jeans, worth '25c.
12i eta a pad
10-4 sheeting extra heavy unbleach-
ed.
Sots a yard
' For fine 4-4 yard wide fine Sea Is-
land domestic, worth 7c.
25 eta a yard 8ct.ayard




Domestics (,1 4 1 2 and Ac a yard.
Bed tielrings id 5c.
Canton litulnels la 5c a yard.
Jeans ot. 10e a yard.
Dress goods (M. ,32 price.
10 ets a yard
For good heavy red and blue striped
bed ticking.
12i cts a yard
, For good heavy feather tickin
15 eta a.yard
' Extra heavy feather ticking, worth
worth 25e a yard.
K.
Table Linens +
28 cts a wen!
For ('0(1011Crtp011S, wide. For tio inch wide Turkeyextra
worth 15e a yard. damask, worth 40e.
7 eta a yard
For Garners & Morlay zephyr per-
cales', worth 10 and 1212c.
One-Half Price!
Actual HALF original marked '
price ou blankets and comforts
which is 25% leas than New York.
eost on same. Buy them now and
Rave about 50e oil the dollar, it will
Pay you.
 table
15 eta a yard
For 52 inch wide red table damask,
worth 25. .
35 eta a yard
For 64 inch wide renfrew red table
damask, worth 50e.
15 ets a yard
Fur :0) jiiilj uide bleach
table damask, worth 25e.
10 Cents




All the odds and ends of
Frock Suits at less than
Price.
75 Cents
For Men's Ettra Heavy Wool Jeans Pant,.
98 Cents
For Men's Mayfield ITnsheared Pants.
IIalf.at co-t!
81.49
For choice of any pair of our regu'ar $2 01, 250 and
3 50 Pant1/4.
82.89
For choice of any of our regular 00 4 50, 5 OLO and
6 00 cin.totn-n ade Punts.
25 cents
For Roys'a Kos- P- nt-; w•-irth 50 -tce
18 ezmts
For Poya' )1 e P nts; worn 26 =.1
39 vent-.
For Boys' Knee PAnts; w rth 75 e, and $1
Men's Heavy Underwear, one
third off regular price.
40 cent Men's Heavy Merino;
now  27 eta
GO cent Men's Heavy Marino;
now.
25 cent Men's Heavy Marino;
now 
air Drawers to Match 
Wright's Fleeced Underwear at 75 cents. All-wool
Undershirts and Drawers One- htrd off
3 --
For ladies heavy white meriuo vests
worth 50c.
394;
For ladies non-shrinking wool vests
and pants-fleeced, worth Mks.
37 c- n'




boys mid girls Nazereth waists,
For ladies all wool scarlet and white
ts 
34 ctsi43 Cesl nt
worth $1.00,
:ants, plain and ribbed,
Ladies heavy cotton balbriggan
17 eta "Oneita" union snits. worth 75c.
For 
size '1 to 12 year, worth 25e.
McIntoslies at less than ta0o-
ry prices. Men's double texture,
with cape, at 82.9S.
39 cents
For "Iron Clad" Unlaticdritd h rts;
cents; 2100 linen bosom
48 cents




Canibries to -te a yard.
Corset jeans la 7c a yard
Grass cloths a. he c yard.
Wigguns 8c is yard. Remarkable Sacri' lice. See forCrinolines is Se a yard.
Imitation hair cloth 12%c a yard.
, Genuine hair cloth 29c a yrrd.
SHOES.
9 Mohair braid 5 yard length 8c.
Yourself.
Men s  98 cenra weir; I attics' Muslin Underwear For ladies lino dongola lace patent
leather tip, worth $1.50.
$1.29 a weir
For ladies fine dongola button shoe,
pat. leather tit) razor toe.
51 68 a pair
Ladies fine custom-made, cloth top,
Inc-s. patent *her finish, regular
price $2.50.
148 a pair
For ladies Aire cloth top button
shoes, worth .2.00.
1.75 a Jr;
For ladies hand turned needle toe
75 ( e A -Lion Brand.' custom shoes, worth
For elecaut waists, lanndried col- $2.50.
lars and cuffs, Bishop sleeves, point- ,.49 
i pa r!ed yokes.
200 .-ty 1 h For o'nr rPguiar "warrart/xlsilo." u ise'a
Shirt waists, worth from 75c to $3, good.
all new styles. 98 ct pit;
18 01:11'
Boys calico and outing cloth waists,
worth 2bc.
For woi.olutt-e
and ' II? •-nto.--,
wortn
_
14 cent it Fur Ladse, - ho,
vy Ribbed resbc turil .sleeues "1'
Corsets.
Dr. Warner's health corset h9c.
Dr. Warner's coraline corset 6$e.
Thompson's comet 73c.
S. C. Nursing corsets S8e.
Madame Wsrner's Dress Form Cor-
set. 98c.
; Brighton eorset 35e.
We are sole agents for
reduced from 50 the $ C, and W. B and
Kosmo Corsets. The best
made; all sizes on hand
$1 39 Forfront Dress, Ladies rain coat cloth surface. reg-
ular price $2.00.
11111;;-(4 illtC1
suits)-fOrMCr prices $8 50, 10.00, 12 00 an' 14 00.
Choice of any Men's Frock or Back
Choice of any of
lin" and Ends Suit.
7.50
I liadies' Shirt Waists
25 eentg
For good calico nnlaundried waist
wtod styles, worth Zak..
39 r!ents
For unlaundritsi percale ladies shirt
waists, worth 50e.
48 cen,
For eleyant percale waists, laundri-
ed collars and cuffs.
23 cents a pair
a• ladies 4o gauge silk finish
Hernistiorf black hose, high spliced
heel, double sole and toe, regular
price 35e.
18 ePritis
For ladies corset cover, worth 25c,
others at 25, 35 and 89e.
our egu'ar $15, 18.00 a.14 20 00 Odd- ! 25 cent A pair
I For boys extrr heavy bicycle hose.
I extra long, worth 35e.
7 1
For ti
4,1,1;esti. ‘tt4. : 4.
et-
4 m ulk 0 ri9 womens hsires,






I ar a • t54).
MEN'S SHOES!
248 p ir
eboim of any:of our custom-made
$3.00 and $3.50 shoes. This is the
beat goods at ihe price you can get.
1.69 it pair!
Choice of Hof our regular $2.00
m ens shoe.,.
1.98 a peiri.;
Pick and chotbe of any of oar regu-
lar $2.50 shoot, lace or congress or
itanbination. I Porpoise, calf and
caribou skin.1
2 49 a pat*
For ehoiee of juiy of our fire proof
slaws, worth #1.150.
Boys' Lace or Gaiter Shoes!
Size 2, 3 and 4 98c, cost $1.25.
Boys gaiter or intl. shoes, all style toes,
$1.19, worth $1.50.
BOOTS!
$1.22 For Men's BOots, worth - $1.75
$1.59 For Men's 13isits, worth - $2. q
1.96 For Men's Bpots, worth - 2.50
2.59 For Men's HOAR, worth - 2.50
tims cts For Boys' Boots, worth - 1.25
$1.25 For Boys' s worth - 1.K5
76 cts for Boys' 4, orth - 1.00
$3 39 a pair
For mein' quoin city calf bootienow
$5.00, go in this sale e,
Remember this sale lasts for only five




THE NEW ERA.  CALLED HOME
$1.00 A YEAR.
:4v '(l at the postoffiee In Ilopk Ins% Ille
sevoud-clas. mull Matter.
Fri lay, March 6, 1896
COURT DIRECTORY.
Dr. Dwight Moody Is
Sick.
Cntcert Counr-First Ilonelay in June HE WILL NOT COME HERE.and fourth Monday in February and S. p-
teinber.
Qt.-ea-rams Cover-Second Mondays
in January, April, July and October.
Fieeee Coes r -lust Tuesday in April
and October. , A Mtlantre of Crisp Local.4.. CON IA Covet -Find Monday in every
month.
HOME titg SO IETY
Kr. J. F. Bagby, of Bell. was here.Mon-
day.
Dr. G. G. blogeley, of Calsky, is in the
city.
Mr. Douglass Bell, of Bell, was here
Monday.
Mr. E. M. Barnes, of Pon, was here
Monday.
Mr. G. H. Stowe, of Julien, was here
bloaotty,
Mr. L. M, Cacye, o1 liosell, was here
Monday.
Mr. R. T. Skore, of Newstead, is in
the city.
lit Frick Kitchen, of Princeton. Sal
In the city.
Mr. D. K Armstrong, of Cerult:in, is
Au tea coy.
eleseees Kr. Clow. Foe, of Howell. was here
thia vreik.
Mr. S. Y. Walker. of Pon, was here
Oda week.
Miss Mary Fox, of Howell, was
the city Monday.
Mr. H. H. Tilley. of Herndon, was in
the city 3Londay.
Mr. J. E. Ma icy. of Fairview, was
here this week.
Mr. Frank Cox, of Graeey, was here
Wadnetkil y-
Rev. J. W. Browder, of Princeton, is
In the city.
Mr. 0. B. Griffin, of Croftou, paid
She Ns:w Es a pleasant visit.) Tuesday.
Dr. Walter Lackey, of Pembroke, was
in the city Mesulay.
Mr. J. J. Reed, of Grocer, was here
on business Monday.
Mr. Frank Quarles. of Howell, was in
town this week.
Miss Ruth Penn tepeut Sunday with
relatives in Ceraliau.
Mrs. M. A. Mason, of The Square,
was in town deeming Mouday.
Mr. William Ledford. of Roaring
lepringe, spent Sunday in town.
Dr. John Bell, of Bell, was here Mon-
day. He has recovered from his recent
sickness.
Mr. William Templeman has return-
ed to Princeton aftes a sheet vied to
friends here.
Mrs. James Garrott and Miss Pearl
Garrott, of Pembroke, were here shop-
ping this week.
Mr. T. I. Simmons and daughter,
Mira Mary Lizzie, ef Pembroke, visited
the city this week.
Mrs. Nannie Prone., of Crofton, is
visiting her botcher, Mr. John P.
Precise, on South Main street.
Hrs. H. G. Renshaw has returned
twee the East, where she has been mak-
ing a steely a the hpri ug styles. prepar-
atory to openius a dressmaking estub-
lialiment.
Among the prominent Pembroke peo-
ple who were in town Monday were:
Messrs. James Bronangh and son, Vir-
gil Garnet, R. R. Lloyd, Joe Garnett,
Sam McGehee, Thomas Watts, G. W.
Lackey and Les, Garrott.
LIT TERN IN VARIETY.
in
Buckner & Oweley real estate and in-
saraace.
For good (serviceable winter shoes,
give Jeff Morris a ti-al.
Boots and shoes neatly and promptly
repaireelby Jeff Morrie, Main St.
Hovel FOR RENT-OU East Seventh
St, near College. Apply at this office.
Best sewed half solve $1, same tacked
75 cents, at Jeff Morns, shop over
Homier & Ballerel's.
Have you seen or new Aristo Plutimo
Photographs? Clarence Ander-on, Main
etreet.
Call and see Clatteeee Anderson. New
work in Ariete Plante) photegtitphs,
Agate Mt,
117 5 ..,41 114,01110. (a10.140.1 IIotsts
ley (balled ount,1 11 le dellettelari
flaw 10 (t14155. 
Thuthisnststat theieery ta headquarters
fee tine (endue, estimative agents for
Niunually's, the finest package put
up.
For billionsnees, to regulate the
bowels and cure a torpid liver, use
Lighting Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
box at druggest.
Dr. Ayers positive cure, a home treat-
ment for lathes. Call for free samples
at Mrs. S. H. Harrison:s boarding house.
fold4twet
T. F. Collins handles the best Oak
Hill and Providence coal. Give it a trial
Office corner 13th and R. R. Streets.
Feb 1 W. 4 M.
Cares, absolute, permanent cures,
have given Hood's Sarsaparilla the larg-
est sales in the world and the find place
*mow medicines.
Cleaning and repairing by Fowright
the tailor and cutter. Pants made from
1.00 to $15 ed. Suits from $12 to $60,00
eventh street opposite New Era.
W. T. Cexper & Co., art-
Chase & San bourn, worla
-111111111Nteas and coffees, served exclude et
the World's Fair, Chicago.
• Why suffer with Coughs, Colds and
LeGrippe when Laxative Brom°
Quinine will cure you in oteeday. Do:*
not produce the ringing in the head
like Sulphate of Quinine. Put up in
tablets convenient for taking. Guaran-
teed to care, or money refunded. Price
35 Cents. For sale by L. L. Elgin, Hop-
kinsville, Ky. (12m
A CIRCLE MEETING.
It gins at the Cushy Church
on the 28th Inst.
The fifty-fifth meeting of the Sixth
Circle of Bethel Association will be held
with the Caaky Cherch March 28th and
19th, 1896.
St-EJECTS:
nOW to make religious training in the
home effective and attractive.-Win.
stoat Henry, T. S. McCall.
Aralce-41) The country and history of
missions.-W. 0. Carver.
(2) Outlook-J. C. Gary, J. S. Cheek.
Is church work better accomplished by
having societies, bands, committees,
ale., or by the entire body Undertaking
al Work.-A. C. Doris, J. A. Bennett.
Annual call of pastors.-E. J. Lowry,
/d.
The place of 'ethysieal culture" in colle-
ges and schook-W. H. Vaughan,
Isaac Garrott.
than Muesiona-C. E. Perryman, E. C.
Radford.
Sermon. -T. S. McCall.
The friends of missions; are cordially
Invited te •ttes el and take part in this
famlint .„ J. F. theaerrr, V. P.
‘..•••••se
Stories.
Dr. Dwight Moody will not
preach in Hopkinsville this mouth.
He has written to the managers of
the Unior Tabernacle that owing to
*knees he is compelled to cancel his
eogagement to hold a protracted meet-
irig in this city.
.the health has been bad for severe!
Weeks and recently his condition has be
come serious. By the advice of his phy•
siciaus he has gone to his home in
Northfield, Mann., 0414,1 it is not probable
that he will engage in any evangelical
work for enue tune.
The effort to have him to conduct con.
tiered serviees here has not been alto-
gether abandoned. and it Is understood
that he has promised, when his condi.
tem warrants, to vied Hopklierville.
'Fba greatest interest had been maul.
tett in the proposed meeting by the
leee'le of both tile town and the coun-
try, and Dr. Meekly's inability to tin the
date, as well as his sickness, is a matter
of Much regret.
-. -
ARE rgrE IN FRANKFORT.
Judge A. H. Auelerson, representing
the Second district and Dr. bee Y.
Letcher, from the State at large, are
due in rranidort to-day to meet with
the Republican State Central Commit-
tee. Besides the Hopkinsville men the
folleeeing persons ceinpose the commit-
tee : W. J. Dehoe, First (Menet ; W. S.i
Ta -lox. Third, C. K. Barnett., Eoureh ;
W ilium E. Riley, Fifth; D. N. Centlill,
genie, Sixth; R. A. Hancock. Seventh;
Join NV. Yerkee, Eighth; Edward
Damn, Ninth; K. J. Ilimpton, Tenth;
R. I). Hill, Eleventh ; David G Coition,
State ot large.
BROWN IS seetzte
Mr. Cy. Brown, of this city, has re-
ceived a vote for United States Senator.
He is also out in an interview express-
tug the belief that there is wir danger
to the Republicans in the Senatorial
situation. He is afraid that there will
be ml heap-up, and that then Senator
Blackburn's well-known ability ae a
wire puller may result in his getting the
plum. Last night he wagered the sent
of $1 with a fellow member that 'Black-
bunt would be elected to-day. "I am
in (lead earnest." said he. "This is no
juke," and the two shook bends to
clinch the bet,
WOKING AFTER HIS CHANCES.
Hon. J. Waller Downer, of this city,
is in Frankfort presumably for the pur-
pose, of finding out the strength of his
chances to be appointed to th Appellate
bench. He has kept ye quiet here
and has not even whits to his near-
ed feiende that he w the place. A
stroeg tip is pal th he will be ap-
pointed.
MUCH OPPOSITION DEVELOPED.
It comes in a reliable way from
Frankfort that much opposition has de-
veloped to the appointing of Judge
Landes to the Appellate vacancy. Hun-
ter's friends are said to be sore on the
Judge's recent action in joint ballot
and say that he did wrong to give out
the free silver pledge of Dr. Hunter,
whicb proved the ruin of that candi-
date.
WAS VERY PLEASANT'.
The "Povertie Partie" given last
night at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
F. J Brownell, on South Campbell
street was attended by a very large
crowd. The entertainment was enjoy-
able in a high degree. An exoelleet
program was rendered. The levying of
fineawas a pleasant feature. Mr. E, P.
Campbell acted are prosecuting attorney,
Mr. Ed. Settle as Judge and Mrs. Bate"-
Richards As Sheriff. A considerable
sum was realized and will be turned
over to the Methodist Church.
PVT IT CONDTTIONALLY.
The 4 leld Fellows have ptirrhaised the
eerier let of the Overthiner 1141044e*
The remaining It aill
Ittritetsti tor sale tet piddle anoint' this
sfteenissi, end tot tatty they are *edit tio'
owner,* will weep, the pilots ieffereel by
the 'olio tor the, (swot. kit.
F1M11 Semite Piumuer Ms. -The Hoe-
rich Foust Company, which will ap-
pear at Holland's Opera House next
Friday night, has made a great hit all
over the country. The play "Fame" is
one of the most beautiful moral lessons
that has ever been put on the boards.
The following is what the Alabama Tri-
bune, of Cullman. Ala., says: "Despite
the storm and very disagreeable weath-
er an audience which completely filled
the Opera House greeted the Hoetrich
Feast Co. on Monday evening. Thaw
familiar with Goethe's masterly con-
ception could hardly (ail to be pleased
with tile portrayal presented. It excell-
ed ourie•apectations and we are satisfi-
ed." !
The tompany carries several car loads
of special scenery and stage paraphana-
lia and the production will be the same
as ix Oven in the larger cities:.
A FEW STRAWS.
Showing the Drift of the Politi-
cal Wind. •
The latest person to be boomed for the
vacant place on the Appellate bench is
Hon. Polk Laffoon, of Madisonville. He
has been keeing so silent in every way
for so many months that it was gener-
ally thought that he had quit politics
for good. Some of his friends claim that
he wants the Judgehip.
The Henderson Journal has indirectly
learned that while ex-Governor Brown
is pleased with the favorable reception
of the mention of his name in connec-
tion with the Judgeship, that it is not
his intention to become a candidate for
the office.
IT PROMISES MUCH.
The I. utertainment At the Tab-
ernacle Tuesday Night.
Mr. Pred'k. D. Logey is one of the
most skillful delineators on the stage.
To so invest a character with an indi-
viduality of its own, as to render it dis-
tinct in personality, he difficult at best.
To do this wittiont the slightest aid from
costuming or scenery, is a task to be•ac-
emuplished only by the highest grade of
talent.
Mr. Loewy will appear at Tabernacle
on Tuesday night March 10, 'N. Tick-
ets on sale at Elginre drug store. No
charge for TerlerVii seats. General ad-
mission 50e, children Mc.
- - -
P-ie's Cream Caking Powder
World's Felt !Ugliest Award. _
Highest of all in Lcavenuig ruw•-:.- Latest U. S. Gov't Report
al BakingPowder
ABSOLUTELY PURE
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receipts of cattle were light to-day. The
ruarket ruled firm on nice tidy butcher
cattle; other grades were about steady,
a fair clearance made, prospects fairKELLY. for steady mark uudermoderatereceipts
Stood On the Track Paralyzed
By Fear.
A terrible accident which resulted fa
tally. happened late Weelneeday after-
noon at Kelly, seven miles North of
Hopkinsville on the Louisville & Nasli.
vile railroad.
The unfortunate victim was Mr.
George Mitchell, a popular young man
and a former resident of this city.
When the whistle of the passenger
train, which reaches this city at 5 :29 p.
m., sounded Wesinealer near Kelly, Mr..
Mitchell, who Was in it store near the
railroad. started for the depot expeetiug
to hoard the train and come to Hopkins-
There Are two sidetracks at the sta-
tem and en each was a freight train,
switched to let the puerenger have A
clear track. Mr. Mitchell avoided tho
train on the track nearest him but fail.
ed to give notice to the one on the next
switch.
This wend train was backing swiftly
and was within a few yards of the
young man when he looked up and !saw
it crewing.
The people who were on the platform
saw young Mitchell step backward
towards the switch on which the fine
train was moving, then forward in the
directiou pf the main track )teist as the
passenger train dashed up to the depot.
The three fast moving trains bewil-
dered Mitchell and, paralyzed by fear,
he stopped still in the middle of the
reeved switch, and a second later wp
struck by a car end hurled ocross ere.
rails.
Two heavy wheels passed over his
body before the engineer could bring
the train to a stop.
When the spectators of the horrible
accident reached the poor fellow he was
alive but insensible. A litter was made
and he was curried to his home, where
a few hours later he died.
Nearly every bone in his body were
crashed and his legs and right arm
were almost severed.
Mr. Mitchell was highly esteemed by
all who knew him. He was a good bus.
mess lean and owner of one of the larg-
est saloons. in Paducah.
When he first lived in Hopkinsville he
was assistant city tax collector, under
Mr. Dave Wiley. Afterwards he clerk-
ed in Lacy & Tate's saloon.
CAPTURED A CRIMINAL.
Capt. Fritz Arrests a Russell-
ville Murderer.
Chief of Police Fritz has another big
feather in his cap. He captured this
week a desperate criminal, who will
probably have his neck stretched by the
law.
One day hue week George Watkins,
one of the meet notorinue iusemes lit
Ititmellville, hit it women oti the hem(
with a Welt and skipped tint Per parts
toilooswil, The weetemel's sitsii %ewe
orsielleei stet Shirr IOW rorelvett the blow
has limo itt Sit 4111044140eitilin
The otill147 WAO oftleera in
eeareh fur Watkins but no tow of him
was discovered.
Monday Capt. Frita teethed a negro
on Trading Alley whose general appear-
anee and conduct was such that led the
officer to believe that he was not a prop-
er person to be at liberty. The negro
VMS locked up as a "suspect," and Capt.
Fritz communicated with the various
police departments of the towns in this
section and learned from Russellville
that the prisoner was George Watkins.
J. W. Cleavinger, Marshal of Russell-
ville, came to town yesterday and took
charge of Watkins. He stated that the
wounded woman could not possibly live




Hunch's Powei ful Company In
The Urea% PIN) .
ene MephisW, Mr, John B. Hymer,
who appears in this city to-morrow
night in theshief role in the production
of Faust, has won lavish praise from
the best crities. While a young man,
he is a deep student and his acting dis-
plays evidence of a thorough familarity
with Goeth4conception of the Evil Spir
it. Mr. Hymen ptatatelsell a splendid
stage appeetaance. The supporting com-
pany is far above the ordinary. Miss
Insy Yager, as Marguerite, always
shares the honors with the gar. Her
beauty and intelligent acting renders
her a favorite whenever she appears.
There are fifteen characters in the
cast and each actor "speaks well his
hum."
The play is made all the more effec-
tive by splendid stage setting, artistic
scenic displays and marvelous electric
effects. The local stage is amply large
for the use of all the scenery. carried by
the company.






Cued of 4 lçBy tie
Disigriog ClifICORA
ECZEMA REMEDIES
our behy when three weeks old was badly af-
flicted with Ectensea. Iler heed. arm., neck, limbs,
and nearly every )0Int 1,1 her laxly was is...
Winding when we concluded to try Cern Cal•
RIINISlilt•l• We lays.. with etTICUltx (oint-
ment) and Cli:TIct••• Mar, and tiller /kat
appieratao• ••eogilgl SM. a Otani', After s.' (d
used them one Welt some of the sores laud healed
entirely. and erswed to spread. In lea% than a
montli, be was free from wale. and Mr ni Wits, and
to-d.y has as lovely skin and hair as any child.
She was allovro at the Grange Fair and took •
preniforre elm-prep...I toothy orer ethers.
Jim. A Ma". PARK. MOO Heitesiew Ave., Kan.( lir.




Fair to good butchers
Common to medium butchers
'Thin, rough steers, poor pow'
sfitiscelaweee 
Ciood to extra oxen 




Choice lunch coast 
Fier tee gond
$8 75(k 4 ic
fits• 3 75
3 504 37-i




1 Slis 2 -0
:twig .'iif
1 7'4 1%'30




thata4.-Iteceipts of hogs light. Mar-
kel firm, Sc 10c higher; best Ii envy and
meeligni hogs pa 001 hest lights .8 &Ow
to as 85. At the Clatie all seed. Cat-
look fair on strictly corn fed hogs,
chow, packing and buteloiss, 231
10 Itial   . . ..... Seto,
teir to good packing, PO to IS lb II 11C
Good to extra light. Ito to Po s woo
Fitt shoots, 121 to iSoth . 8 esIsAil
Yst shiests, 100 to 12elle . . . IC 75(44 Ill
ii3OtIgho. 150 to EH 4.41 2.1
Sheep and Lambs,-Receipts light.
Market um-hailed,
Good to extra shipping she-p






Tall-ends or culls 
• ••••••
INSPECTOR SMITHSON'S REPORT.
The following Is. the weekly report of
the Hopkinsville Tobacco Market for
week ending March 40896:
Receipts for week,  290
Receipts for year, •  1375
Sales for week,  114
Sales for year,  Sle
Offerings for week,  225
P. F. tiarrosos.
GAITHER A WEST'S REPORT.
Hopkinsville, Ky., March 5. 1896.
Sales by Gaither & West, Hopkins-
vile, Ky., March 1, 1806, of 3:1 Wide., as
follows
14 hhds., medium leaf: $7 70, 710,
7 00, 6 95, 7 00. 6 75, 7 40, 7 00, 7 out 7 75,
7 87, 7 00, 0 0,
13 Wise common leaf: $4 30, 5 25.
4 50. 3 30, 6 211, 5 00, 4 40, 6 00, 4 10,
3 90. 4 00, 5 00, 5 tee
5 had..., of common lugs: $1 50, 1 25,
I 00, 1 50, 2 50.
The offerings this week consisted
entirely of the lower grades of
leaf and lugs, but few Iambi , of good
and fine leaf appearing. There was not
so much life in the market and prices
were generally lower than his week.
"0814P.ON DABNEY'S SALES.
Nelson & Dabney sold forty-one hogs-
heads of tobaco this week at the follow-
tug prices : Lusts, $1.50 to $3.00; Leaf,
$8.51) to $10.00.
The Louisville Market.
This tobacco report is famished ex-
clusively to the NEW Eel. by Glover &
Durrett of the Louisville Tobacco Ware-
house:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amounted to 3,985 hlido. with re-
ceipts for the same period of 2054 lihda.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st a-
mount to 36,694 hlids. Salo; of the crop
of 1895 on our market to this date a-
mount to 36,711 Wide.
Sales this week included 383 hhds. of
new dark tobacco. There is no materiel
change to report in the market, but the
better grades of leaf in sound condition,
are in better favor with n firmer tend-
ency. The market remains very low for
lugs and common leaf, especially where
the condition is bad, A street deal of
tobacco is damaged by heavy prizing.
The bellowing quotations fairly repre-
sent our mark, t ter burley Wham Cl,
Mins :
Trash, .
t`tituttiott 111 iuiest IWO  1,041 141 001
Dello Bele hiss, ea, quality, 11,00 to Chu
thanintin leaf , „ .. „ ILItft to ltral
Ned. to goial leaf   11 .511 to 15.00
Leaf of extra length ... S.00 to 7.00
Wruppery styles  7.00 to 8.00
A FORMER CITIZEN WEDS.
The Cook-Cole Nuptials Cele-
brated To-Day.
This niorning, at Sherman, Texas,
Mr. Robert Lee Cook, formerly of this
city, and Miss Mande Cole were joined
in matrimony.
The nuptials were. quietly celebrated
at the home of the bride. Directly aft-
er the ceremony the young couple left
on their wedding itineracy. They will
spend several days with friends in St.
Lotus and will come to this city Mon-
day to make a brief visit to the groom's
parents, Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Cook, of
East Seventh street.
The bride is a daughter of a promi-
nent and wealthy citizen of Sherman,
and since her debut has been one of the
most popular belles in the best social
circles of that city. Mr. Cook is the
traveling representative of a large
wholesale grocery • establishment of
Denesou, Teem. He is a genial gentle-
man and a fine business man. His host
of Hopkinsville friends join the New
ERA in extending congratulations and
good wishes to him.
Don't Get Angry.
No sensible man should get mad be
cause a newspaper man duns him for
money. A dim he not an impeachment
of a subscriber's integrity, but he simply
an outcropping of a publisher's necessi-
ties. For instance, fifty men owe from
fifty centy to two dollars each. He has
to dun them all in order to pay expens-
es. Instead of getting mad and stopping
his paper for what is honestly due, the
subscriber should thank the editor for
waiting' so patiently and pay tip like a
man [Ex
W ill Remain Here.
Misses Marianna and Will Raeford
exported to remove to the country yes-
terday, but were prevented by the horn-
ing of their brother's dwelling, in which
they intended to reside'. They will re-
main in they city for the. present, and
have engaged leant with Mrs. C. M.
Meacham, on South Main street.
Were Nicely Entertained.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Hantbelt, of
Ringgold, gave a party Friday night.
A large crowd of young people attended
and spent a delightfnl evening. An
elegant supper was served. Messrs.
Miller Clark and E. D. Herndon, of
this city, were tunong the guests.
- -.my.- • IV....
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder




A BU GLARY LAST NIGHT.
The Intruder Co3lly Ate His
Breakfast.
Mayer Prank Dabney fennel hietrote
tens and socks in the kitchen Wednesday
mornieg.
When he awoke from calm, sweet
slnmbers and arose from his couch pre-
emery to dressing for breakfast. an un.
looked for condition confronted him. It
suddenly dawned upon him that he
would be forced to wear his pajamas
while eartaking of his morning meal.
• for his wearing ripen.' was conspicuous
by its al selects
ite merle a toter of invedigation and
learned that seine time during the uight
he, had entertained a gnost unawares.
Evidence* of the visit of a burgher were.
found in various parts of the lemee.
eothieg wee toned missing
the Ma s er's snit and its (entente. _
Whel, the owner of the house went to
thee dinhig room he noticed that his un•
welcome guest had proceeded him.
The ruptoard had !wen opened, an el
the burglar heelf I sta. . 01.evortred a
very appetizing breakfast, consisting of
ham sandwiches, hard boiled eggs, cake
and pickle. and had washed down the
repast ii ith a glass of sweet milk. That
the invader had taken plenty of time,
as well vs several other thin" was vi-
dent fnee the fact that lee least ,spresui
his lunch upon the toter *ad bad occu-
pied e te• air while eating.
The Mayor continued his little trip
and in the kitchen feund a part of his
clothes. The open window showed
how the burglar had effected au en-
trance.
Besides his coat, vest and hat, Mayor
Dabuey lost by the nocturnal visit a fine
gold weteh and chain, three dollars in
silver arel at haucLeome Muse* charm
which he valued very highly.
This is the second time the Dabney
residence hits lieen burglarised within a
year. The first time the Mayor's
"pants" were fished out of a second
story window by means of a pole, line
and hook.
The pad:* are working on the ease
and beli, we they have a clue that will
lead to Cie detection of the author of
last night's robbery.
The Meyer has purchased a new hat
•••••••--.
EXCITEMENT.
Italians In a Frenzy
Ovtr the
DEFEAT IN ABYSSINIA.
The Number Killed at Masso-
wati Exuads 5,033.
Rome. March 4.-The kingdom of It-
aly to-day is in a condition of excite-
ment, grief and anger, almost beyond
Ilescription. Wont"; cannot adequately
portray the situation, for every dispatch
received from Massowith adds to the
gravity ofthe disaster to the Italian
army at Adowa, Abyssinia.
When the first news of Gen. Bare-
tierce defeat reached this city report
Med it t .at frilly 500 men were. killed
then, yeetenhey eftertiden' the untubere
ran up to 8,10e9 killed, with six pieces
ut luta ry relented, and this morning's
neepatehie the monist of Italian.
Killed at Ile, battle tel Mown and in the
hoteemeshet Wrest %elate% ?entered
etS (1.1$111! 111111 Ills believed that not SWIsll
them, Moires tell of the full extol, of the
'Insister iti theist mottle no mention is
made of the wounded, and there hi ritai
reason, I mod nu store* of event Baleen
defeats I.y the Abymeinians, to believe
that those who fell wounded during the
retreat of over fifty miles met a more
horrible fate than those who wet e killed
on the si get.
The people in the various Italian
cities, and especially in Rome. abase the
Government and military authorities,
end make the charge of gross misman-
agement of the Abyssinian campaign,
and great indignation is expressed
against the newspapers, which have
goaded Gen. Baratieri into action by
taunting hint with hie inactivity.
A Little Visitor.
There is happiness in the Taliaferro
household. A telegram was received in
the city to-day stating that Mrs. Stun
Taliaferro, formerly of this city and
now of Owensboro, preened her hus
Sand yesterday with a beautiful girl
baby.
All Recomnied II.
Ask your phyeichin , ydiUr ritruggriNt and
your friends about Shiloh's Cure for
Cousituruptiou. They will recommend
it.-Sole. by R. C. IlardN% ick.
Mr. Levy in Charge.
Mr. Leon Levy is in charge of The
Leader during the. absence of his wife,
Mme. Levy, who is in Indianapolis pun
shaming a spring stock of millinery.
Latest From Frankfort.
Fninkfort, March 5-2 p.m.-Several
sotend money Democrats have demanded
that Blackburn withdraw. A caucus
will be held to-night.











It Tm ny needs retieulnk. ,or lii. roadth. '
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To the fanners of Christian, Todd amid
Montgomery Cutudies:
I have leased the JOHN W. BARKER• MILLS for a term of five years and is ill
make. a specialty of custom grinding. I
have beee running custom mills for
twenty veers and understand my busi.toes. le yen Will :44.11d nee. your wleeitt
und core to meted I will guanentee as
good reedits as you will see from any
mill in the Seuth ; also honed. square!
and corri-t weights: quantity and qual-
ity as gist as you can get anywhere.
Prompt told polite :Menthe' to everyoue
and no ti lAy at mills. Perfect satisfac-
tion gnaronteed in everything. Please
give a trial; you will be. satisfied. Will
also keep flour, meal aud mill feed for




West Fee:, Ky. a-4e Custom Miller.
•••••••••••  .••
Values!): Itoal Estate For Sale.
Mrs. L A J. Fleming desire's to sell
fe r YCTIS, . ee Kees end on remote:dee
payment- tIte following described pre ep-
ertY, lyicl he Chrietnue County, Ky., in
the ileigheerlmod•of Howell 1411‘1 Heeil-
don :
1. A ti-act or paralel of land near
Howell. t: ., containing tee; acne, DA
acres of 'ihi is timbered and balance
in cultiii tem. improvements corniest of
frieme ellen, house «ea:lining S
rooms, 2 es tilts, stable, barn, etc. Ad-
joining farm of John W. Terrell, and is
11 miles South elf Hopkinsville.
2, A lot el, tip. towel Herneen. in
Christine eouuty, which has upon it a
cottage flee, II Atom-room and a stable.
3. A t or timbered land iti Flat
Lick, emete.eleing 50 acres.
4. A tine farm near Herndon, well
improved and in a line state of caltii a-
tion, centainicg between 500 and 0'0
acres of bine,
For t-lins. prices anti any further in-
formation, app:v to
'HUNTER WOOD,
Attorney for E. J. Flemieg,
'set els Hopkinseille. Ky.
I h...
FOR SALE
ep• L. g Prep -rty tea
eel : ; aced a Reif Acres.
Water- Wek•ks All OVCX The Houses
Hotel building with 50 rooms all fur-
nished. I mean all the furniture house-
hold and kitchen to run the. hotel. 1 he
property is located on the Ohio Valley
Railroad' 10 miles from Hopkinsville,
Ky. Six treins per day. contacting at
Princeton with Louireille and Wee-
tern Kentaelty and at Hopkinevilie
with mein.; coming from the North end
South. My reissue for selling is on ac-
eount of nay health, wily. As I have
made money steadily there. Any per-
son wanting to buy can einTospond with
me at Cerulean Springs on the prensises
or Canis and Wallace, lay agents, Hole
kinsville, Ky. To the right man I will





(ar 1.. .1 Fi•h linos I e'ebrit
.. ens Ja•tIteecir d.
You have doubtless heard the story of
tile (-tonal friend, who, when header:ti-
ed the funeral services asked, -What
was the. complaint:" received the reply.
(th, no coniplaint, everybody eatiefie et."
This is proverbially the Carie with our
wagines. WINFREE BROS. & (eo,
31- wet t
F111 Line Rrite4s,
•,:addiery. li:erdware. Cexesing Stoves:
and Ranges, S este, McCormick Binde re
and Mee ors. and general farm supplies:
always on nand. Give us your patroe





CURES ii0THINti FUT ftm.
A end CEQT.t,•‘ •
kne - ' 15 eess s •
BEST )PrIEDY f=r
SOLD • .1,
net t, :3141%Z/I I




Is Was, mei tie,
,er 31o, 1 0593.
AM•M•M
aolosieflir .1 I sweet teat/eau es.
II 14) lallataus Ile hates,
1111111 111 1 Id i it I 44111,11th ish
oid, ballf,telt
Appralet of Kalgiti
ISOlil Ma aeverity her ititrlf a,
••••••••••••
Net Profits last .1x months 51,1111 Ile
Net Pruitt • lust lei ein a. months . Ii
Art14E:Ts.
Nforlallig• 1.01,4611, $014.(1116 tel
iftlia on e .iu' II y's stock 3.51.14
Acerued isle and Presnium 01.1,3 IT
Heal Estate g Wilt . . 5.207
Due from Age- ..a klat Si
I ensurnner anal Taxes advanced . eat ?I
(toile In Clerk Co. Nat'l Hank 13.55114




single Papists-tit t‘tock oz;-, isi ill
Full-Paid Stock   118.7ese 1111
I ristalltnent Stock   71,2571
Fortner dividends dis-
tributed. $ 70.8LU 57
Dividend NO.7 this day
distributed to Share-
holders .... 29.012 Pt
Contingent Fund. ... 4,70h 50
Total Profits. . $toi,54125
Less Coupon Dividends
paid  tlo
Total I'rolits on hand  71,:3iii
DUr• to Appralrers 201 Ill
DU.. to Agents h ill
Due to ctenplete loans  IAR '.s.!
Insurance collected ss!
astmile as
N,t Profit, for .1x oven hi $ 29.57! tu
AlrIviliTloieltD AS FOLLOWS:
Dividend Nee. 7 $29.012 IR
Charged off turniture and
fixture.. . 542 e6
Carrie41 it. 'uritln5eIat fund IS 88-$29,fi71
EXPENSE ACCOUNT.
itecelpt. for Ai mouths..  IF0,8314 1013
1,116111.1041- 616:N106--
Trnt.•11116! Age•IILS 51,1161:1 elS
/f/ti•g• 125 104
Salaries   3,Si1Z SI










THE PltoFITS4 tor the sit it ..... fla Were
111.1rtt,ute,1 061111 g•14.4.111011 III,. 04tOekholgl-
g•rs nut k g e e0O1111 din 1116.1.611 to ellt•11
g,/ na•V•11 per cent. 4 , is eneds atria to
FCC ItYt.E N per cent, per ennum; that is
the !lit rol %AS declarol on the C•pital
steals and 1$1.10 upon all former Prod's.
The forgoing loans are secured
b,y first mortgage On real PS-
at 1,212.7311 tIll
Eire I 11,11reana e on arum g
It, and 116441 liv the t ointe'y 4d7.185 olo
M141101111- are further secured by a pledge
or 5itlal +lu on. of rdieck in the Ceimpeato .
The  tinny has on Its besok. applica-
tions for Limn. it.... to $13,14, III wait
for abetracts of title and spared...me tit e,,
"I, Hub Sceretesr state that
f..rpgotl. g a true and eorrect Mat..
nient of tip ciuuu.III 1011 of Ti,,' Safety litetid•
Isis soil LA us.: glilph11) • Slid It DO S p•••ilr•
on the te s. .etbi Colette/site In tica turtle.-
nt the clos. o Intvineo. December 3Ist, ego
It I it e. su Si Prie 1N." ,
Sworn It, a.fore Icy the al.'s,- named
Cl til, T. si.ersoll. SI Winchester, Ky...1411111-
or. 3rd, J. W. P.11!17,14, Nett. PUIL
th.• •.ateinent Is tru mid correct.
Ii, F. t I liVirl,
A. II. II Sit Pros.
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JOSEPH was warned in a dream to fill his granaries
before the famine. We don't anticipate any famine in
Clothing, but it would be we 1 for you to buy your Fuit
and Over:oat now whiie the pi ices are 80 low.
Our Big Clearance Sale
is in full blast. Good things are disappear-
ing every day, Come and be convinced that
we are selling iircomnBievir
goods for less money than any house in the
city.
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SPRING
NECKWEAR 50c
The new wide flowing-end leeks
The new one-apron leeks:
The new graduat«1 four-in hands
And the newest things in bows,
All Shown In Our Window.
.1u4t as much style;
Just as good silk in them;
Just as fine work on them as are to be had on
Ties.
rcgular $1
1-1. Apdersop & Co.
• 'iszovva qui s;:::t in•
As •••• s. _.....•410 • •
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• . ..
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.1. D. Sinipmen, President.
Is. P. Kerr, V Ice-Prextilent.
(leo. It. Nelson, Director.
B. F. Curtis. Director.
A. II. Hampton. Director.
I.. It. J .s.tieuteres1 Counsel
11/1,1 %T o mo/. r et weeneles.
Secretary.
n (,t• Wo d nt. I
SYPII-11L, S
ilyE yni, Throat. Piropies CopperUU Colored Spots, setae., Ord Sores
loon Si ,neta, ralltarl Writ* 
('00Inas so v eel alleaamall• TemPl•ad., HI.. foe proof.. of emus (pt
1111...000,4000. Moroi ~es cured as 1
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i Is thebest. 4 a




rob! P MAJOR, JAS. h. HEADLEY. JR..
Late of ciark•vin w s, Tenn Lat. ef Uterus. Ileadiel a CoLeMAJOR
Wireinso,
TOM P. MAJOR al CO., Props.
Noal5).5- 407- 411511 14
Weal Main Street ( LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Liberal advances. Four months free storage.
sales. Special attention to private ile.0111
Daily auction
. QUICKER THAN A DOCTOR
BETTER THAN A DOCTOR






Cough. II. intmetata, core thloat, bre.
chits. Is. goppe. rheumatism, seuralgia mod
all 'Sections of similar nature.
110 IIIALIEF NO PAY.
gimp Bysio aggrall AT is so Cahn, A De,TTli
Ja cent bottle over Ailiar. as large
es 7 cent ale.
IIERS MEDICINE CO. Sesseeski, 0





Do You Love Music?
-YMB
Then Read Our Generous Offer
We have contracted for a large number of the Mammoth Music Books entitled
TREASURES of atdlleidIVIUSICAL WORLD
A Grand Free Distribution
The Folio contains A Magnificent Musical Library of 165 choice selections, gathered
from the great composers of all nations. Recommended and endorsed by the leading
MUfeiCilITIS every wh?.,re. A BIG SOLID BOOK of 320 pages, full sheet music siz,
printed from tine engraved plates on good paper, and bqund in a handsome enamel coated
paper cover, with a flexible sewed back Of Course You Want it.
IHEcovicr te, G-et t.
Send us $1.00 for 10 weeks' subscription to Jaasik,filir meowII
or $1.00 for elvvaleimizr one year, and we will mail you book post-paid




Afloat    17
.A.ftervr ards....-
Ah ! so pure ("Martha"). 
Ah ! I have sighed to rest me. ....
Alas, those chimes ("Maritana")...
All nail the power. .  
All in &garden fair waltz 
Alice. where art thou'
An old garden 
Angel a the window 
Angel' greeting (Duet) 
_Angels ever bright and fair 
Annie dear, I'm called away  65
Annie Laurie.. ..   213
Ave Maria   120
Basket of loves    172
Battle prayer  134
Bella bocce polka  294
Bird on the tree   27
Blindman's holiday   74
Blow ye the trumpet, blow  115
Boccaccio mare+  278
Carries waltz   263
Charming (Tree Joliet waltz  275
Chateleine (La) waltz..   286
Christmas Chimes.   188
Chic polka , .  301
Come thou fount  89
Come we that love the Lord  115
Comin thro' the  181
Comrades .   •
Consider the






Ehren on the Rhine 
Eternal love, schottische 
Fedora waltz. 
Flower song   313
Fly forth, 0 gentle dove  191








Harp that once thro' Tara's halls... 67
Haunted stream .... ....-.. ...... -. 102
Heart bow'd down..  140
Holy Mother, guide his footaleps  80
NV. Page
3 Hornpipe polka    e4-1 Rainy day   ..
5 I 'cannot say good-bye.. . 1 es04 Rock of Ag
58 1 1 know that my Redeemer lisreth. . 12
147 : I sting because I love to sing )Duet). 12
146 I whistle and wait for Katie 
212 ' sing thee songs of Araby 
89 Is haste galop 
22$ old Madrid.






141 My queen waltz..   24
225 My little queen .-
169 Is ightingaleh trill..
304 No, thank you _Tom
86 Not a sparrow falleth 
266 Now was I wrong 
259 CI ve tears 
86 Ola sexton.  






le the time of apple blossom,.  4
14 is us. Jeae. thy bonnie face..
J ens, lover Of my soul. ..
J Ilv brother's galop  . 906
athleen Mayourneen. 8
ntschke polka.   29
Daddie   64
board watch (Duet)  98
t it be soon  _  . thl
I4ghthouec light  170
ttle Annie Rooney  49
ttle April-fool. .... 199
rd's my shepherd    8$
ve's dreamland waltzes.....   246
re's old sweet songs. -
aid of the milL
ary'lons work 
elody   3
enuet   3
erry Binh: ,   2t
other Hubbard polka   28
other's (A) song   1
 1
. '
the summit march   226
hearth delight polka. ,  219
t in the green fields.. ..  40
er the stars there is rest : 127
282 Owl, The  10
70 Pastorale  184
196 Perplexity   72
164 Playmates. 21
47 Poetillion, The  .:   44
Procession neerch 1  279
Pure as snow   217
a neen's lace handkerchief.e... ...i  273
Queen of the night  
779 qui vive galop.  28
 88
3 Rochester schottieehe nth/
7 Ruth and Naomi  ..
BO Sailing 
8 Santiago--Vahle eepagnole 
"i13 Scenes that are brigheet 
1 Scout, The 
05 See the pale moon. (Duet) .. 13:
2 I Serenade
34 Serenata (La). 
88 Shepherd boy  
Silver chimes 
17 Sirenes (Lest waltz.  
5 Skaters waltz.    26.
Skirt dance..(eFanst up to date").
Sleep, darling. sleep 
Sleep well, stweet angel  ..
Soft Southern breeze('Rebekah")
Soldier of the cross.  
Sounds from the ball.
Storm polka.
Sun of my soul ....
59 Swedish wedding march.
3e Sweet the moments
17 Tap! tap! tap' 
16 Tell me again 
18 That is love 
el There is a fountain
1 There is a green hill far away
67 There is a Reaper. (Duet) 
to There is rest for the weaey  
2 This is my dream  214
138 Three simple words it
173 Thy sentinel am I 1'
210 'Tis not tree  
2e8 Too late   le
149 True to the last . 1.
6131Under the stars . . .
Valise espagnole-Santiago 
Wagon, The.    2 I
43 Watchman, tell us of the night .. 11,
Waves of the ocean galop Bte
Wedding march.
Were I a violet ....... .
What are the wild waves saying? a,-
When the swallows homewaad fly. 11'
When sparrows build    12'
When we are old and gray  
Who's that calling so sweet
Why do summer roses fade?  21.
Wind of the Western Sea 















Parties wishing to purchase book only can buy same at this office for 50 cents. Don't fail to catch this generou
offer. You can examine book by calling ag this office.
rrlfail Postal Note or "Loney Order to New Era Co., Hapkinsville, Ft





A (Arno of Fresh Local News
Items.
04d Fellows held a meeting Monday
night and decided to buy a lot and erect
a building.
The trustees of the order, Messrs.
George Randall, William Lee and Ellis
Roper were instructed to make an offer
to the owners of the Overshiner lot on
the corner of Virginia and Ninth streets
and to immediately close a trade if a
satisfactory agreement of price is ar-
ranged. ".
The Odd Fellows instructed the trus-
tees to purchase in came the deal for the
Overichiner lot was not consummated,
some other site for a building..
The Odd Fellows propose to put up a
building that will coot $5,000 or 26,000.
They have the money ready and expect
to begin the work of erection within the
next sixty days. It has not been the
intentiou of the order, a trustee in-
formed the NEW KRA to-day, to become
jointly interested with the Knights of
Pythias in the building of a house.
The Knights of Pythias, however,
will also build right away. At the
meeting of the members Monday night
committee was appointed to investigate
the various sitee in the city, ascertain
the prices wanted and report at a called
meeting of the lodge.
HEARTY SYMPATHY.
The almost unanimous vote by which
the United States Senate passed the con-
current resolution favoring the recogni-
tion of theCutsan patriots as belligerents
well represents the sentiments of the
large majority of the people of this
country on this question. Spain has so
cruelly oppressed the Cubans and the
gallant struggle which they are making
appeals INO strongly to the fundamental
principles of this country's government,
that sympathy in these United States is
well-nigh universal, and would impel
our people to the action proposed by the
Senate resolution, even if they knew it
would lead to war with the effete mon-
archy, Spain, the heartless old tyrant.
Our people have such a robust and sin-
cere love isf liberty that they will
permit nothing to repress their hearty
sympathies in a deserving case like the
present.
Recognition of the Cuban patriots as
belligerent* by our government gives
them certain privilege* and !subjects
them to certain obligations in their re-
lations with our country. The recom-
mendation that President Cleveland in-
tereed.e with Spain for the independence
of Cuba means the exercise of his infln-
enee with the Spanish Government at
Madrid. There is no direct menace in
the revolutions, but the bold and fearless
utterances of many members of both
branches of Congress indicate that
draatic measures will be taken if Spain
should ehow any disposition to resent
this country's course.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder




There Told by Our
Heguldr Correspondent.
!ktiss Dee Foster, who has been quite
sick, is improving.
•
Mo. James Stamps, of Kirkmansville,
was in our town Saturday.
Mr. Albert Grace and wife will leave
next week for Illinois, where they will
make their future home.
Miss Effie Wed entertained quite a
number of her friends at her home last
Saturday night.
Mr. T. Walker and family have just
returned from quite an extended visit to
relatives in Illinois.
jibe W. L. Kelly is the happy father
of a new boy.
'Miss Kate Clark is visitine the family
of her uncle, Mr. James Boyd, of Hop-
rlstr. S.ilie.F. Myers and family visited
Mr. H. T. Fruit Sunday.
Mr. Elgin, of your city, was in our vi-
einitY last week buying tobateo.
The party given at the home of Mr.
James G." Yancey last Saturday night
was quite a suceess, and greatly enjoyed
by those who attended. Among the
persons present were:
Misses-
• Johnson, Etta West,
f lie Johneon,
)ate Clark, Jody White,
Hattie Clark,
kildred White, Manic Whxiburn,
Lama Boyd, Lucy Crabtree.,
flugenie Boyd, Ella Woodburn,
Effie West.
Jack Boyd, Newland Boyd,
ther Johnson, Arkley IrOweey,
Walter Goode, Ernest Floyd,
Walter ancey, Holland:Boyd,
Lee Walker, Chap Arvin,
PPte Met 'ord. Alva Artin,
Walter Rogers, Marion.
flesh and pub; the whole body into a
dhwame-resisting state.
Send 21 one cent stamps to cover cost
of mailing only, and get his great book,
The People's; Common Sense Medical
Adviser, absolutely raze. Address
• World's Dispensary Medical Awhile-
dein, No. 663 Main Street, Bnffalo.N.Y.
Sent mental
tommr,
BY J. M. BARRIE.
Thome who have read (and who has
not?) "The Little Minister" and "A
Window in Thrums" can anticipate
what Mr. Barrio's "Sentimental Tom-
my" will be.
It is the chief serial in Scribner's
for 1896. and began in January number'
TWO YEARS FOR $4.50.
Scribner's Magazine costs $8.00 a year,
but new anbecribers ran have all the
numbers for 189.5 and a year's subscrip-
tion for 1896 for $4,50.
Scribner's Magazine is going to be
better this year than ever. It is going
to have new features. Its publishers
are not satisfied with past successes. It
purposes to more thoroughly deserve the
copdflidence of the reading public.
The History Serial-' Laet Quarter
Century in the Unite*Statte"-will be
coetinued. Just now it has approached
a Period of absorbing interest to the
present generation -the first 4dmninistra-
tioi of President Cleveland.
ribner's Magazine ought to get
ea ful consideration as a very desirable






ger•WANTED-An agent in eery
section to canvas; ; $4 00 to 5 00 a day,
sells; at sight; also a man to sell Staple
Goods to dealers, best side line $75.00 a
month. Salary or large commismio•
made; experience unnecessary. Chloe
Soap and manufacturing Co: Cinciu-
dati, 0. Seplewly.
A Good Investment.
The Safety Building and Loan Cons
pany of Winchester, Ky., will sell to
persons desiring a safe investment for
money, 7 per cent. full paid up stock,
interest payable semi-annually. Holdh
era of stock can withdraw money after
12 mos. company cannot call in tle
stock for five years. This stock is fir
sale now at par $100 a share. This





The sad news of the death ofMrs. Fan-
nie Grubley. of Elkton, was received in
the city Tuesday. The estimable
woman had been in bad health for a
long time. A few weeks ago she ft-11
and broke her leg. This hastened the
death. Mrs. Grambley was seventy•
seven years old. She was the mother o:
Mrs. Frank Rogers, of this city, an aunt
of Mrs. Lemuel McKee and has mans
relatives in the county. She was loco.
and iestpected by all who knew her.
A card on theoutside of of-
fice door says:
"Gone to lunch.
Be back in ten
minutes." And,
the man will be
there on time.
That is, for some
days, weeks or even months,
he will. Then he will be
at home occasionally for a
day. He'll tell you he had
a headache-a turn of chol-
Health and strength carry' us through era morbus, or maybe he'll
dangers and make us safe in the pres- say he had a lump in his stomach and
eoce of peril. A perfect strong man with felt too miserable to move. The lump
rith, pare blood, has nothing to five was probably two or three ten-minute
from germs. Ile may breathe in the ba lunches condensed. They were hurried
eilli of consumption with impunity. If in, but they were taking their own time
they is is weak spot where the Kerins may about getting out, or even "moving on."
MO an entrance to the themes, then the This is a great mistake, but as long as
trptible begins. Disease germs propa- there's life there's a chance to rectify
gate with lightning-like rapidity. Once mistak"'jai tile blood, the only way to ore t rid of The man who " bolts" his lunches will
them is to kill them. That its ,what Dr. find Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets the
is best friend be ever met. The '' Pellets "Pierre's Golden Medical Discovery
may not hurry as much as the man does,fig. It purifies the blood, That means '
but they will do the work for whichthat it kills' the germs', but that is only
part of what it does. It aSSied they are intended - surely-promptly-li digeedion
by stimulating the secretion of digestive effectually.
Tfliinbe so promoting assimilation and here is no case of biliousness, con-
stipation, indigestion, "heart-burn," ornetritionmarifies and eeriches the blood
any of the rest of the night-mare breed-arid so supplies the tissues; with the food jig brood, that these little" Pellets" willthey n It builds up strong, healthy
not cure.
They are not disagreeable to take,
neither are the effects disagreeable. They
are gentle laxatives. They cure eerma-
senlly. There's no danger of forming a
" Pellet habit." Therefore, you don't
become a slave to their use.
Send 31 one-cent stamps to cover cost of
mailing ()sly, and receive absolute! ygratir,
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Ad-
viser, and find out bow to keep yourself
and family healthy. The book contains
loots pages, over 3rio illustrations and over
Moore) copies have been sold at fit ,o each.
The new edition of 5mila.° copies is to be
given away absoluiely free. It is a veri-
table medical library, complete in one
volume. Address, with stamps, World's
Dispensary Medical Association, No. 661
Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
,
)DillBO C: 0
"ip BOTANnICLie BLOOD BALM
THE Gfl.AY REMEDY
. PiatI.t 51000 Aso SKIN Olif 'iSFR
etas te-en tbi•roaflity t* Yea by err,
ty.ont papa. WM KW, the io,to•
44. Tear Sad fouls
•-vre 0.15,1 Forrnia.nnIt'y
SCIMULA. CLOERE ECZr SA.
1114EUMATISb PHAPLES. ERiWTHINS.
0 and an elem., of LATINO, ?WRY A (TOM
5j1745114,1 et.itb..A lavarlabLI:1 ths moon
(a1h.harar Mood +oases if imetirms
oeed Petro $1 peet.4041. 5 4o. 105
4:AMIN*1,5
RF.NT a wisksb11131 ett era
141Wielfrilell10,11VOlb1-11R1&1100




Could Not Sleep, -.:rvous
Headaches.
Gentlemeres-I have l. • king
your LestorativeNervine ii r , past
three months and I cannot say
enetish in it, It tr,..
Saved fly Liars:,
fo: I had almost given bope of
e‘er Leine well again. I was a
el, ionic safferer from nerrousneee and
could not seeep. I was elec; troubled
with nervous ticadnelle, and hid t ri
etors In vette Until t used your
Nervine. nes. M. WOOD, Innywood,
Dr. Miles' Nervine
Cures.
Dr. SI ; NervIno is sole on a positive
kruarar • that tho Gest bottle will licoetit.
All tiro it at $1, 6 bottice for IS, or
It will be sent., prep aid, on ruoc!;.t of prt.•e
by the b:. Miles' Medical Co.. Ell hart. lud.
-Professional Cards.
Dr. A. Boales,
Zrl 3B WTI FM 9C%
OFFICE on Main Street in block ow-
site First National Bank
L. C.ANDERSON
Pilysiciail&SurgRoll,
Office over Planters /Leh. Office
hours from 9 to II a. in.. m.
JOHN FELAND,
.4/tome" - at - Law
ofeceeitoppes ,Bloet„jever Planter'. Bank
ilnpkinsvifl*'. K.
DR. HOWE WALL wE,
Physician andkroon
OFFICE: Up stair-. or • -Lampe





...1111ce over Itamsert's In so m tor. knock
ulUCH OA
,A.ttexrirletv,".
Special attention given to the collection
of claims. Office over Planters Bank.
HUNTER WOOD,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Office in Hopper Block, ar stairs, over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KF.N'TUCKY
Jas. I. 13-efote,
Pit and Ornamalal Piagerer.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY
(Formerly with Furtees A Bre
Will make eetimee - r s.1 kirarle
Of plastering and seruee• wotk
All work gaurat'd
and prices reason- Repair
work 1. specialty se
prompt attenteoe
Adtireett Lock Pow 5,5
WV' 191"IVNIVNIF 11Pr-ise Noe NPR
R. C. HARDWICHA
4
I 4The only complete stock in the city. 41, -PRESCRIPTIONS A SPE(.IALTY.- 4
$ 
 JEWELRY-
AND REPAIR WORK 4
11 at prices that can't be had elsewher
: OPTICAL GOODS. . .
10 Will sell $1.00 Spectacles for 50c, )
0 Musical Int-truments and 4
0 Sheet Music.
: SUNDRI 11:4%, 4
-PAINTS, OILS, &C.- 4
Araillis idir. Al Altana A. AO Alla A. AL ers ALIA
Cushman's Menthol Balm
8. bit.. serest, turret. idris moat relintle
renletly tor
14
';'J'S SALT RHELAI CHAPPED DASDS 0...
rs 1,1.1 1.tiS UCCERS FROSTED FEET
4 bRUiSFS ITai 11114(i1VORkl ee
•."'s SCALDS ERYSIPELAS ATeD OLD SORES.
f.4 Specially Recommended tar PILES. ti_••-•4 '10,,,, Qukit to gi,,,-, p oll ,..l 1...-,,,, le•T a tvirontIon 1,.4
4 LkItt,ShLth') L. g.v.. ,., ,•i 14, 1.1‘ al.., 5o., an oin eeinh tt•I*•ure . w eet Oule,en'a SY.Ys thol
s, Dalai Iwo v,ot .., , pt of 
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Old Mutual Bendi Life
Of Newark, New rsey.
--See Their New Contract.-
Fverything in the Contract.
Loans and real e4 ate are
specialties with nee
Office on West side North Main. near










PUSH IT ALONC I
cares that dreadful L g at Head
and Stomach with one ea-
.10shiny 411 ought.
WE/111M8 LOU WATER.
If yen are Winik brorl ,:t nous. It
will cure y..,. I. h been
111 r ALL '.1' ti I .• ',., 1 vtraight-
en oil up. Two tiosos a dIf1110.
Al lewwit.t.t.
CUSHMAN DRUG CO.
nernr....1,1 . T.t I IrOgO,IL
YPHIL
AVE YOU
loera In Month. Hair.Fantzt( io • /54)
151511glill. CO., 507 lleonoti 'onto
teal.,111.. f•ie proyle ..f „pi
11.50,004.11. W.,nt • •- s I .












Castorta is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infants
and Children. It coutaius neither Oeluzu, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless ettlestitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor 011.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
1111111oqs of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castorin, prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and 'Wind Colic. Casteria relieved
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Costoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. 
Case
torn& is the Childrou'e Panacea -the Mother's Friend.
Castorie..
'Contrirla Is an excellent medieins f it eh!,
drive. Mothers e rie,leatedly toiti um of ate
good Ohm upon their eh Idren."
DA. O. C. Orrieoe,
Loanal., Sisea
('siteorla Is the hest 'wooly for elill•Iren of
which 1 ern tan..muted. I hope Cie by Is ot
far distant when mothers sill consider the r.-..t
isteresk of th•.r Iron, and use II,
stead oft,. • xis quw.k nostrunui whiell are
destroy 1: ore! ones, by forei td.o....M.
Illorrexin leg syrup and other LorzTul





" '2hatnela is Po "Full illAwpted CIIII Iron that
enot•trit,.. I. 1 It an kal peanut wan,' p.oaripdce
we."
It. A.. A lee FR, '1. D.,
Ill So. ').foril ia., N. Y.
Our physiclins 111 th eiTIldren's depart.
meta& npu-on Iri.;!ily of the:: expert-
s's:a in their outeade IL:me:nee with Caetui la.
aud although we otily have among our
n.cd'eci supplies whirr is kaoen as regui..r
producta yet we are free to e. 'ores. that Ube
merits ot Cattrorist has won ns to look with
favor upon it."
thorns Howerrat Aso nisrsosamie,
bower, Masa
Attar C. Serra. Pf




hoe must please the housewife







Great varlet y of at yhie and slat*
A Written Guarantee
given se a every sows
Should be by You.
Kentaly
• •••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0•••••••••••••••••CT
AVOID Bulk Soda!
Bad soda spoils good flour.•
Pure soda the best soda, comes 0,01) HA4f,
• 
•Ife,
• only in packages.
• bearing this :rade mark ny-
• It COStS no more than inferior package soda
•• -never spoils the flour-always keeps soft.
• Beware of imitation trade marks and labels,•
and insist on packages
• bearing these words-
I ARM AND HAMMER SODA!•
• Made only by CHURCH .h. Co . New York. SOU by grocers everywhere. 4
• •
se Writ* fer Arm and Hemmer Book of valuable Recipes-FREE. a
• a•••••6••••••••••oocssasocesaosmossafsecoss•esiseassmoo
'1 he Boa Cough ••53,
(heat. ('rIot..i
Sold by finsarists
I presnme we have used over
one hundred bottles of Pluto's
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am continually advising others
to get it,. Undoubtedly it is the
Best Cough Medicine
I ever used.-W. C. YalLTENBERGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894.-1 sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.-E. SHOREY, Postmaster,
Bhorey, Kansas, Dee. st, 1894.
Bt ,t Leo gh Syrup.
- -I in taroe.
IN 1E3522"
Sam'! Hodgson,
Importer and Manufacturer of
Mar ble-G7rfe Monuments
TABLE1S, ETC., ETC,





illat • prettiest line of Heaters and Rerg•to In the city It wit.
voi to see them bef..rs buytng Crum ...it you wIll he treated
uripon. ;sly wtiether weer te hits or net. 1 want to show the good•
BRYANT & STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
Established 1864. ( I dcovperated.)
OFF-L.:RS unsurpassed advantage," for eecertne a
Practical Business Education. No other school.
North or South, posses-sea equal facilities for
locating young men In positions In the South.
South-wes'. and West.
Write for Catalogue-Free,- Addresa
BRYANT a STILATTON COLLEGE
Louisville, Ky.




it Steam and Gas
Fitters,
Hopkinsville, Ky., next door to
New Era office;
Take-our prices before going @lea-
s here. We rave you money.
TELE PlIONIE No. (46-41 RINGS.
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale,
Cooper & Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILLE KY1
IMINST HIM.
Course of Rev. Pres-
tridge Condemned.
HIS VIEWS NOT INDORSED
Other Notes Kelating to Church
Affairs.
Rev. J. N. Prestridge, formerly pas-
tor of the Baptist church of this city.
holds views that are not indorsed by all
his church members.
There was meeting held at Wingo.
Ky., and eighteen minister's of the Buie
tist denomination were present. The
following resolutions were unanimously
adopted:,
Whereas, It has been reported that
one, Rev. J. N. Prestridge, President of
Williamsburg Institute, has been advo-
cating alien immersion and free com-
munion, and
Whereas. Revolutions were passed
last June in West Kentucky, pronating
against such, and were refused publica-
tion in the Recorder for want of proof,
and
Whereas, The clear truth is now be-
fore us that it is true, therefore be it re-
solved
1st. That we, the ministers of West
Kentucky and West Tennessee Baptist
lustitute, do eater our protests aguinst
such pray twes.
2nd. That we protest against men
holding such views, being teachers 01'
principals in our denomiuutional insti-
tations of learning.
:3rd. That a copy of Meet. resolutions
be sent to the Weeteru Recorder for
publication.
This testimonial is unsolicited and
for the benefit of humanity. My (Lawrie
ter has been subject to severe colds and
comp and often taken with violent
c sighing spells at night. Dr. Bell's
Pine Tar Honey is the only preparation
I have fomei that will relieve her. I
think it is as necessary in the househole
as a life preserver on iesteambstat.
Respectfully
B. L. Jowl,
Jan. 18, 1895. 202 W. Bridge St.
Louisville, Ky.
Rev. T. N, Compton, well-known ie
this city, has closed a very snecesful
rival in Setree. During the meetine
tenter persons professed religion sum
twenty-two were received into the Bae
tist church. Rev. Compton has got!'
to Ashland to assist in a revival and on
the 15th will begin a inieeing in Hen
&arson.
This will be a month of religion,
meetings in Hopkinsville Serena of
the churches propose beginning nightly
prayer services preparatory to the big
Moody meeting which will be held at
the Tabernacle. At the conclusion ot
the big Moody revival, protracted servi-
ces will be carried on in most of the
churches.
Paducah may well feel proud of emne
of her enterpristic. Messrs D. Wilson &
Sin, of Kimble, Ky., write to the E. E
Sutherland Medicine Company as fol-
lows: "We write this to certify the
wonderful and grand good results fri an
your Dr. Ball's Pine Tar Honey, which
o selling faster than any medicine we
ever sold. People who never trded at
oar store have heard ofit and comes
feint adjoining counties for it. One
owe in particular is that of Mrs. Smith
Wooldridge, of this place, who wait SO
a Hicted with her throat for over two
y 'ant that she could not !Teeth above
whisper. After she used the first lot
ti • of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey sle
coatil talk as well as ever and the ram
is such a wonderful care that her
neiehbors come to see for thenewlyte
an I are astouished to hear her talk.
Mr. A. R. Humble, also of this place.
says your Dr. Bell's Tiny Tonic Tablets.
ar • doing him more good for dyepepsia
thin any medicine he ever used. Theh
ar • only a few cases and we know the!
th •re cannot be too much said in praise
of your celebrated medicine*. We are
th enkful that we had an opportunity to
by such valuable goods. They are ploy-
iug a blessing to our community.
Feet W roseenw ng
Constunption. LM;rippe, Puenmoi, n
an.I all Throat and Lung diseases mite
cured by Shiloh's Cure.-Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
Was Seriously Hurt.
Mrs. Green Thompson, of Caeky, no t
with an accident yesterday that may re-
sult fatally. She fell from the buck
porch of her home, a distance of about
ten feet. When found she wa.s umon-
scions. It is feared that she reeeivee
internal injuries. Her husband, who
has been on the pettit jury here, wa-
excuseel this morning from further ser-
vice in order that he might attend Mrs.
Thompson's bedside.
A Nmtural r.
KarLs's Clover Root T,a perifies the
blood arid gives a clear o an thautim
omplexion-hold by It. . Hardwick.
Washington, Mar, 2-There is no lon-
ger a doubt that an *Vint will be made
to afoul' the bill abolishing the fee
system for United States marshals, at
torneys, commiesionees, ewe and estat.
lished sales-site, to the legislative, ex-
ecutive and judicial appropriation bill.
Saturday, afternoon Henderson, of
Ieway, from the cenmiit on !lilts.
reported a sperial order to permit thi
offering of the fee bill as an amendment
to the appropriation bill, and it wa.
adopted. It is probable that the fee bill
will be up for consideration on:Monday.
this bill which. attracts much attention.
is ill brief a bill to abolish the present
fee system of paying United Statue
marshals and district attorneys and fix-
ing regular salaries inetead.
It fixes definite salary for every
district attorney ; there shall be no as
:nitwit attorneys' except when in tie
District Attorney public interest &-
man& it, and in that event one or mor•
assietants may be appointed with th,
approval of the Attorney General upon
written recommendation of the Judge
and Destine Attorney. which shall state
to the Attorney General -the facts as
distinguished from the couelumion show.
ing the necessity therefor," the !salary
not to exceed $2,548) in any Case.
E. W. Bagby, a prominent lawyear of
Paducah, Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey cured his children of whoop-
ing cough ,dten all things else failed.
It's a new remedy for all coughs. Guar-
anteed Ly all dealers.
In the County I ourt.
The will of the late Eliza Jackson,
colored, was probated this morning.
She leaves.' her property to her neice,
Hattie Cooksey, of Russellville.
Several orders regarding the opening
of new roads wore made.
John Caneler was released from work
on public_ roads, owing to physical can-
dition.
'IA marriage license was heeled this
week to John M. Boyd and Miss Em-
ma Blankenship.
A new theory in the treatment of
coughs, lung and bronchial affections
has been advanced by the manufac•
twers of Dr. &tire Pine Tar Honey.
It is truly a wonderful remedy. All
dealers sell it on a positive guarantee.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder








Idarrtro..-It was a good turn you did me when you told me sat
Clairette Soap. It makes the clothes whiter than any other, end sevell
time and work.
bLeav. -Y ea, and it does not injure the hands or the clothes.
CLAIRETTE SOAP.
II•14 Yvon-Rims. Made by THE N. K. FAIRBANK OMPANY. it. L.
T. C. Ilanbery. M. F. Shyerr•
PEOPLES'- \VARESE
HANBERY & 2HRYER, Proprietors.
Railroad Street, Bet- 10th 4. 11th-
1-1orkirs_sville - =0=1..t%.1.C2C371.
T. C. HANBERY, Salesman.
F GILL. E P TLTRNLEY
GILL tc TURNLEY,
Tobacco W arehousemen,
- :And General Cen•n.I...Ion Met
GRANGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarksville, • Tennessee.
The Patti:moire ,ollefusi on all who have tobseeo to sell. Mark your hogsheads IA,
Trantirr, r Graz g house cash advaue s aids one taiga men ta.
TOm P MAJOR, JA"t 1-11CADLICY, JA
Late of ElarkivIlle, Ten, Late of (livens. Headley a oil
MAJOR
Tobacco Wareham;
TOM F. MAJoR & CO., Props.
N os 801- s r-gasent
West Maui Street LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Liberal aavances. Feur months free storage. Daily suction
sales. Special attention to private sales.




COR. RAILROAD :-: AND -:- 111H STREEIS.




CLARKSVILLE - - TENNESSEE
I. P. BERNARD. A P. BECNARIT. W. G. PALMER.
CENTRAL






M rk Your Hogsheads ''Central House."
Auction says daily. Prompt Rotuma made. Four moothe .10 it(
e. Speen', tetention g'vs I the ee'e Dice ci.
TV G Wheeler if if Lc' zu)t.




Fire-Proof Warehouse, Cor. 7th and R. R. Sts.,
HOPKINSVILLE, - KY.







On account of having the interior of
our store remodeled, we will begin to-
day to sell at cost, continuing until
January 1.
We have a larger assoltment of ail-
ors, walking hats, and other p a.
B. side- a good selcetiou of tij lmee
hats
hildren'sCaps
in the prettiest and latest ,ylem at
prices to meet any and all -mends.
Tan and black Trilby belt
naments anti side corn us
can not find elsewhere.
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